


Variety - Quality - Economy

Semi-Autos .25..32..380

FIE FIE FIE FIE

FIREARMS IMPORT & EXPORT CORP.
BOX 4866 • HIALEAH LAKES, FLA. 33014

Ask the man for an FIE ...

.......~ Single Action .22..357. .44. .45

Double Action .22..32..38..357



The barrel, sighting rib, and
ejector rod housing are a
rugged, integral unit, made
of heat-treated stainless or
chrome molybdenum steels.
The rear sight provided on
Security-Six models is ad
justable for windage and ele
vation.

RevolversAetion

The spring-loaded firing pin
is enclosed in the frame.
Note: With the trigger re
leased and transfer-bar with
drawn below the firing pin,
the hammer nose rests di
rectly on the frame and can
not contact the firing pin.

Double

The cylinder interlock feature ~
ensures that the hammer can- ~.
not be cocked when the cyl
inder is open, nor can the

!~,~1;'·~:.'~~;' ~:";~.'";:IELD STRIPPED VIEW .(t;.
The transfer-bar ignition sys
tem plovides that the ham
mer blow can be transmitted
to the firing pin only when
the trigger is pulled all the
way to the rear. This is a
positive internal safety fea
ture designed to prevent fir
ing if the revolver is dropped
accidentally, or if the ham
mer spur receives a sharp
blow.

Music wire or stainless steel
coil springs are used through
out the Ruger double action
revolvers.

RUGER
-====-:::..,.,....

In addition to traditional Ruger quality and dependable
performance, the shooter enjoys the advantages of the
durable stainless steel mechanism parts, even in standard
blued models.

Ruger Police Service·Six Re
volver in 357 Magnum, 38 Spe
cial, and 9 mm parabellum
(blued model only) calibers with
fixed sights. Choice of 23/4" or
4" barrel in blued finish or
stainless steel.

~
~

Ruger Security-Six Revolver in
357 Magnum caliber with rear
sight adjustable for windage
and elevation. Choice of 23/4",
4", or 6" barrel in blued fin
ish or stainless steel.

y .. '\. J
.~~

Ruger Speed-Six Revolver with
compact round butt in 357 Mag
num, 38 Special, and 9 mm
parabellum (blued model only)
calibers with fixed sights.
Choice of 23/4" or 4" barrel in
blued finish or stainless steel.

RUGER, Security-Six, Service-Six, and Speed-Six are registered U. S. trademarks

These are the revolvers created by Ruger engineers who
started with a fresh sheet of paper and an unlimited
budget! There is nothing in the design of these Ruger
double action revolvers which is there simply because
"it has always been done that way"; nothing which re
flects a commitment to outmoded production methods
or obsolescent factory facilities. Representing a signifi
cant improvement in design, these revolvers incorporate
creative Ruger engineering, sophisticated manufacturing
techniques, and superior materials.

The Ruger design philosophy of strength, simplicity,
and ease of maintenance has been applied throughout
the design of these revolvers. Composed of a series of
integrated subassemblies, the Ruger double action re
volver can be field stripped to its basic components in
seconds, without the use of tools. The entire lock mech
anism is installed through the bottom of the grip frame
as a unit, permitting the use of solid frame side-walls
which contribute to the great strength of these revolvers.
The complex milled-out frames and delicately fitted side
plates of other double action revolvers, and the difficul
ties of maintenance and weaknesses inherent in older
designs are eliminated entirely.

The finest materials are used in Ruger double action
revolvers. Music wire or stainless steel coil springs are
used throughout and frames, cranes, cylinders, and barrels
are of heat-treated stainless or chrome molybdenum
steels. Most of the small internal parts of all models of
Ruger double action revolvers are made of stainless steel.

FOR YOUR COPY OF A FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF ALL RUGER FIREARMS, WRITE DEPT. AH

STURM~ RUGER & Company~ Ine.
Southport, Connecticut 06490 U.S.A.
ALL RUGE~ FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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Here's a Dever-built XP-100 with
a Micro sight on a custom base.

8iluetas

for a couple-three hundred years. As you
can tell, I've made my choice, but let me
give you a few more thoughts to consider.

Besides being able to see the sights, you
have to be able to position them on the
target. The peep reduces the amount of the
light reflected from the target that reaches
your eye, as well as restricting your view of
the target. If the target is dusty, partially
obscured, or contrasts poorly with the
background, you're in trouble. With the
open sight, you can quite often cope with
the situation.

At the Idaho IH MSA State Champion
ship this year, the sponsoring club had
painted the rams white, and one bank
faded into the sagebrush as the day pro-

dump it. So, the choice depends somewhat
on where you shoot, and the conditions
you'll encounter.

On bolt guns the rear sights are almost
always hung on the rear receiver rin"g. If
you'll accept the premise that a peep sight
on a pistol is just an open sight with a cir
cular notch, you'll have to admit that you
can't focus on either type of rear sight and
the front sight at once-that's just the way
the eye works. Now, consider for a mo
ment your ability to focus on two objects
that are a fixed distance apart as they are
moved farther and farther from your eye.

As you move away, the two objects seem
to get closer together, and both will even
tually come into perfect focus. You can
take advantage of this phenomena by
moving the rear sight to the front receiver
ring, and the front sight to the end of the
barrel. That's not enough of a move to cure
the problem, but it is a step in the right di
rection. How much it will help you is a
function of your vision. One of our new
AAA shooters had his sights moved up at
my suggestion. With no opportunity to
practice with the new rig, he lay down at
the next match and shot a four-O. "I can
see the sights now," he said. That's the last
time I share a trick with him.

So there's your second choice.
Now, whichever sight type/placement

you choose, don't just lie down and shoot
them. Try some variations.

The peep will come with a standard in
sert. Try different sizes including none at
all Gust the holder). Don't be afraid to drill
an insert out to get that special size. You'll
find that different sizes work best for each
animal, and the best is effected by light
ning conditions. A Merit adjustable insert
will allow you to cope with this situation,
and may be your answer.

If none of the peep inserts seem to
work-don't despair. Williams and T /C
both make a regular open sight blade that
replaces the insert holder and turns a re-

gressed. By noon, when I shot, you could ceiver peep into a receiver open sight.
barely see the fifth one with the naked eye. The globe sight comes with an assort-
The belly line, my usual reference, wasn't ment of posts and apertures. Try them all.
very clear on the rest of them. The rail they Once you get the typical pistol sight
were on was thick enough to be visible mounted, you'll probably find the notch is
though, so I cranked four more clicks into too wide for the front sight. You can
my Micro. Setting the top of the sights on change either.
the rail and aligning the sights under the It's pretty simple to cut a new rear sight
center of the left-hand fuzzy white spot, I blade for the Micro, with a notch in your
touched off the first round. It fell, much to choice of width. For the Williams or the
my relief, as, in turn, did the White Ghost T /C you can superglue a custom blade on
of the Desert. You just can't do that with a the back of the stocker.
peep/aperture combo. Up front, of course, you can fit a dif-

It's because of these sorts of problems ferent width blade in the ramp, or try the
that every shooter around here that started various posts that come with the globe.
with a peep has switched. The Idaho shoot- Whichever set-up you have, I'd suggest
ers told me the same story-few still use you try some fronts that are narrower than
peeps. normal for pistols. Just don't go too far, as

Some people shoot peeps and do well, of sight definition suffers.
course. Jimmy Mitchell, New Mexico If all of these options have left you con-
IH MSA Director, and silhouetter since the fused, I'd suggest you try a Micro and a
first El Paso shoot, prefers them, as he square blade. It's as inexpensive a com-
shoots in a lot of mirage. Jimmy says that bination as you can find, and it works well.
when the targets fuzz out from the heat, he You can't get much better .....
can just center the indistinct form and than that. ~
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SIGHTS FOR SORE EYES

PHILIP C. BRIGGS

T oday's unlimited pistols, especially the
bolt guns, are good enough to

shoot possibles anytime. All the shooter
has to do is align the sights, hold the proper
sight picture, and squeeze the trigger. And
yet, considering the number of well
equipped shooters trying, there aren't that
many straights being shot.

Why? Well, I'd guess it's because most
people can't see the sights well enough to
achieve or maintain proper alignment
and/or they can't see the target or the
sights well enough to hold a consistent
sight picture. What you can't see, you
obviously can't hit. Now, some people just
see better than others and, if you're one of
those people, you're fortunate. But don't
give up the game if you're not, as there are
some basic choices you can make as well as
some fine tuning you can do to close up the
gap.

Many of the early unlimiteds were built
with peep rear and globe front sights; it
still seems that those you see in magazines,
whether featured in a story or in an ad, are
so equipped. Witness the big spread on
custom XP's in the January/February
"Handgunner"-peep rear and/or globe
front sights 'on everyone that wasn't
scoped.

I expect this situation developed be
cause of two facts: 1) This sight combina
tion is the most accurate iron rifle sight
combination available; 2) It looks trick. It
has probably persisted because everybody
seems to be doing it.

Consider that first fact for a moment. On
a rifle, the peep sight is a few inches from
the eye and you just look through it and
put the front sight, whether post, aperture,
or crosshair, on the target. The eye, at that
short distance, tends to center the front
sight/target combo in the peep. On the
pistol, however, the peep is around eight
inches from your eye shooting prone and
maybe twenty-four inches away when
supine. Some find the peep an aid when
shooting prone, but any farther away and
the peep's self-centering benefit is lost. It's
just another sight to line up. Thus, whether
the peep or the standard open notch is
easier to align depends on your vision and,
to some extent, if you shoot prone, side
winder, or Creedmore.

The first choice is then between the
transplanted (misplanted?) peep, and the
sort of sights that have been used on pistols
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45 Automatic Colt Pistol. The Colt Government Model has been the official U.S. Army
sidearm since 1911.

Designed to rigid Army ordnance specifications, the Colt Government and Commander
Series incorporate all the dependability, ruggedness and accuracy demanded by the U.S.
Government. The Colt 45 Automatic Pistol is used by more world class shooters than any
of its copies.
45 ACP. rfhe Colt Gold Cup target pistol, equipped with the famous Colt-Elliason adjustable
rear sight. The Ace, a 22 rimfire version of the Government model. The Combat Comman
der and Lightweight Commander, 1/2" shorter than the Government Model for both on
and-off duty service. The Government Model MK IV/Series 70 and Combat Commander,
also available in 9mm Luger and 38 Super. And all models feature checkered walnut
stocks embedded with the Colt medallion and famous Colt blue finish, or nickel on the
Government and Combat models.
45 ACP. A Colt. That says it all.

An Investment
in Precision

Important product and service literature accompanies every Colt sale; be sure to ask for yours.
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . JANUARY IFEBRUARY 1980 7



a lot of fun.,

"The question of lead at
normal handgun ranges

is probably over
emphasized."

about. Any animal worth hunting deserves
a clean kill. Just about everyone takes a
shot or two that he regrets. Becoming
proficient at silhouette will go a long way
toward minimizing those regrettable shots.

Now, you've become a AAA shooter in
all classes-on stationary targets. What do
you do on moving game? Beats me; I just
do what feels good and it seems to work. I
don't have the opportunity to bust running
jac~s very often and simply haven't really
studied the problem. In essence, rolling
tires downhill with cardboard centers in
them may help some but probably not
much.

The question oflead at normal handgun
ranges is probably over-emphasized. I

tend to lead too much with a shotgun. On
moving targets with a handgun, I try to
hold where I want to hit and maintain the
hold while I squeeze off. I do not stop my
.swing to shoot. On occasion when a very
fast shot is necessary, I "wipe" the gun
across the target, firing when it feels good.
I do not shoot when it doesn't "feel good."

In any event I'd like to hear from you
about moving target shooting with a hand
gun and explore the problem through
Handgun Hunters International (P.O. Box
.357MAG, Bloomingdale, OH 43910). I
would also like to have you as a member
and subscriber to The Sixgunner. Send

SilhoueHe shooting
comes in handy as

good hunting practice

shooter knows the elements of sight align
ment and trigger squeeze. A little ex
perience on hair and he'll probably
outperform the field shooter. Having been
a field, bullseye, silhouette and bull
shooter, I'll have to say handgun silhouette
shooting is the best training ground for
game shooting with a handgun outside of
actually shooting game.

If you want a humbling experience, go
to your nearest silhouette range, plunk
down your bucks and crank off 40 from
standing-or sitting or however you want
to. It will probably ruin your day! In
actuality, the expertise gained on a sil
houette range is mighty handy in hunting. $12.50 to join. Maybe someone can come
You know that distances are involved up with a simple, inexpensive, speed
when you see an animal. You know your controlled target. For more info on
own capability. You know either to shoot, Silhouette-try Box 1609, Idaho Falls,
pass or what your odds are. You have ID 83401.
learned self-discipline as applied to shoot- For more challenge and
ing. In short you have become a more -try hunting with
efficient killer. And that's what it's all a handgun.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . JANUARY IFEBRUARY 1980

worth beans. In addition-he thinks he is
good and has absolutely no idea of his real
capability. I've had numerous guides to
tell me they hate to guide for Bullseye
shooters. Doesn't make any difference if
it's rifle or pistol. According to the guides
the Bullseye shooters have trouble getting
it together with the sights on hair.

Now I don't particularly buy that in
general. Any fairly competent competitive

J. D. JONES

H unting is fine-but without a little
"finding" thrown in now and then it

gets a little tedious. Tell me about it. One
year I travelled over 10,000 miles, spent
many bucks, and ended up with four poop
ducks and acute sinusitis.

Frankly, a lot of hunts are unsuccessful
simply because the hunter can't shoot

Address _

City State Zip _

Name _

Send $2.00 to NRMA Bench Plans, Suite 300, 1221
S.W. Yamhill, Portland, OR 97205.

SUGAR CREEK GUN CO.
Dept. AH Hwy, 34 E.
O«umwa, Iowo 52501

Dealers and distributers write for quantity prices.

(sandbags not included)

• Ideal lor occuracy testing.
• Adjustable for all handguns.
• All steel construction.

To order send $19.95 + $2,00 shipping to:

THE PISTOL REST
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fjiiES~Hiii'
I IPSC AUTOMATICS I
I I~~~~~u~r~~~ :~~o~~I~~~u~eE~I~s~~Y I

Class, Class A and Class B, available
In Hard Chrome or Blue linIsh with Smith

I & Wesson or Bo-Mar sights Also a lull I
line 01 Smith &ofiiiolt handguns.

IPHONE (704)274-4572(24 hr. AnS.)Chapple Genne«I
\..

1270 Hendersonville Rd., Plaza SoutJh
P.O. Box 5704, Asheville, NC 28803----



The Des· rw series

Muzzle to the Rear tilt
for F.B.I. style draw
and access to the
weak hand (also cross
draw)

Worn vertically for
conventional draw
(master hand)

",
.......

\ .......

Introducing the Sidewinder™ ... the first in a series of
extraordinary holsters designed exclusively for
COBRA GUNSKIN™ by Andy Anderson.

Only COBRA is authorized by Andy Anderson to
manufacture and distribute these original styles.
The drawing illustrates the unique, swivel feature of the
Sidewinder™holster.. .it can be repositioned on the belt
in various ways for both comfort and maneuverability.
4" Rev. $19.954"-5" Auto $19.95
2"·3" Rev. $17.95 Med Auto $17.95 .
Matching swivel clip pocketTM available for large autos
Fnly. $9.95

or silicone suede lining add $6.00
Add 10% for shipping and handling.
N.V.S. residents add 7% sales tax.
Ask your local COBRA GUNSKIN™ dealer for details
or call us.

}:~~i~=da~iF.1~Y~y COBRA
GUNSK1N

'" (\\'.-
(516) 752-8544 1r
Send $1.00 for COBRA's full color catalogue.

PAT. PEND.
Andy Anderson

Muzzle forward
position for
competition speed
draw with master
hand.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER! A $7.00 value ... yours FREE ...when
you purchase the Sidewinder™! For a limited time only, we will match your
order (in caliber and length) with the classic COBRA suede waistband
holster ... yours at no extra cost! Offer expires March 1, 1980... better hurry!
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CLARK" RUGeR
Adjustable
Rear Sight

$1650
RETAIL

(White outline blade
$350 extra)

Replaces rear sight on Ruger models with
adjustable sights. Large, flat rear blade with
deeper sight notch. Improved sight picture.
Beller click adjustments.

Also available to fit base on current
production model Mark I.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Jam~sC.Clark
PISTOLSMITH
Rl2 - Box 22A

Keithville, Louisiana 71047

(318)925-0836

A TEXTBOOK BY E. R. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS

HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

SEND

$4.95 PLUS 48¢ POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AH-1 ,90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE. PA. 19003
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JEROME RAKUSAN

Appearance of RUGER's "Redhawk" is pletely, while expending little force. At
~ the big news in handgunning right least two officers were shot to death after
now. Big and rugged, it is exactly as de- hitting their murderers in vital areas with
scribed by Massad Ayoob in this column these bullets.
several months before the veil was lifted. The department undertook an exhaus
Those who have seen and fired it feel that tive series of tests, and settled on the
it will steal much thunder from Smith & Federal l25-grain jacketed hollowpoint
Wesson's model 629 stainless .44 Magnum. ro.und in .357 Magnum. Since that time,
Ruger engineers we've brainpicked on the there have been ten shootings by police in
Q.T. swear that the new internal design that city .. , and everyone has been an
will allow adjustments for smoothness and instant, one shot stop! This included "pe
lightness that will go beyond anything ripheral hits" in arms and legs. Ten gun
previously possible in a large frame, dou- battles isn't enough to develop a statistical
ble action revolver. data base, but the 100% performance thus

The Redhawk is distinctively more mas- far is superior to even that of the legendary
sive than S&W's .44 Magnum, yet has a Colt.45 automatic. In all ten shootings,
pleasant feel, and surprisingly good bal- the bullets expanded perfectly, and none
ance. Recoil comparisons are highly sub- exited the felons' bodies. Forty percent
jective. Most agree that the greater weight of the "victim offenders" survived, al
does indeed soak up more of the mighty beit with some degree of permanent im
.44's recoil in the Redhawk. Grips feel a bit pairment.
trimmer than those on the Smith, and only The ultra potent 9mm. Parabellum
your hand size and shape will determine if Nyclad ammo from Smith & Wesson's
that's good or bad for you. In any case, a ammunition branch, despite much heral
proliferation of custom grips should be dry in combat shooting circles, isn't yet
available almost as soon as the guns are. ready for mass manufacturing. The load
Guy Hogue is starting to turn them out will indeed move the International Practi
already. . . cal Pistol Confederation's ballistic pen-

Though gun magazines would have you dulum as much as a 230-grain full metal
believe that 9mm. and .45 autoloaders are jacket.45 ACP slug. The trouble is, as
all the rage amongst lawmen, observers 9mm. Luger handloaders have long
close to the police community say that, if known, very hot loads in that caliber de
anything, more cops are turning away liver poor to mediocre accuracy. Nyclads
from automatics than toward them. The from the experimental batches that are
average policemen's general distrust of moving the pendulum sufficiently are
automatics, and some bad experiences shooting sloppy groups, and loads that are
with certain double action autos, are the grouping adequately aren't quite pushing
main reasons why. the pendulum past the "major caliber"

The big trend instead, police insiders mark.
say, is away from the :38 Special and The man who conceived and fostered
toward the .357 Magnum. The .357 was for that load, Tom Campbell of S&W, isn't
decades considered only a highway patrol using it in matches yet. His competition
gun, because its penetration, whUe good load, which has brought him unassailably
on auto bodies, was too excessive for urban into the position ofone of the world's finest
areas crowded with bystanders. Sophisti- combat shooters, is Federal 115-gr. JHP,
cated hollowpoint projectiles eliminate which out of his one-of-a-kind S&W 9mm.
this problem, while also delivering drama- prototype is said to give close to one-inch
tic stopping power. groups at fifty yards. Neither Campbell

A major midwestern city is a classic nor S&W ballisticians have given up on
example. There had been several cases of their super 9mm. load, however, and our
.38 Special slugs failing to put criminals on readers may yet be able to purchase blue
their backs before they could shoot police- tipped S&W 9mm. rounds that will "hit
men, so in 1975 the department went Mag- like .45s" ...
num, issuing a l40-grain softnose Mag One of the hottest new gun companies
load. Unfortunately, softnose .357 slugs around is SAFARI ARMS, PO Box 28355,
are toughly jacketed for big game hunting, Tempe, Arizona 85282. Their bobcat En
and tend to penetrate human targets com- forcer in 1911 pattern is selling well, and
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H & K is out with a
unique flare gun

Safari Arms has a great
new .45 auto that is
causing quite a stir

their full size combat version, the
MatchMaster, is getting a lot of interest
from savvy handgunners. For several
months, Safari has been advertising their
components separately in this magazine,
for .45 fans who want to do their own
work. We've gotten back comments from
involved amateurs and professionals alike
... and their consensus is a positive one.

Especially in for plaudits is Safari's am
bidextrous safety. It's ten bucks cheaper
than anything else on the market, is avail
able much more quickly, and does its job
as well or better. We'll give you a no-holds
barred report on their pistols as soon as our

11

WHEN ONLY THE VERY BEST Will DO
Choice of 3,4 or 5gun models in beauti
ful black or brown simulated leather.
lok-Grip tray holds gun securely. Has
compartment for spotting scope and
accessories. Scope bracket and carrying
strap optional. 4 or 5 gun cases avail
able with back door compartment. Per
sonally designed by Frank A. Pachmayr
for discriminating shooters. See at your
Pachmayr dealer or write for info.

~GUN WORKS, INC.
_1220 SOUTH GRAND AVENUE' LOS ANGElES, CALIF. '0015

MATCH
SHOOTERS
HANDGUN CASES

Lee
\ Echols
',45 Nat'l Trophy Winner 1941

Send $6.00 to Lee Echols, 1640
Maple Dr., Unit 68, Chula Vista, CA
92011. CA buyers add 6% sales tax.

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHEH PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

STOP FOULING
Proven For 20 Years

Send large, stamped, self-addressed,
envelope for information. Cos.t about $30.

RICE GUN COATINGS
152143 St.• West Palm Beach, FL 33407

305-848-2228

GWM DAVIS
P.O. &x 446 • Arcadia· CA 91006

A BOMBINATION OF
MIRTH! The Funny,
Funny Book Abou
The Pistol
Shooters.

Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new '79 Catalog.

with incredible phosphorus intensity for
several seconds, summoning help. Massad
Ayoob is now testing one for a complete
report. Those of you into boating and
backpacking should appreciate this unit
for its intended purpose; like we said, it's
the best flare pistol ever designed, and its
$2.00 apiece flares will completely ex
tinguish long before they come to earth,
eliminating fire hazard ...

As you've probably gathered by now,
there isn't too much news coming from the
gunmakers themselves at this time of year.
It's August '79 as we write this, and the
next wave of newies has yet to be an
nounced, while the last wave has shot their
wad already, and in any case wasn't any
thing you didn't read about in this column
months before it was announced.

One thing we should reiterate: we are a
bimonthly national publication, and that
means we have a long lead time. A case in
point is the column in our Septem
ber/October issue in which we remarked
that the Bianchi/Chapman combat holster
set would be improved with no increase in
price. That story went to press in April '79.
We knew before anyone else that Bianchi
prices would take a steep increase due to
the vagaries of the leather market, and we
had the scoop set up iIi type before anyone
else ... but by the time that Sept/Oct issue
came out, the price rise had already gone
through. It's something that won't improve
until we go weekly, and we hope you
understand.

Late flash for those of you who are into
shotguns: ITHACA is alive and well ... or
at least, alive. Production of the model 37
pump gun and the Mag-IO automatic is
back underway. Toward the end of pre
vious production, before the company
went Chapter Eleven, some really scuzzy
stuff got out of the factory, and the present
management team is doing its darndest to
make good on that. The Mag-IO manufac
turing process now underway incorporates
changes in the extractor and feeding sys
tem for greater reliability. Also, the com
pany is now producing the time-honored
model 37 pump in 3" Magnum for both 12
and 20 gauge. At least one industry insider

It's an ultra-compact, magazine fed, bar- thinks the day may come when all Ithaca
rei-less flare pistol that fires five shots more pumps come chambered for long Mag
or less semi auto (it ejects its own empties shells. It gives more flexibility in the duck
and brings the next round up, but you have blinds, especially with the steel shot situa-
to cock it single action to fire each one). tion, and the longer receiver actually im-
There is also a manual safety. proves feeding. It seemed that there were

It's" state of the art emergency signal- occasional complaints about dumped
ing device, in a world where virtually rounds with the standard size Ithacas pro-
everything else that does this job is single- duced just before the bankruptcy. S&W,
shot. For what it does, its less than a C-note Savage, and Mossberg already make all
price is quite reasonable. their 12-ga. pumps in 3" chambering,

H&K does not sell it as a weapon and which feeds the standard 23/.1" shell per-
doesn't consider it one any more than fectly, so Ithaca may be on the right track.
BATF does. Still, its defensive applications Ithacagun is one of the classic American
are intriguing. If you live in a city like armsmakers, and despite that bad period
Chicago, which doesn't issue concealed before they went briefly under, their name
weapons permits even to law abiding cit- was a synonym for firearms quality. The
izens, it would be a good thing to have with team now running Ithaca promises a come
you. If jumped by a mugger or rapist, you mitment to that same tradition,~
could shoot a flare high in the air to burn and we wish them the very best. ~
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testing is complete, but we can say at this
point that the component parts are getting
a good reputation. In a day when young
gun companies have a high mortality rate,
it's heartening to see Safari Arms come up
looking like a winner, and we wish them
the best ...

Lately several complaints have crossed
our desk, concerning both gun customers
and manufacturers. There's only so much
we can do about it. Your most effective
course of action, when you buy handguns
or firearms related hardware that doesn't
measure up to standards, is to contact the
nearest Better Business Bureau to the firm
you bought it from, and make a complaint
formally. Even more effective is to write to
the attorney general of the state where the
product is made (you can get their number
and usually their address from telephone
information), and address a formal, writ
ten complaint to that agency's Consumer
Protection Division.

HECKLER AND KOCH has come out
with a fascinating new projectile-launcher
that, according to BATF, isn't a firearm.



LUCY CHAMBLISS

WHAT'S INVOLVED
GEnlNG TO THE OLYMPICS

required constant pressure on them to be
sure everyone had a chance to use it.
(Never seems like there are enough pistol
ranges anywhere.)
. Match competition appeared to be fair

and without problems. The team members
fired consistent scores compared with
practice, tryouts and competition leading
to the Olympics. What more can you ask?

I was reading a report from the Inter
national Competitions Committee re

cently and with it was a detailed "After
Action" summary of the 1976 Olympic
shooting team. Looking at the 1980 Olym
pics as we are now, I thought the high spots
of getting 17 shooters to Montreal and
back might be of interest. The complexity
of taking a team to Moscow will be greater,
but fortunately, we seem to come up with
experienced and dedicated people to do REPORTS CONCLUSIONS
the job for the shooter.

After the 1976 team was selected, came 0 Urgent need to raise U.S. perform-
getting everyone in proper and fitting uni- ance in International Pistol events. This
forms. From the appearances of recent must be instituted by the NRA. Positive
International teams, I would say uniforms action is needed to actively guide and
have improved 100%. Next, our team man- supervise a program to begin better Inter
agers met with USOC and were given national Pistol effort. These events must be
details on administration, duties, food, on a nationwide basis, if necessary, subsi
housing, transportation, finance, medical dize sponsors until the entry makes the
services, training and competition sched- match self-supporting. Public information
ules. Four years ago, Quantico was our and promotion all year should be designed
pre-Olympic training site, the 1980 team to interest the young shooter in interna
will assemble at U.S. Olympic Training tional competition. I am afraid not enough
Center, Colorado Springs. From Quantico, of this positive action has been accom
the team moved to Plattsburg, N.Y. The plished to help us in 1980-hopefully by
essential detail of getting large quantities '84. There are still no Women's events in
of ammunition necessary for the team can Olympic shooting. It could be a factor that
be a problem. So some of the team mem- both boys and girls are attracted to the
bers hauled ammo by their personal trucks co-ed sports, track, swimming, diving for
from Virginia to New York, to avoid a sharing interest rather than to shooting
clash with F.A.A. regulations regarding which is presently without designated
"excessive" amounts of ammo on airlines. women's events in the Olympics.
When the team arrived by plane, they were A specific detail pointed out in the re-
housed at the State University in Platts- port was that more coaches were needed
burg. Clothing was issued there and two for Olympic shooting teams. Assigning
days were spent with physicals, photos, other shooters to this duty is unsatisfactory
custom details and orientation. During this as it diminishes his stamina and concentra
time Pres. Ford visited and met all Olym- tion for his own sho.oting performance.
pic team members, a very nice gesture; The administrative burden on the team
wonder if Pres. Carter will do the same. manager is said to be terrific.

When the team left Plattsburg for The International Competitions Com-
Montreal, excess baggage and again, am- mittee is working on the national shooting
munition were sent separately in a truck, team concept and has adopted a goal of
driven this time by the Assistant Team the U.S. becoming one of the top 5 in
Manager. The meals at the Olympic Vil- world events, and maintaining our present
lage were good; tickets to other Olympic position of # I in all rifle events. Rifle
events were scarce and time consuming to shooters began interesting their young
acquire. There were other forms of enter- shooters in International type shooting 10
tainment and services to relieve the years ago and it has evidently paid off.
boredom and pressure of waiting to do Another goal is to build a suitable training
your very best. Travel to the range by van center where world class competition can
took 25 minutes, range lunches were good be held year around. Such a center would
and a team room with lockers for members have at least 8 bays of turning targets for
equipment was provided at the range. pistol and room for more if needed. All
Practice was adequate, though range time ranges would be built to protect both
limited, the 25 meter pistol range officials shooter and target from the effects of wind.
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ZERO BULLET CO., INC.
205·739·1606

Cullman, Alabama 35055

Approximately 10% of our customers would
prefer grease lubed bullets or grease lubed
bullets dusted with white powder, if we would
supply them.
We at ZERO are well aware of the free enter
prise system. We know if ZERO does not
supply you with what you want, some sharp
competitor will.
Our survey made us ask ourselves if maybe
100% of our competitor's customers are
buying their bullets because they like com·
petitor's lube. Ten percent of ZERO custom·
ers and 100% of our competitor's customers
is a pretty fair hunk of business. Customers
that ZERO wants to please.

ZERO grew tall by bending a little, so if you
prefer a grease lubed bullet or a grease lubed
bullet dusted with white powder, let ZERO
know. We can supply. ZERO will, of course,
continue to supply our dry lube to the 90%
of ZERO customers who prefer it.

This new added service is simply a continua·
tion of ZERO's basic policy of giving
Quality, Delivery & Price.

ZERO BULLET
DID A SURVEY

We did not like what we found.

ZERO BULLET
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Double
stitched
seam

Open
muzzle

At franchized dealers everywhere
or order direct!
2-3" AUTO & REV. 4-5" AUTO & REV.
PLAIN $20.95 PLAIN $23.~

PIU$ 10% Postage & HandlIng
(Calli. Res. add 6% Sales Tax)

licized, or recognized, like the postal rifle
matches. When I made the team in 1953, it
was the top 10 shooters in the .22 slow fire
match. We fired the actual team match at 7
AM, before the .45 matches, were given an
emblem and I don't remember ever hear
ing, or seeing the results anywhere. The
pistol entry that year at Perry was 2,542;
1978 entry was 831 and I'm proud to say my
qualifying score of 188 would still have
placed me on the team. I placed 4th in the
team match with another 188x200. Begin
ning this year, team selection will be made
from the IS high scoring shooters in .22
slow fire and the .22 NMC Slow Fire.
Members will receive cap,jacket and bras-

(Continued on page 70)
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works for both the Training Center and
subsidies.

A good sub-committee of the NRA
Pistol Committee has upgraded our May
leigh Cup International Pistol Team
Match. This is a prestigious postal match
shot at our national championships each
year, between Canada, Great Britain,
South Africa, Australia, and the United
States. It has never been properly pub-

Taking a team to
Moscow is going to be

a complex thing

Match competition
appeared to be fair
at the last Olympics

Some kind of wind protection needs to be
required at our present preliminary tryouts
where for instance, in Florida, you can get
eliminated from further tryouts by 40 mph
winds, even though NRA rules for tryouts
state "adequate" wind protection will be
provided for the shooter. Hoped for bud
geted annual expenses in this national
team idea include as much as $3,000 per
civilian to cover costs of ammo, targets,

"Pistol shooting
must be healthy, look

at all the national
championships we

have now."

guns, transportation and fees. There are
also expenses for training seminars, Euro
pean training trips, and coaches. The deci
sions of distributing among mediocre
athlete, or outstanding only, must be
made. Feeling is also, if individual has
some of his own money always at stake, his
performance improves. I definitely agree
with that, being one of those pure ama
teurs never subsidized by regular service,
Reserves, or National Guard. Donations
and various fund raising projects are in the



BAG TWOIDBtlBOOKS WITH ONE SHOT ... ANYWHERE!
Buy OBI Books Locally-or Order by Mail!

Edited by Joseph J. Schroeder
and the Editors of Gun Digest
The first single source reference for gun
related items and services ever pub
lished! Whatever facet of guns you're
interested in, this book showcases
everything other than the guns them
selves that is currently available and
where to find it. More than 1700 indi
vidual descriptions with almost 1500
illustrations are organized into 19 sections,
each covering a specific product or #GN8716
service, including prices when available, 8895plus charts, lists, tables. Packed with
hard-ta-find information. An important
addition to your gun library.
320 8W' X 11" pages.

Gun Digest Book Of 'i\~~'
GUN ACCESSORIES ... ,...
And Services

#GD1006

#BL8326

1980 GUNS
ILLUSTRATED
12th Edition
Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Outstanding articles on silhouette
shooting, shotgun patterning, com
bination guns and air guns for hunting,
teaching your children proper gun
handling and more. By top gun writers/
experts such as Bud Lang,
Chuck Adams, J.B. Wood, Hal
Swiggett and Ted Dentay, others. Test
reports on Parker-Hale's 22-250
Varmint rifle, Colt's new 6"
Diamondback and a new SKB shotgun.
Plus nearly 200 pages cataloging all8895 u.s. and imported guns sold in this 8795country today, complete with specs and
the most current retail prices available.
288 8W' X 11" pages.

THE COMPLETE
BLACK POWDER
HANDBOOK
By Sam Fadala
Nearly fifty comprehensive chapters
detail surefire loading methods,
accuracy, ballistics, patching, building
the optimum black powder load.
Muzzle loading shooting facts and
myths presented with an entire reeval
uation of black powder safety, includ
ing barrel blow-up. Covers everything
from proper lubes and greases to rifle
twists and do-it-yourself accessories.
Plus tips and tricks to ensure safe and
successful black powder shooting and
a glossary of terms from "whisker" to
"Tennon". 320 8%" X 11" pages.

1980 GUN
DIGEST 34th Edition
Edited by Ken Warner
Editor-in-chief Ken Warner has packed
this edition with great features written by
the top echelon of firearms experts.
Highlights include a full color tribute to
Sturm, Ruger on their 30th anniversary.
Plus outstanding articles by John T.
Amber, Ken Warner, Hal Swiggett,
Dean A. Grennell, Larry S. Sterett,
Bob Bell, Jim Serven, and many, many
others you'll recognize immediately.
Plus our regUlar departments and, as
always, the famous 175 page catalog
section is the most up-ta-date source
for specs and current retail prices on
all U.S. and foreign firearms sold in the
U.S. today! Solid reading enjoyment in
464 8W' X 11" pages.

disassembled parts to a gunsmith for
reassembly. Close-up photographs of
the most intricate assemblies
accompany the text to help the reader
better understand and follow the
instructions. Wood has also included
a directory of sources for special tools
as well as for replacement parts and
specialized items. These two books
are excellent reference works not
only for the gun enthusiast but for
the professional gunsmith as well.
Companion books on rimfire rifles,
centerfire rifles and shotguns will be
introduced in 1980. Each volume
320 8W' X 11" pages.

ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS
PART II: REVOLVERS
J.B. Wood, noted writer,gunsmith and
firearms consultant, provides a
thoroughly professional presentation
on the art of automatic pistol assembly/
disassembly and an equally out
standing treatise on revolvers. Covers
most modern guns, popular older
models, foreign makes, and some of
the most complex handguns ever
produced. Wood takes the reader
step-by-step through routine field
stripping, and then with a note of
caution, continues on to total disas
sembly.Justas important,reassembly
directions are explicit where neces
sary to prevent having to take

Gun Digest Books of ~~,

FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY~i
eoo'<01 iBy J. B. Wood ;::, TheG."'Dl9"" 5 i
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USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~
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Buy One IDatl Book, Get One Free!
At Your Dealer Or From This Ad!

and use them. How to call
and decoy all types of game TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
from ducks to foxes. The very HANDGUN By J. B. Wood
latest information on African 87 pistols and revolvers are
ranch safaris on a budget. studied with descriptions and
Interesting, factual articles ill ustra tions of common
by some of the sharpest and problem areas. Offers do-it-
most widely known hunters yourself solutions, when and
ever to draw a bead. 288 8Yz" where to go for help. 192
x II" pages. 8\12" x 11" pages.
#HU3326 $7.95 #TH5146 $5.95

For the novice hunter or the
veteran stalker, this hunting
"how-to" book has it all! The
best ways, times and places
to hunt the most popular
species of large and small
game. How to develop hunt
ing skills, how to be a better
shot. The hunting camp,
cooking game, bowhunting,
hunting dogs-how to choose

Edited by
Erwin A. Bauer

HUNTER'S
DIGEST,
2nd
Edition

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF ~\~~~~AND RE~~dL~~~ion TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
METALLIC SILHOUETTE Edited by Dean A. Grennell RIFLE AND SHOTGUN
SHOOTING By Elgin Gates and Jack Lewis By J. B. Wood
Comprehensive coverage is All.new 2nd edition covers How to correct minor prob·
given to the rifles, handguns, reloading, maintenance and lems frequently encountered
scopes and ammo currently repairs, silhouette shooting, in 87 popular shoulder arms.
being developed for this ex- h d . ~ b' When to turn to a gunsmith
't' ft' t an gunmng .or 19 game, or return l't to the ~actory.

CI mg, as growmg spor. new developments in ammo, .'
Plus history, rules and meets. leather, grips. 288 8Yz' x 11" Heavily illustrated. 192 8Yz"
256 8Yz' x 11' pages. pages. x 11' pages.

t- #M_S_8_5_16_._.._._.._,,_._.$:....6_.9_5_l- -..::#.:..PR~5::.:::9.:.:26::.:..:...:,.:'''':''.:.,:'':.:.':,.:'..=:$.:,:7.:.=9:.::5_~ !:~:!:~:: .::": :.:':'::~~:.9_5_

BookH

BookH
$

$

Book H

Book H

TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!

Buy one of these OBI books anywhere and get
another OBI book FREE! Now you can own
any of the books shown in this ad FREE!
(a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price.
(b) For each book you buy, yOU may select a

second book from this ad of the same price
or less FREEl

(c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book
you order to help us cover postage, insur
ance, packing and handling.

(d) If you buy OBI books from your local
dealer, send genuine dealer sales slip show
ing which books in this ad you bought and
where. Same FREE book offer applies,
including $2.00 postage, insurance and
handling fees for each FREE book.
ABC

I'm Buying Retail Send These
These Price FREE I

$

Name _

Book H Book H

Please send the OBI book(s) listed above.

Column 'B' Total $, _

PLUS postage, insurance, and handling charges
($2.00 for each FREE book). $, _

TOTAL ENCLOSED $, _

OR
Enclosed is genuine proof·or-purchase (dealer
sales slip only) for OBI book(s) bought locally.
Send FREE book(s) listed in Column 'C'
above. I've included the $2.00 processing fee
for each book.
TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE . ..
FAST DELIVERY

DBI BOOKS, INC.
Dept. F201, 540 Frontage Road
Northfield, IL 60093

BLACK POWDER
GUNSMITHING

By Ralph T. Walker
Replicas to restoration. Cov
ers many specific projects,
kits, plus original guns
when to upgrade and when
to keep hands off. Complete
directory of suppliers. 288
81/z" x 11' pages.
#BG5626 .......... $7.95

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
GUNS AND SHOOTING

By Clair F. Rees
Covers the world offirearms.
How to select your first gun,
how firearms operate, all the
basics. Indispensable book
for the beginner or pro. 224
81/z" x 11' pages.
#BE9536 $6.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
8th Edition

Edited by John T. Amber
Historical and current devel
opments in science of reload
ing. Wildcat and popular
cartridges, shot-shells. Fea- I
tures for marksmen, experi
menters. Big catalog section.
288 8\12" x 11" pages.
#HA2086 $7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
MODERN GUN VALUES
2nd Edition By Jack Lewis

Brand new edition of the
most comprehensive, up-to
date book on the subject.
Major revision of handgun
section. Latest prices. Don't
buy, sell or trade without it!
288 8\12" x 11" pages.
#MV5826 •••••.•• ••$7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS 2nd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Be sure of ~etting all working
parts back mto your antiques,
sporting guns, military arms.
Includes parts lists and draw
ings. 288 8Yz" x 11" pages.
#EX9326 $7.95

BLACK POWDER GUN
DIGEST 2nd EDITION

Edited by Jack Lewis
A must for muzzle loaders.
In-depth discourse on rifles,
handguns, scatterguns and
accessories. Features updated
catalog ofarms; new alterna
tive to black powder; big
gun look at cannonry; where
to buy. 288 8\12' x 11' pages.
#BP9346 •...•...•. .$7.95

HOBBY GUNSMITHING
By Ralph Walker

Your kitchen table or work
bench, a few basic tools, and
you're on the way to a reward
109 pastime. Close-up photos
and detail drawings keep mis
takes minimal, and enjoy
ment maximal. 320 8Yz' x II"
pages.
#HG5126 .•....... .$6.95

HOME GUNSMITHING
DIGEST 2nd Edition

. By R. A. Steindler
All new articles span com
plete what, how-to and why
mfo. Projects for the begin
ner as well as the seasoned
home gunsmith. Plus a di
rectory of the trade. 288 8\12'
x 11' pages.
#HM5156 $7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
THE .22 RIMFIRE

By John Lachuk
What's available in rifles,
handguns, ammo and acces
sories. Choosing the righ t
gun. Accurizing, sighting,
hunting, simple smithing,
ballistics, survival, much
more. 256 8Yz' x 11' pages.
#TT3726 $6.95

HANDLOADING
FOR HANDGUNNERS
. By George C. Nonte, Jr.
Covers selection of bullets,
powder, primers. How-to
articles on casting and pre
paring bullets; swaging; cor
recting misfires and more.
Ballistics and loading data
tables. 288 8\12' x 11' pages.
#HH8416 ........•.. $7.95

Address _

City State Zip :
U.S. & Canada only...2 for 1 offer expires in 60 days I I

L..- ..... ---- J
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EVAN P. MARSHALL

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

U nless you've spent the last six months on the dark side of the
Moon, you are certainly aware of the new handgun am

munition offerings on the market. In addition, we've been ap
prised of a couple of new items that will soon appear, and as
usual American Handgunner will tell you about it first.

The new loads are listed by manufacturer, rather than by cali-
ber so you can compare the extent of their new products. •

CCI/SPEER
The good ole boys from Lewiston, Idaho, have been keeping

kind of a low profile producing some of the best handgun ammo
available. The only new offering they'd admit to is a 150 grain
fmj load for the .357 Magnum. It's designed for the metallic sil
houette gang, but will be excellent for those who need a lot of
penetration. 50 yd
Load 2~Y' 4" 6" accuracy
I. .357-150 gr fmj lI03fps 1234fps 1335fps 3W'

FEDERAL
There was a time when a handgunner would just as soon ad

mit to leprosy as to using Federal ammunition. Those times, of
course, have changed. Currently Federal is not only producing
some of the best handgun loads, but also one of the most exten-
sive lines. The new loads are listed below: 50 yd
Load 2Y2" 4" 6" accuracy
I. .38-125gr jsp 902fps 1045fps 1133fps 4W'
2..357-158gr jap 1134fps J216fps 1306fps 5"
3. 9MM-95gr jsp 1345fps 31,4"
4. .45 Colt-225gr Ihp 967 fps 61,4"

FRONTIER
In case ther's anyone out there who isn't aware of it, Frontier is

part of the Hornady family. Steve Hornady is in charge of Fron
tier, and is producing some accurate loads. A few small test runs
of full metal jacket-semi wadcutter .44 Magnum rounds were
enthusiastically received by metallic silhouette shooters. Fron
tier only has one new regular production offering this year, but
it's a real dandy! It's a 230 grain full metal jacketed s'emi-wad
cutter offering at normal hardball velocities. Not only is it ex
tremely accurate, it will feed in unaltered .45s just like round
nose .45 loads. I've got an old, unaltered Model 1911 that is ex
tremely finicky about what I feed it. It gobbled up these new
loads without a hitch, even when I dug an old battered clip out of
my junk box and used it. 50 yd

Load 41,4" 5" accuracy
I. .45ACP-230gr-swc 803fps 841fps 3"*
*weapon used-Colt Gold Cup in Lee Pistol Rest

H&H is the producer of the Super Vel line of ammunition, and
has found themselves back ordered since they reintroduced this

16

....-.-..-..-.....~.-..-OSCene

line. They don't have anything new at this time, although they're
offering their loads in special eighteen rounds packs that are eas
ier to carry then the traditional fifty round boxes. Bob Hamilton,
however, does have some new ioads in the works that will really
cause a stir. He's working on a load for the .38 Special that looks
like a standard load, but will expand like a hollow point. When
ever these and other new loads are ready for production, you'll
read about them here first.

REMINGTON
There are a number of new offerings from the Bridgeport gang

this year. I was able to obtain samples of the .38 and .357 loads,
but their new .38 Super load isn't available yet. It will be a 115gr
jhp load at 1300fps. That may not excite too many readers, but
like Bill Corson says, "Sonny, you got no business calling your
self a handgunner unless you own at least one .38 Super!" It's an
excellent although widely unappreciated cartridge, and Reming
ton is to be highly commended for offering a new load in this
caliber.. 50yd
Load 2\,2" 4" 6" accuracy
I. .38-IIOgrjhp 922fps 1056fps 1211fps 4"
2. .357-llOgrjhp 1267fps 1487fps 1631fps 41,4"

SMITH & WESSON
The biggest news in S&W handgun ammunition is the new

Nyclad process. It not only cuts down on pollution, but allows a
much softer slug to be used, so that the potential for expansion is
much greater. The most fascinating rumor to come from S&W, is
that a 158gr Nyclad semiwadcutter load will be offered for the
9MM. This load is supposedly loaded to a high enough velocity
to make the 9MM a major caliber under IPSC regulations! S&W
is also offering a target load for the .45 Auto that produced excel
lent results in my Carniak accurized Gold Cup.

WINCHESTER
The big news, of course, from Winchester is the new 9MM and

.45 Winchester Magnums. They, 'however, will be covered in
depth elsewhere. Somewhat more routine, but still exciting, is
the "Silvertip" hollow point loads for both the 9MM and .45
ACP. Their unique jacket material allows superb expansion and
higher velocities with lower pressures. 50yd

Load 41,4" 5" accuracy
I. 9MM-ll5gr jhp 1235fps I267fps 4W'
2. .45-185gr jhp 904fps 948fps 3Y8"

All the loads tested produced consistent velocities, and good
performance. The revolver loads all ejected easily from the re
volvers used (Colt Diamondback with 2112" barrel, S&W Model
19 with 2V2" barrel, S&W Model 10&66 with 4" barrel, S&W
Model 14 & 66 with 6" barrel, and Colt New Service with 4" bar
rel), and fed reliably through the semi-automatics used (Colt
Commanders with 41/.1" barrel, and Colt MKIV .....
and Gold Cup with 5" barrel). ~
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New stainless steel barrel & accuracy
bushing to match. National Match quality
Guaranteed $88.00 PP.
New Stainless Steel Browning HI-Power
barrel Match quality $94.00 PP.

ALLOW 8 TO 12 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

FRED MASSEY

At the moment, this Is the biggest
seller •.• the Usher International.
Unique, adlustable tension de
vice holds securely but allows for
fast Cross draw speed.

BOTH BIANCHI AND SAFARILAND SAY DAVIS
MAKES A REALLY TOP.QUALITY HOLSTER
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LEARN
The New Pistolcraft

At JeR Cooper's
API Training Center.

The American Pistol Institute is now accepting
applications for training of pOlice, military and
Civilian students (with proper credentials) at the
new HO-acre training center. Basic course
teaches you to shoot carefully and quickly; to hit
single, multiple and moving targets; to move cor
rectly; to maintain continuity of action; to re
sppnd properly to the unexpected; and much
more. Unique, proven teaching method quickly
imparts the decisive skills of modern defensive
pistolcraft.

FOR B·PAGE BROCHURE, SEND $1 to:

The American Pistol Institute
Box 401- EPaulden, AZ 86334

him well. John Bianchi told us, "Gordon
Davis was one of only two or three
people I trained completely in holster
making. He has a natural talent for it. He
does extremely fine work." Adds Safari
land president Neale Perkins, "Gordon
is a gifted person. In addition to that, he
has the custom craftsman's advantage of
being able to take pains that a manufac
turer can't. For instance, he can cut a
whole rig out of the same hide for a per
fect match, which would be impossible
for any manufacturer. His quality is
top-rate." .

When the two biggest names in hol
stermaking talk about someone that way,
it's worth your while to look at the guy's
cata10g. Add to those plaudits the kudos
from satisfied top-rank shooters: aces
like Jerry Usher, Keith Hamilton, Ron
Lerch, and former US champ Kirk Kirk
ham swear by Davis rigs for IPSe com
petition, a demanding game where only
the best equipment stays around long
enough to earn a reputation.

It's not that he has one-of-a-kind de
signs. There is little new under the sun in
holstermaking, and few designs are pat
entable. Almost anything Davis makes
resembles something someone else has
built. "My products aren't unique in de
sign," he explains, "so much as they are
in workmanship. The main thing I try to
put into my holsters is craftsmanship.
We're talking about double thicknesses
of leather - two pieces cut identically,
bonded perfectly with great care given to
finishing the edges. I spend a lot of time
stitching them just so, and making sure
that every item in a rig - belt, holster,
ammo carrier - is perfectly matched and
mated. Almost everything I make is

famed leather mavens parted company, double-stitched, and almost all my hol
Davis went with Perkins and helped de- sters are steel reinforced."
sign the first Safariland holsters. He cut Many of Davis' holsters resemble simi
the original patterns for some of Safari- lar rigs by other makers, but usually with
land's most popular designs, including his own refinements. His "Security"
the classic Sight-Track. waistband holster looks much like a

Eighteen months later, Gordy went Sparks Summer Special, which in turn is
with Bianchi, and a year and a half a Bruce Nelson design; the Davis unit is
hence, struck out into other areas - improved with built-up leather to shield
saddlery and bridlemaking, among the safety and hammer. He says many of
others - to broaden his mastery of pro- his concepts are attributable to Andy
fessionalleathercraft. In 1976, he started Anderson, the original pioneer of mod
his own shop, in the garage of his Los ern speed leather, whom Davis reveres.
Angeles home. His clip pouch, for instance, is a di-

The men he started with remember rect copy. (Continued on next page)
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T here aren't all that many people
making really great custom gun

leather out there. You can count them on
your fingers and have a few digits left
over. One of the first fingers you want to
reserve is for G. William Davis.

The "G" stands for Gordon, which is
what his friends call him; what his cus
tomers say about his leather is still more
affectionate. Gordy's been building hol
sters professionally since 1964. That's
when he started with Safari Limited, the
first joint venture between Neale Perkins
and John Bianchi. When those two



makes top-quality single action rigs for
both fast draw competition and routine
carrying tasks. "The market isn't that
big for SA rigs," says Davis, who does
90% of his work for freestyle combat
shooters, "but I just like to work on
,em." His Liberty holster, a conceal
ment high-ride, has a good future. He has
a breakfront rig coming out for bull
barrel PPC guns that combines fine
leatherwork with even spring tension to

Here's the High Noon with for
ward rake. This one rides high.
The Epitaph is similar but rides
lower. Holsters have tie-downs
but are really not needed as the
unique design keeps it from mov
ing during fast draw.

assure a smooth and easy draw that
won't bind down on the barrel, a concept
that would sell well for police service
revolvers if Gordon could find the time
to produce it. He even has a semi
shoulder version of the Usher, built for
the sole purpose of winning "concealed
carry" combat shoots.

I wear Davis leather, and I'm here to
tell you, Neale Perkins wasn't kidding:
you can't get this sort of workmanship
from anyone but a master craftsman like
Davis who works alone to handmake
eight or so rigs a week. He uses the same
quality leather as Bianchi and Safariland,
which is to say top quality, but his differ
ence is that he does it by hand. He is also
a ranking IPSC shooter in his own right,
with his finger tighter on his customers'
collective pulse than perhaps any other
holstermaker. This is why he is backor
dered on Usher International rigs for
$115 when a similar and very good Bian
chi outfit sells for $55.

In the end, when you analyze G. Wil
liam Davis' work, you have to go back to
his customers. Many IPSC gunners think
nothing of travelling across the country
or around the globe, and can put up with
a lot of questionable courses to pursue

available. He their unique sport. One thing they will
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Davis is too modest for his own good.
He does have proprietary designs. One is
the soft plastic roller-type retention de
vice that began with the Usher Interna
tional holster, a rig he named for world
class combat shooter Jerry Usher. Its
quasi-sticky pressure holds the gun in
place against momentum, yet allows a
smooth, quick draw. In very hot cli
mates, the plastic can melt and lose its
holding power; California combat shoot
ers, who have taken to Davis leather the
way Beverly Hills residents took to
saunas, simply keep extra rollers on
hand and change them as needed, a sim
ple procedure. Tension on the Usher and
other IPSC holsters is adjustable via a
hidden screw. He does have one version
of the Thunderbolt style, with an outside
screw, but that type of carry "looks
cheaty" and is falling out of favor with
IPSC competitors.

The plastic roller, again at Usher's
suggestion, is being incorporated into
Gordy's new line of police holsters.
These are thick, rugged thumb-break
rigs. Those for revolvers have the roller
just under the front of the frame,· while
auto holsters keep it under the front of
the slide. This allows a policeman to run
with an unsnapped gun in his holster
without fear of it falling out, yet still af
fords very fast access. I tested one for a
,45, and it worked out very well. It was
so secure that I ran a Cooper Assault
Course with it, using a 9mm. Browning
Hi-Power. The Browning, with its taper
ing front slide, will fall out of almost any
holster made for a slabside ,45, yet this
one held it perfect, thanks to the plastic
roller. The thumbsnap proved super
fluous.

Davis, who worked with Perkins on
the historic Safariland Sight Track, of
fers his own version. His "track" is
leather, %" wide and the same dimen
sions deep, and it is inside the holster so
the front of the rig is pleasingly smooth
and round. It works fine, and accommo
dates the highest target-type sight.

Has Davis' leather ever failed? Well,
yes and no. In the Cooper Assault phase
of the 1978 National IPSC champion
ships, two ,45s were lost from Davis'
Usher International holsters. Defending
champion Kirk. Kirkham and Memphis
hotrock Wayne Umberger both spilled
their pistols when emerging from a 6-foot
tunnel they had run up on and dived
through. Witnesses weren't sure that
Wayne had screwed his tension device
all the way down, and it was said that
Kirk flung himself through the tunnel so
quickly and forcefully that no strapless
holster could have held the gun against
the inertia. Suffice to say that both men
had a powerful chance at the US title,
both were disqualified in the Cooper
stage because of the gun drop ... and
blJth plan to stay with the G. William
Davis holster.

Davis has other rigs

For
one (1) CLP-1
one-fluid-oz.
bottle of
Break-Free CLP
enclose $1.50,
plus .50 postage
& handling.

"This is the first product that
claimed you can feel 'the differ
ence' that you really can feel the
difference. " - Tim Hardy

Mail to:

SAN/BAR CORPORATION
BREAK-FREE DIVISION
P.O. Box 11787 DEPT. AH-1
Santa Ana, Calif. 92711

Get a smoother action, reduced
trigger pull and lots more. Break
Free CLP is a total gun treatment,
cleans, lubricates, and preserves.
Try it and prove it for yourself! As
military, law enforcement and gun
enthusiasts are finding Break-Free
CLP is bringing unusual benefits
to the shooting industry. You can
realize these same benefits on your
own guns, for only $1.50.

City _

Name _

"The single best lubricant and pre
servative I've ever used."

-Wayne Novak, Gunsmith

State Zip ..,.

Address _

·BREAK®
FREEeeM

For That
"HAND HONED"

Action
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'TM $1495
Check or Money Order

Add $2.00 postage and handling.
California residents add 6% sales tax

HOGUE:
COMBAT GRIPS'

P.O. Box 460 Dept. HG1 .
Morro Bay, CA

93442

MONOGRlp® NowRUGER
SECURITY·

SIX

Unique, one-piece
MONOGRIP® construction
provides the nearest thing to a .
machine rest handhold; it points dead on. No other ,grip offers
so many shootinglaids, exclusive features, and outright quality
at such a competitive price. We invite comparison.

MONOGRlp® features include: Hogue's famed orthopedic
hand fit. Fully relieved for all speedloaders with positive case
ejection. Compound ambidextrous palm swells. Proportional
finger grooves. Strength and durability of reinforced Nylon 
No cheap plastics.

MONOGRIP® - There's nothing else like it!

If you've been looking at the world's most respected names in
.380 double action autoloaders, look again. Sterling has joined the
list of the elite with the new Mark II. Comparable in performance.
reliability and comfortable handling, 'our Mark II is priced considerably
lower. The slim new design of slide, frame and grip, adjustable

target-type sights and rolling block safety make this the best
~ value in .380 D/As. Blue. stainless or nickel.

sterling
mark II .380 D/A

5"_"""81

J8MI
CDR/! 211 Grand Street. Lockport. N. Y. 14094

ACTUAL SIZE, TOP VIEW

At your firearms dealer. Or send for our catalog.
Please enclose 25 cents.
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TYLER'S liT" GRIP
BETTER SHOOTING
wIth tnls Improved
cast Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt
ond S & W MODERN
Revolve". DURABLE, PRAC·
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COlORS.
POLISHED or ILACK $5.00, GOLD $5.25

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable 1I0ht weignt cost aluminum for Colt, S & w
~1ISHoE~ ~t;eBL~C~erM~;ols, Ggle~ '1~IS~ott.OO
ORDER DIRECT OR AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER

~~~Il~t{~Qr~nt';~3e' o~ ~~~;"p70po~t~~?d'S D:llr~~;::
G.nuln. Slog-Wood & Syn'h.,lc Gun Grip.. L••
Load.rs-Iullet Moldl-Gun .ccellorl... Hand·mad.
Holot." & 1.111, L.o'h.r & Clorlno.

Mii:v~aITYlE'Illr=;Q":,!cND' DIST.
1326 W. BIllion Rd., O'dohomo City, Oklo. 73114

American Made Quality Walnut Presenta
tion cases for Colts. Lugers, Mausers,
Rugers. Muzzleloading Revolvers and
Pistols. Also available in kits for the
do-it-yourselfer. Literature $.50

~...,."

··'Fully
. Aqiusiable,

.Uses t"dor:y front
sigl)t,JViati Black

Ox.id~nir·Sa'tin Nickel.

With PlainL:~af: $4170
With whlf~'outline leaf $44.00

Miniature Machine Co., Dept. AH
210 E. Poplar

Deming, New Mexico 88030

'

HOLSTERS OF QUALITY by belt slide, inc.
Dept. AH Box 15303 Austin. TX 78761

'

(Send 25¢for Brochure)
( Model 10 For Specify color, Model 12

Most DA Revolvers pistol model, For Lg Frame Aulas
Black or Brown and bbl length Black or Brown

Pin $11 95 Basket $13 95 Check or M.O. Pin $11.95 Basket $13.95
rOSlra,d No COD's pOSlra,d

WELL CAST ~
NARDO
BULLETS
for pistol & revolver
WEST COAST BULLETS
820 N. Sierra Bonita Avenue
LOS Angeles, CA 90046
(213) 651-2691 AHA

Nickel
add $5.60

not tolerate is inferior equipment.
At the last nationals, four of the top

ten shooters used Davis leather. In
California, Davis' rigs are almost as
ubiquitous as the .45 automatic. The

Davis rigs, and Massad Ayoob, ranked
#3 in northeastern United States IPSC
shooting, recently switched to an Usher
International crossdraw.

You don't buy a Patek Phillippe wrist
watch just because it will keep better
time than a Bulova. You buy it instead
because of that subtle feeling of owning
something 'perfectly hand-fitted, and
meticulously designed by master crafts
men who in turn draw on the knowledge
of the past masters when they build it.
And you don't buy it for style, because
looks can be done cheap. You buy it for
quality, or maybe because you're a
timepiece aficionado and you know that
there are very subtle performance
oriented things in a Patek Phillippe watch
that you don't find in mass-market prod
ucts. That, and you know it will last for
generations, and will give you satisfac
tion just to look at it and know you have
it when you don't really need its func
tion.

Leather by G. William
Davis is kind of like that.
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You buy it for quality
like you would a fine

watch

DAVIS LEATHER
(Continued from page 18)

The Realist rides high on the belt
with gun butt tilted slightly for
ward. This one also has adiusta
ble muzzle-tension device.

product has made inroads in other parts
of the country as well. Two of the top
three Southern IPSC gunners, Wayne
Umberger and John Shaw, are using



Turn Your Gun Into a 24-Hour Weapon
REPORTED IN:

Mag-na-port®

is located right under the inboard swell of
the thumb, and its symmetrical shape lets
it work both ways with admirable ease, yet
still without any awkward protrusion, As it
comes out of the box, this excellent safety
cannot be simply plugged in on the star-

T HIS IS a nifty gun, Pending the com
pleted evolution of the PSP, this

piece, modified to major caliber, will be
Number One, finally displacing the 1911
Colt! It's a pity that it had to originate in
the slave world, but as the slave masters

THE ULTIMATE AUTO-PISTOL

Coops
Column

The following is a reprint from GUNS Magazine (September, 1979) that we thought was
significant enough for our readers to be informed about due to the important message at the
end of the article.

Jul/Aug '78 Pollee Product
News

Fall '78 The Police Marksman
NovIDee '78 The American

Handgunner
May '79 Soldier of Fortune
No, 76-8 IACP E,T,C, 8ulletln
SeptlOct '79 The American

Handgunner

DAYLIGHT ACCURACY
AT NIGHT

Self-Luminous Gunsights
For Handguns-Shotguns-Rifles
No Batteries-No Wires-No Bulbs

June '72 Guns & Ammo
April '77 Law & Order
June '77 Police Times
July '77 The Pollee Chief
Sept. '77 Guns
Oct. '77 Law & Order
May 5, '78 Wisconsin Law

Enforcement 8ulletin

For Catalog Send $1 To:

NilE-SITE, INC.
P.O. Box '0', Rosemount. MN 55068. U.S.A.

Means: Reduced Recoil - Reduced Muzzle Jump

The original Mag-na-part~ a Patent Precisian
muzzle venting process - Has become famous
because of the thousands of shooters that in
sist on having greater control of their firearm.

Will not change Ballistics or Accuracy.

For further information on Mag-na-port~ or
the Mag-na-part Custom Ruger Handguns
write for free literature.
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stole most of its elements from free men, board side for us by a southpaw, but only a
free men can blithely steal it back and little cutting is necessary to make this
perfect it. Whether they will do so or not changeover work. (On our proposed do-
depends upon their wit. Time will tell. mestic version, this will be corrected.)

The Czech 75-called the "BrUnner But the finest thing about the Cz 75 is
Pistol" in Germany-may be considered that elusive quality called "feel." It feels
the ultimate development of the Brown- better in the hand than any other pistol
ing/Colt system. It takes the best Brown- and not just in my hand. Everyone I've
ing features, combines them with a couple shown it to so far has agreed, Naturally
of Petter innovations found in the best people with tiny or freakishly large hands
French and Swiss designs, and adds a few may not find this surprising comfort; but
original touches of its own to put the whole for the 80% in the middle, the Bohemians
together in the neatest package in the seem to have found the answer. Perhaps
world, the ghost of Good King Wenc'eslaus had a

(The fact that it's only in nine is unim- hand in all this,
portant. We can make it up in 45, and later In my Austrian elass last summer, seven
in IOmm, just as soon as someone with the out of the twenty students showed up with
money decides to do so.) 75's, most of which had been somewhat

Essentially the Cz 75 is a heavy-duty "cosmeticized" by Seidler of Vienna. Since
auto using a short-recoil locking system, each student expended some 400 rounds, I
selective double-action, and a double- have a fair idea about the pistol's re
column magazine, It is thus tactically iden- liability of functioning, I saw no mis
tical with a number of other pieces (prin- functions is those 2800 rounds, so I con
cipally the Mamba) but it is by far the elude that the action works.
handsomest assembly of good features to Intrinsic accuracy seems perfectly OK
come along so far. Its trigger-cocking ac- much the same as that of any other quality
tion is the only one I have tested that can service sidearm, which is quite good
really be called smooth, plus which it is enough for serious work, We may assume
entirely optional, Here, at last, is a pistol on that "accurized" versions may be set up as
which the thumb-safety needs no modi- easily for this as for any other piece of
fication, since it was designed from the its'type-for those who have use for them
beginning with the human hand in mind- and can shoot well enough to know.
a thing one cannot say about the others, It The fourteen-round magazine is re-
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HOGUE MONOGRlp®

Shown
approx

y,

actual
size

Only
s7.50 ea,

Include
$1.00 for shipping
Calif. res. add 6%

Please specify when ordering

• Magnum
• .45

• Derringer

Send check or money order to:
Arroyo Grande Gun Buckle
1539 Grand Ave., Dock A
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420

• Proven Grip Oestgn Finger
Groves. Palm Swells. Used rtght
or left handed. Designed for all
speed load er s. Cop ied. no t
duplicated.

• Made of Black Nylon Com
position WIth stainless steel
retainer.

• One Piece Combat Grip for duty
and target usc. The Positive Grip

that is almost indestructible.

• Reno Holsters

• Hume PPC Holsters

• PPC Revolvers
• Metalic Silhouette Revolvers

• XP 1OD's Silhouette Pistols W/Bi-Grip

Check or Money Order
$14.95

(For S&W K Frames)

Ruger Square Butt Dble. Actions

• Mag·na-port

• Metalife
• Combat Revolver Alternations

• Hogue Grips

• Finely detailed
pewter finished

buckles

• Exceptionally
well cast

Quantity Discounts To Dealers and Law Enforcement Agencies

Another FIRST Brought To You
By

POWER CUSTOM INC.
Box 1604

Independence, Missouri 64055

Ilielj.rb 1L;einie
Custom Pistolsmith

Specializing in 45 Autos for;
Competition-Duty-Sport

Send large S.A.S.E. for complete list of modifications available.

821 E. Adams Havana, ll. 62644

• Fits all
standard belts

* QUALITY LEATHER BELTS *
Available in Brown or Black-Add $6.95

(Include Size & Color When Ordering)

Superbly Realistic
3-Dimensional

BELT BUCKLES;;---l~rtl

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK
-DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME-

EDITOR'S NOTE
After we printed this column in GUNS,
we leamed that the Czech Model 75 is
available to U.S. shooters. Walter
Pomeranski, dba Walter's Enterprises,
P.O. Box 209, Massett, British Colum
bia VOT [MO, will accept orders from
U.S. (with proper import fonns) EEL
holders. The price quoted for the M-75
is $416.50. There is, of course, a lot of
red tape, and duty on the pistol will run
close to 50%, but perhaps it may be
worth it to those who want the latest

-Editor

, Features
that exclusive
quality called
o "feel"

leased by a conventional Browning-button
rather than a European heel-clip, but the
released magazine is held in a half-ejected
position by a detent in the magazine well
this to please European departmental
types who have a horror of magazines
dropped into the mud. This device is easily
altered, without recourse to a gunsmith, at
the owner's option.

Several sorts of sights have turned up so
far, varying from unacceptable to excel
lent. (Most are "de-horned," indicating
that the fabricators are somewhat ahead of
their U.S. counterparts.) Evidently the fac
tory has not settled on a specific sight
design. (We can fit a good combination to
the American model, right?)

The Cz 75 is entirely a "cash crop" for
the communists, since it does not use their
380 Makarov cartridge, and personal
choice is not permitted in their empire. It is
designed to be exported; to Germany for

Deutschmarks, and to South Africa for
gold. (The Russians do not share our mor
alistic commercial inhibitions.) It is doubt
less intended as a short-term product, since
it will be stolen and reproduced outside the
red bloc as soon as its obvious virtues are
appreciated.

I think the "BrUnner" is the best of the
conventional nines as it stands, and the
best conventional pistol, ifit is modified to
major caliber. The race will be between it
and the major caliber version of the PSP
(not yet admitted)-a contest between the
culmination of the proven and a "great
leap forward."

As of now-and for the immediate fu
ture-you can't take personal possession of
either contender, since the 75 is forbidden
and the PSP is not,in production. And both
are available only in minor caliber at this
point.

I think Heckler and Koch will announce
a 45 PSP in 1980, and I think some bright
party will build an American version of the
Cz 75 in the same year. ~

May the best man win! ~
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63-year-young Howard McCarty.
Every occupation was represented,
with a goodly number of Law Enforce
ment types "making payments on the
life insurance." The female of the spe
cies expanded their participation, from
I entry last year to six contestants in '79.

By Seth Nadel

ers tested their speed, power, and ac
curacy over four demanding courses of
fire. The top sixteen shooters settled up
in a man-on-man test ofspeed and skill.

The shooters came from all over the
country, and ranged in age from 13
year-old Shawn Dexter to the amazing

O n the Fourth of July, two hundred
of the nation's best practical pistol

shots gathered in Park City, Utah, for
the 1979 International Practical Shoot
ing Confederation National Cham
pionships. Starting with the firing of
two black powder cannons, the shoot-





chanical problems that plagued the
Utah Handgunners Assoc. who hosted
the match. All those devices that had
performed flawlessly in the past de
veloped those electro-mechanical elves
that inte~rupted the normal flow of the
stages. But the match staff soldiered on,
providing as fair a match as possible for
all. Of course, it would be easy to sit at
my typewriter and snipe away, but I
had the chance to see Dennis Tueller
and his staff close up, working long
hours so the rest ofus could concentrate
on the match. To all those who worked,
the thanks of the shooters. John Far
nam brought down the newest ATS
radio controlled target system, and the
elves promptly took over, causing lots
of headaches for John and his crew.
There was even talk of dropping this
stage, but a vote of the majority of the
shooters kept it in.

The tension mounted as the scores
went up on the "wailing wal1." Hand
calculators came out as the shooters
figured their scores, their friends; and
those of the big names. Everyone was
awaiting the names of the top sixteen
who would compete for the number
one spot. Familiar names such as Jerry
Usher, Ross Seyfried, Tom Campbell,
and Ray Chapman vied with relatively
unknowns such as Ron Sharp and
Craig Gifford. Friday night, and the
top sixteen still had not been an
nounced! Saturday it was back to the
range, with all eyes on the list of who
would shoot in the "J" ladder. When
the list went up, the tension doubled.
After Match Director Jeff Cooper an
nounced that the standings in the

shoot-off would determine the winner,
things got impossibly tense.

The last shoot was a test of the basic
skills-start 3 meters behind a post with
a tin can in the shooting hand. Upon
the signal, put the can on the post, hit a
target at 5 meters, a target at 8 meters,
reload, and hit a steel plate with a
balloon in front. Fired as a double
elimination, the pressure got to be too
much for the ATS hit-sensitive targets,
and they had to be locked facing the
shooters. Now it was down to break the
balloons with 5's on the targets! At the
peak was the man-against-man duel of
Colorado's rancher, Ross Seyfried,
against store-fixture maker Mickey
Fowler from California. After several
tie decisions, Ross won the stage-but
he did not have enough points to win
the match, and Mickey Fowler came in
first, the new National Champion,
342.660 points to 339.563.

At the awards banquet that night,
trophies went to the top twenty, and
merchandise down as far as #70. But
the highlight was the naming of the first
(red) and second (blue) teams. The
members were selected based on their
performance in the 1978 and 1979 Na
tionals, and they will represent us at the
world shoot in Roodeport, South Af
rica, in September. The .best wishes of
all the Handgunner Staff go to:

FIRST TEAM SECOND TEAM
Mickey Fowler Steve Blankenbiller
Ross Seyfried Joh n Shaw
Tom Campbell Leonard Knight
Jerry Usher Ron Lerch
Chuck Taylor Ray Neal

Author Nadel caught in mid-air
iust after clearing barricade and
heading for the tunnel. Photo by
Greg Moats.

This year there were 6 women
contestants. Here's one
performing the very diHicult
"Tarzan" rope-hanging feat.

With next year's Nationals in New
port News, Va., in early October, and
planned once again as a surprise shoot,
we hope to see even more shooters test
their power, speed, and --M
accuracy in the 1980 IPSC National~
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by Massad Ayoob

HANDGUNNER
, INTERVIEW:

A t the time you read this, the World
IPSC Championship will have been de
cided and we will cover that in detail in a
later issue. This article is about David
Westerhout of South Africa, who will
have defended his title he won two years
ago. David Westerhout is a charismatic
figure that few Americans know well,
though they may have heard a lot about
the 1977 World Champion. During a
recent professional speaking tour, West
erhout met with the author for the fol
lowing exclusive interview. We think it
will give our readers a newprospective on
the World Champion, the role of fire
arms in Rhodesia, international hand
gun competition, and the nature ofIPSC
shooting itself.

tory. .45 ACP ammo sells for $1 US per
cartridge. The 9mm. is the military
round, and is somewhat more
available.

Only clubs can get licenses for re
loading, and there are usually only 3 or
4 members allowed to use the equip
ment. We have no progressive loading
machinery, either, and these people are
loading for 250, 350 shooters a week.
Incidentally, Rhodesians are allowed to
buy only 50 rounds of handgum ammo
at a time, no more than 200 rounds a
year, and may be in possession of no
more than 60 rounds at anyone time.
These rules are relaxed only when you
are on a firing range using club
ammunition.
AYOOB: With practice ammo so hard
so hard to come by, how did the Rhode
sian team manage to win the last two

(Continued on page 60)
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after, say, a 6-year hiatus can see no
change, except in the rural areas where
some threat does exist. I think an il
lustration of how tranquil things are in
the major cities is the fact that our
policemen do not carry firearms. They
have a tradition of not entering into
armed confrontations, and this is main
tained today. Even in areas where there
is some degree of terrorist threat, very
few people go about armed, which I
think certainly gives the lie to many
Americans who literally step off the
plane expecting to have to fight their
way to the terminal building.
AYOOB: There has been a lot of spec
ulation among stateside shooters as to
why you use a BoMar-ribbed Browning
in competition.

AYOOB: Dave, what's the situation on WESTERHOUT: I use a High Power,
firearms ownership in Rhodesia? completely standard, no trigger job. It
WESTERHOUT: It has always been a does have a built up thumb safety. I do
fairly liberal thing there. In the sense have a BoMar rib, but not for the
that if you could show good reason to reason attributed to me. I read in
use and own a firearm you've always American gun magazines that I use this
been allowed to do so. There are very design so as to control recoil better.
few restrictions. Firearms registration Quite frankly, I don't have a recoil
certificates do sometimes state that cer- problem with any gun. The only reason
tain firearms be used only in certain I have the rib is that we don't have
situations. A target pistol may be lim- people here capable of the custom
ited to ranges, but high power rifles, pistol work you can have done in the
large caliber defense pistols, and shot- states. I wanted adjustable, high profile
guns have no restrictions. People can sights, and since there was no one here
carry them anywhere. who could install them, I simply or-

Carrying handguns on your person, dered a BoMar rib and bolted it on. If
which in America seems to be a rather we had pistolsmiths like yours, I would
difficult situation, is actually quite easy shoot either a Browning with standard
in our country. Rhodesians are in fact BoMar sights, or a Colt .45 similarly
encouraged to carry them concealed equipped. I have a Mk. IV that jams at
rather than openly, since it tends to least once every clip; there's no way I'll
make people feel uncomfortable to see use it in a match, because there is no
someone walking around with a pistol one in my country capable of fixing it,
on his belt. We don't have a problem and there is no way I can legally bring
with concealed handguns. or send the pistol to your country.
AYOOB: Americans often visualize AYOOB: Why is the 9mm. so popular
Rhodesia as an embattled frontier, an among Rhodesian shooters?
armed camp. WESTERHOUT: Our IPSC competitors
WESTERHOUT: Nothing could be fur- are split about 50/50 between the 9mm.
ther from the truth. People come ex- and the .45 ACP. Ammunition avail-
pecting to find an Alamo situation, and ability is the main problem. Rhodesian
it's nothing at all like that. citizens are not allowed to have their

People who return to our country own reloading equipment, and fac-
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CHARTER ARMS
REACHES
MILESTONE

Charter Arms Corporation
has just reached a milestone in
its 14-year history . .. the
500,000th handgun mark!

To commemorate this
important event, company
President Dave Ecker (above,
left) recently presented the
National Rifle Association with
the actual half-millionth
handgun produced by Charter
Arms, a .44 Bulldog Special.
The gun was presented to N RA
Board Member Harlon Carter
(above, right) and will now be
on permanent display in the
NRA Museum.

To further commemorate this
occasion, Charter Arms has
produced an additional 50
copies of the .44 Bulldog
Special (shown in full color on
opposite page). Each of these
"commemorative" handguns will
bear an ornate engraving of a
country milestone and the
pathway leading to it. According
to Mr. Ecker, the "Milestone"
motif was chosen to represent
the great strides Charter Arms
has made over the past 14 years.
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The Lightweight with
the .Big Bite

By Seth Nadel

I t seems that every year or so,
someone decides that the best

personal defense gun would be a
lightweight number around 40
caliber. They even go so far as to
build a special modified some
thing-or-other to show how ideal
it would be. Some of them seem
to have overlooked the fact that
Charter Arms, snuggled back in
the hills of Connecticut, has al
ready done the job with their .44
Special Bulldog.

The usual reason for advocat
ing a .40 caliber is bullet diame
ter. They claim that .38 caliber
bullet expansion is a sometimes
thing, so they want to start with a
bullet of .40 diameter and build a
system to deliver it. (Of course
Colt has re-introduced their ac
curate .44 Special in a Single
Action but even the 43,4" barrel
isn't the last word in lightness or
concealability). New calibers like
a .40 are always interesting but
you're going to need dies, bullets,
cases and loading data. How we
love to create something new as a
personal sidearm. But a good .44
Special already exists in the
Charter .44 Bulldog.

Let us now presume your need
for a personal defense weapon or
a back-up piece if you wear a
badge. What problems will this
sidearm need to solve? The range
will be close, as the only justifica
tion for shooting a person is to



A close look at the Bianchi 9R
Special Agent leather shows the

body-hugging concealment
capability.
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Author feels that his Mag-Na-Ported Bulldog is not the perfect show
case for demonstrating dramatic "felt" recoil reduction as would a
larger Magnum demonstrate.

save a life; the perfect cartridge would tuned up every gun in the county just to
have ultimate stopping power. Power, trap me.
without the regard for lethality, is a must While canvassing the dealers, they all
and it has to be weightless and invisible commented the two most common ques
and 100% reliable. The Bulldog is nearly all tions about the gun. Does it hold up with a
of these things except it's not quite invisi- lot of shooting? How bad is the recoil? I
ble. But here again it's very concealable. shot a lot of rounds in a short time, starting

In order to say all this about the gun, I with several groups on bullseye targets at
obtained a Bulldog from Charter to test, 25 yards, and ending the same way. This
and test it I did. I've read other authors gun would consistently group 3 shots into
who think 100 or 200 rounds through a one hole, low and a bit left on the. target.
piece qualify them to write volumes about After 900 more rounds, it would ~o the
it. I put 32 pounds of lead through my test same, with no real looseness to the gun. As
sample. defense guns are carried a lot and shot only

The Bulldog, all of it in front of factory a little, I figure mine will outlast me and be
equivalent powder charges. I used up a as accurate as I can hold it. Recoil is
pound of Unique to fire 1000 rounds at another matter. I shoot a lot, so I tested the
bullseye, PPC, and IPSC targets. I shot recoil in two ways; shooting weak hand
strong hand, weak hand, and two hands, only, and giving the gun to my 'occasional
both for accuracy and for speed. The re- shooter' friends to try. The reaction was
suit: A tight fitting, tight shooting gun that that the gun does recoil, but not exces
is accurate, powerful and reliable, all that sively. Everyone thought it was not much
you can ask for in a defense gun. harder to control than a 2" .38 with full

Out of the box, the Bulldog is very light bore factory +P loads, while delivering a
(19 oz.), tight fitted, and finished in a lot more on-target effectiveness. After
service-quality blue. The test gun came about 300 rounds, Larry Kelly kicked in
with two sets of grips, the larger square one of his Mag-Na-Port barrel venting
butt, and the more concealable round butt jobs. My 2W' MI9 service gun is modified
which pointed so naturally in my hand that in the same fashion, and based on that
I never did try the square butt grips. The experience I anticipated a considerable
trigger pull was very good, letting cleanly reduction in felt recoil. Much to my sur
off just after the maximum pressure has prise, the reduction was quite small, possi
been applied. In fact, the trigger was good bly because the .44 Special is a low
enough to make me suspect that I had intensity load, with very heavy bullets. I'm
been sent a gun that had been tuned up, a still sold on the value of Mag-Na-Porting,
"gun writer's special." So I closely checked but the .44 Special is not the best showcase
a dozen other .44's at several local dealers, for it.
only to find that the fit, finish, and trigger A defense gun is useless unless you carry
of my sample are typical of the quality of it, and the best way I found to carry and
Charter Arms work. Either that, or they (Continued on page 49)
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aUTIiTINDINlllIlRICIN BINDIUNNIR IIIIRDS
* * * * * * *

* Q.A.H.A. FOUNDATION, INC. 30016 S. RIVER ROAD· MT. CLEMENS, MICHIGAN 48045 * \

The members of O.A.H.A. Foundatiot\~qrgAnized, I feel certain that he will be a
have already been notified"so\ the fol e~Rected leader and an able administra-
lowing is for those who (we hope~,.av O~()iO.A.H.A. Activities.
about to become members. atching up on past business, let us

Larry Kelly stepped down as Cha,r ~. his opportunity to thank all of the
m~n on July 17, and has handed over t~t.. e. [~f~lsand individuals who contributed
reIns to J. D. Jones. Many pages of copy"p .es to the 7th Annual O.A.H.A. Ban
would be needed to write of all of th . • Pfhere were 150 door prizes given
c0Il;tributions Larry made to the Foll ..... w.lt~, and while it is impossible to li~t
dation; suffice to say that they were. every donor, they all know that theIr
many, and that everyone associated \;,,~il'pport was greatly appreciated. The
with Larry during the 31/2 years' he . raffle prizes were the best ever, with
presided as Chairman was swept u~ in". quality merchandise that sold one heck
his enthusiasm and dedication. Mem.. '" of a lot of tickets. Those who donated
bers of the O.A.H.A. and the handgun.. rtaffle prizes-American Sportsman
ning fraternity as a whole owe I!arry~.Club, Beretta Arms, Lyman, Marlin,
(and ?is wi~e, Barb, wh.o did a m,\(ni~... ~emington, Browning, Cro~n City
cent Job WIth the clerIcal tasks) 'lhett A:rms, Mag-Na-Port, SterlIng and
heartfelt thanks for a job well don~ Winchester-had representatives at the

J. D. Jones, I hope, does not req1:J.ir p{nquet who saw the attendees examine
an introduction to our readers;~hi~ fe q.li p,rize with a critical eye and then
tures, and his new HandguriHunti ~ sn o\r!r to one of the hostess~sto buy a
column have been well received. Gt ;,\~dt.~l of tickets. These prizes alone
a little time to get ~ll of the paperwor\~aF'thebanquet a memorable affair.

aUTIiTINDINllMIRICIN
IINDIUNNIR IWIRDIi
P.O. BOX 45-70, BLOOMINGDALE, OH 43910

NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY _

STATE ZIP _
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YES, I want to become a member of the
OUTSTANDING AMERICAN HANDGUNNER
AWARDS FOUNDATION

Enclosed is $15.00 for annual membership which
includes a year subscription to the AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER Magazine.

I am already a subscriber to the AMERICAN HAND·
GUNNER; enclosed is $10.00 for my annual
membership.
(Note: Life and Endowment memberships are available,
please write for details)
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EJECTOR ROD DOES NOT ROTATE WITH CYLINDEj
BELOW CENTERLINE OF CYLINDER, LEAVING ROO
MORE METAL BelOW BARREL THREADS

rr--=-' CRANE AND CYLINDER ASSEMBLY LOCKS DIRECTlY INTO
FRAME AT REAR OF CYliNDER AND AT FRONT OF CRANE

UNIQUE "SINGLE SPRING" MECHANISM ACTIVATES BOTH
HAMMER AND TRIGGER. COMPONENTS LINKING HAMMER
AND TRIGGER WITH SPRING TRANSMIT SPRING ENERGY
WITH MINIMUM FRICTION LOSSES AND RESULT IN SMOOTH
DOUBLE-ACTION TRIGGER PULL OF LESS THAN 9 POUNDS

Metallurgical and other
engineering improvements
have allowed increasing the
energy level for shooting
Magnum cartridges in
revolver frames designed for
turn-of-the-century ballistics.

Sturm, Ruger and
Company, celebrating thirty

34

years as gunmakers, have
brought out the most
innovational gun since the
early 1900s. The new
Redhawk revolver,
chambered for the .44
Magnum cartridge,
represents a truly innovative
product, incorporating

dimensional and Comparison of the new
metallurgical factors that Ruger offering with the
match the power of the .44 Smith & Wesson Model 29 is
Magnum ballistics. Cylinder inevitable. Many judgments
locking at both the front and will be made on subjective
rear and a new departure in bases, but a great deal of
d6"uble-action lock work information can be
round out the most notable generated from objective
engineering achievements. comparisons. From such
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From left to right:
Ramp-front sight is
easily removed with
Allen wrench. Author
feels that a sky-blue
insert is beHer than
the traditional red.
Redhawk's nominal
cylinder diameter is
1.781 with minimal
wall thickness at
chamber ends of .109
S & W is 1.725 and
.080 respectively.
Spent cases eiect
in Redhawk when
barrel is pointed
straight up and hit
smartly with the
hand. Slow eiection
does not clear.

decisions are still the main
arbiters in the marketplace.
However, the Redhawk is
destined to have its own
group of boosters among big
bore handgunners.

Arguments for or against
sighting radius and overall
balance tend toward
subjective evaluation. The
heavier overall weight of the
Ruger (53 ounces versus 49
ounces) places the point of
balance approximately at the
front of the cylinder face,
the same as with the Model
29 8 ¥s-inch.

Added weight of the
Ruger moderates recoil
velocity. Combined with a
slightly lower bore line (1 1/.1
inches versus I¥s inches) and
a wider recoil shoulder
(.675-inch versus .650-inch)
tend to make felt recoil less
sharp and stinging in the
Ruger. The differences again
tend to be subjective and
prqbably negligible to an
experienced shooter.

The Redhawk has thicker
and heavier journal sections
in the frame and barrel
where these two elements
join. The threaded section is
3A-inch by 20, allowing the
barrel to be tightened fully
without danger of collapsing
the shoulder. Combined with
heavy top strap and crane
sections, plus the front and
rear lockup of the cylinder,
the Redhawk is a gun that
can digest many thousands
of full bore factory or
reloads without loosening
up. Some of these critical
parts dimensions exceed
those of the Super
Blackhawk single-action
revolver, for years
considered to be the
strongest revolver ever
made.

The large physical
dimensions of the barrel
journal are made possible by
the design of the ejection
rod system. The rod does not
rotate on the axis of the
cylinder, but is actually
offset below the cylinder
center line. This

comparisons, shooters will arrangement allows for the
more readily see Ruger's larger diameter of barrel
design philosophy and the journal dimensions. The
criteria for designing the ejection rod serves only to
Redhawk in particular. The eject cases and acts as a
object of such comparison is conduit for operating the
not to put value judgments front locking bolt located in
on each of the handguns' the crane. The front locking
characteristics. Individual bolt is a pivotal lever of
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.080- inch flat stainless steel
stock. This bolt engages a
milled notch in the frame
section adjacent to the crane.
This arrangement securely
locks the crane and frame
together, thus stabilizing the
location of the front of the
cylinder. Crane looseness
has been a concern of Model
29 owners, it can be due to
wear or poor fitting of the
forward locking bolt which
engages the front end of the
ejection rod in the shroud on
the Smith & Wesson gun.

With heavy loads, inertia
can cause the S&W front
locking bolt to back out of
its engagement with the
ejection rod. This action
momentarily leaves the rod
without forward support.
Could it be that this
comparative design edge of
the Redhawk will influence
Smith & Wesson to
reintroduce the Triple Lock,
heeding the decades-old
pleas of knowledgeable
handgunners?

The front/rear cylinder
locking on the Redhawk is a
major plus for a heavy
caliber revolver. Both front
and rear attachments
disengage when the thumb
depresses the cylinder latch.
Pushing the center locking
pin forward at the rear of
the cylinder moves the pin
projection forward in the
ejector rod. The pin then
engages the upper half of
the front locking lug lever,
causing the lever to pivot out
of engagement with its notch
in the forward section of the
frame.

The Redhawk's heavy
cylinder walls also add up to
increased weight and
pressure resistance where it
is needed for high-pressure
loadings. Redhawk nominal
cylinder diameter is 1.781
inch with minimum wall
thickness of .125-inch at the
front of the chambers and
minimum walls of .109-inch
at the chamber ends. The
Model 29 figures are 1.725
inch, .ll5-inch, and .080
respectively. This is not
meant to cast aspersions on
the Smith & Wesson
product, or to imply that it is
unsafe. Design factors and
metallurgical quality control
assure that the Model 29 is a
product with more than
adequate safety margins for

.44 Magnum ammunition.
The point is that the heftier
Ruger Redhawk dimensions
assure even higher safety
margins, all other things
being equal.

In the area of comparative
design philosophy, cylinder
stop notches of the Model 29
are machined into the
smallest cross-section, while
Ruger has chosen to follow
the Colt approach-placing
the cylinder bolt off-center
and notching more nearly
into the heavier web stock
between cylinder holes.

One of the biggest news
items is the design of the
Redhawk double-action
lock. This mechanism does
not resemble any other
commercial design and
utilizes a series of efficient
spring levers to produce a
low maximum initial pull
pressure (approximately 9
pounds) with a smooth,
constant DA pull. There is
no perceptible letoff or
spring gain toward the end
of the pull. There is about a
5 degree "pieateau" in the
DA pull just before letoff,
after all timing movements
of the action are locked up.
The trigger can be held
comfortably at this poise of
the hammer arc which will
allow sight refinement before
dropping the hammer with a
coordinated movement of
the tip of the finger.

I have never experienced
a more efficient or better
feeling tension profile on
any factory DA trigger. With
the two-hand hold,
deliberate trigger
manipulation can produce
very nearly the same
accuracy results as single
action hammer'
manipulation. This DA
action will be a boon to the
handgun hunter, who cannot
cock a revolver hammer for
fear of spooking the quarry.
The Model 29 comparison
gun had a honed trigger that
let off at 2Y2 pounds SA. The
Ruger factory trigger
required nearly 4 pounds for
the SA letoff. Overall Ruger
field performance would be
enhanced by smoothing and
reducing the factory level of
single-action letoff.

In the new Redhawk
trigger, the mainspring is
compressed between both

(Continued on page 48)
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LOADS
FOR THE

.223
CONTENDER
TIC'S .222 BARREL CAN BE
CHAMBERED FOR THE .223

AND THE RESULTS CAN
BE MORE THAN GRATIFYING
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Author chronographing loads for the .223 TC Contender. Over 1,500
rounds were fired in working up load data. .

By Wayne Blackwell

The large selection of barrels available
for the Thompson/Center Contender

has made this handgun one of the more
popular firearms around today. However,
I guess there are always a few of us who
are never really quite satisified in the cali
bers offered. Thompson/Center has never
offered the Contender chamber for the
.223 Remington cartridge. I asked Tim
Pancurak, who heads up the Customer
Service Department, why Thompson/
Center hasn't offered Contender barrels
chambered for the .223 Remington car
tridge. Tim stated that, "In our testing of
the various rounds (.223 Rem.) we noticed
considerable pressure indications, espe
cially with military ammo. Due to the
readily available supplies of GI ammo we
know that most shooters would be using
this inexpensive ammo. We decided not to
offer this chambering as it may have pro
duced untold problems with shooters,
dealers, and distributors."

I have found that reasonable handloads
worked beautifully in the .223 Contender.
I tried a few military rounds in the Con
tender for comparison purposes and
found that both velocity and accuracy
were good, though the loads were pretty
stiff and I would not recommend using this
ammo as a steady diet for the Contender.

The .222 Remington barrel offered by
Thompson/Center is easily rechambered
to the .223 Remington by any competent
gunsmith that has a .223 Remington
reamer. In the last few months several dis
tributors have advertised custom T /C .223
barrels for the Contender. Hawkeye Dis
tributors, 115 South Main, New Sharon,
Iowa (50207) lists a custom .223 barrel. In
gram barrels are available from J & G
Sales, 442 Miller Valley Rd., Prescott, Ari
zona (86301), in .223 caliber that fit right
into your existing T/C frame without
modification. The Ingram barrels are
available in either 12- or 14-inch length,
with accuracy and workmanship guaran
teed by Ingram.

The Contender has a reputation for
being hard on brass, particularly the rim
less type. The break-open action of the
Contender is not as solid, or was it in
tended to be, as that of a bolt action rifle.
Consequently the firing of high intensity
cartridges, such as the .223 Remingt9Jl will
produce some stretch in the case and a
small amount of vertical play in the barrel.
As expected, high pressure loads will
cause more stretch than normal loads.
However, a simple bolt alteration can be
made that improves lockup, reduces case
stretch and can make a noticeable im
provement in the grouping ability.

The bolt on the Contender factory bar
rel is contoured so that it locks-up reason-

ably well with all Contender actions. After
a few stiff loads the barrel will usually de
velop vertical play in the action.

Your Contender can easily be checked
for vertical play by grasping the barrel,
near the muzzle, with one hand and grip
ping the stock with the other hand and
trying to force the breech end up and away
from the action. If your barrel has devel
oped play, a slight clicking sound can be
heard and a small gap can be seen be
tween the breech and receiver as the barrel
is flexed.

This problem is eliminated by milling
the bolt flat, or nearly so, and fitting it to

the action. This is a cut and try operation.
The job is complete when no vertical play
is detected upon application offorce to the
grips and muzzle. If too much metal is re
moved from the bolt the barrel won't lock
up and a new bolt will be required.

Unless you fully understand what
you're doing, send the barrel and action to
Jim Fox of Fox Custom Guns (2122 E.
Belt Line Rd., Richardson, Texas 75081).
Jim can mill the bolt and stone the ham
mer, sear and trigger to give a very smooth
trigger pull if desired. Write Jim Fox for
prices.

Several Contender shooters experience

Barrel play can be eliminated by
bolt alteration. Foreground photo
shows before alteration and
background photo shows bolt
milled almost flat.

ignition problems with ammo, such as the
.223 Remington, that require rifle primers.
Usually the ignition problem can be
traced to either excess cartridge head
space, a weak hammerspring or in rare in
stances faulty operation of the Contender
safety device or bent firing pin. Headspace
problems can be greatly reduced by either
partial sizing or neck sizing fired cases.
Full length sizing of cartridge cases can
cause a partial head separation in as few as
four or five firings.

Weak hammerspring problems are
readily cured by replacing the old spring
with one of the newly designed springs
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available from Thompson/Center. All
Contenders manufactured since late 1977
have this new spring. The cost is nominal
(35 cents as of this writing) and is easily
installed.

Ifyour hammer spring is in good shape,
all cartridges are properly headspaced and
you are still experiencing misfires, take a
good look at the Contender safety. The
safety may not be clearing when the ham
mer is cocked. If not, check the safety
spring.

Small pistol primers should not be used
in the .223 Remington cartridge. The pis
tol primer seats deeper into the primer
pocket than rifle primers and only aggra
vates the misfiring problem. Also the pis
tol primer cups are too soft for this high
intensity cartridge and upon firing par- .
tially extrude into the firing pin hole, mak
ing it difficult to open the action.

Once fired military brass was used for
all load data development in the .223 Rem
ington Contender. This brass is plentiful
and quite frankly I could determine little
if any difference in accuracy or velocity
between this brass and commercial cases.
All military brass were tumbled in crushed
walnut shells for cleaning.

After cleaning they were partially sized,
by adjustment of the full length die in the
reloading press, until the Contender ac
tion closed with a little feel; the case crea
ting a "crush fit" between the receiver and
the shoulder of the case. This is a trial and
error adjustment on the sizing die, but
once the proper height is found the lock
ring can be set and the die can be used for
all future sizing of cases. I used a neck siz
ing die for all subsequent sizing and re
loading of cases fired in the Contender.

988 Maximum-Hot!
955 Target Load
734 Accurate
7 16 Accurate
622 Target Load
661 Accurate
8 I I Accurate
575 Unstable
650 Mild Target Load

2,925
2,876
2,522
2,490
2,321
2,393
2,651
2,232
2,373

22.5 IMR-4198 53gr. Hornady H.P. 2,738 882 Target Load
21 RL-7 2,440 701 Accurate
24 IMR-3031 2,316 631 Accurate
25 BLC-2 2,345 647 Target Load
25 IMR-4064 2,325 636 Accurate
25 IMR-4320 2,360 655 Accurate
26.5 H-380 2,276 610 Target Load

22.5 IMR·4198 53gr. Sierra H.P. 2,711 865 Good Velocity
20 RL-7 2,424 691 Target Load
24 IMR-3031 2,410 683 Target Load
27 WW·748 2,481 724 Accurate
27.5 H·335 2,675 842 Good Accuracy
27 BLC-2 2,600 795 Target Load
23 IMR-4895 2,267 605 Target Load
24 IMR·4064 2,158 548 Accurate
27 H-380 2,300 622 Target Load
22.5 IMR-4198 2,684 880 Good Velocity
21.5 RL-7 2,501 764 Fair Accuracy
22 IMR-3031 2,157 568 Mild Target Load
25 WW-748 2,255 621 Accurate
26.5 H-335 2,573 808 Accurate
25.5 BLC-2 2,471 746 Target Load
24 IMR-4895 2,344 671 Target Load
25 IMR-4064 2,261 624 Fair Accuracy
27 IMR·4320 2,596 823 Full Case
26 H-380 2,161 570 Mild Target Load

21 WW·680·BR 52 gr. Sierra H.P.B:T.
23 IMR-4198
21 RL·7
24 IMR·3031
25.5 WW·748
26 H-335
26.5 BLC·2
23 IMR·4895
27.5 H·380

LOAD DATA FOR THE .223 TIC CONTENDER

22 WW-680-BR 50gr. Sierra Spitzer 3,041 1027 Maximum-Hot!
23 IMR-4198 2,845 898 Good Velocity
22 RL-7 2,610 756 Target Load
25 H-335 2,615 759 Accurate
26 BLC-2 2,531 711 Target Load
27 IMR-4895 2,757 844 Compressed Load
25 IMR-4064 2,317 596 Mild Load
27 IMR-4320 2,645 777 Accurate
28 H-380 2,470 677 Target Load

27.2 Unknown TW·71 Military 2,680 876 Good Accuracy
Ball-Type (55 gr.) 0

,

The new Contender hammer
spring (in foreground) is heavier
than the old design and may iust
cure Ignition problems.

(Continued on page 62)
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Here's the Combat Masterpiece with 4"
barrel and a groundhag taken with the

Scorpion ammo at 20 feet.

Three Scorpion bullets recovered from
close range shats into groundhogs.

By J. D. Jones

H ydra-Shok Corporation (Ballistic
Research & Development, R.D. 2,

Coykendall Rd., Watkins Glen, N.Y.,
14891) has introduced a new .38 Special
factory load applying new concepts to an
old idea. I feel this new round will be
come highly controversial at the very
least, and am very anxious to get results
from the field.

Hydra-Shok quite explicitly outlines
their claims in their literature, and 1 feel
their exact words are appropriate in this
case. Law enforcement has been searching for
ammunition that will give ultimate per
formance where armed force is necessary,
while not subjecting a secondary individual
to danger. Testing has proved that a Scorpion
will expand to .60 caliber while retaining 98
to 100 % of its mass. The answer lies neither
in ultra-high velocity nor in the opposite ap
proach. It is bullet design coupled with con
trolled velocity that causes Scorpion loads to
obtain maximum results through the medical
principle of hydrostatic shock. Also the
ricochet factor has proven negligible.

I agree with a considerable amount of
the above but have my doubts about some
of it. It surprises me that Hydra-Shok
fails to capitalize on three very important
qualities of their ammunition that in my
opinion are quite important in police or
private defensive use. These are (A) Ab
solutely minimal muzzle flash. (B) Mini
mal muzzle blast and (C) Minimal recoil.
The above "absolute minimums" are, of
consistent with what should be attained
with reliable power.

Muzzle flash. Ever been blinded by
your own muzzle flash at night? I have,
and it isn't a pleasant feeling ... could

even cost you your life in the wrong situa
tion. The Scorpion flash is practically
nothing. No concern on that score.

Muzzle blast. Any of it is unpleasant.
Some of it just plain hurts. It is very det
rimental to accuracy, even under stress
conditions. Many individuals try to avoid
it by closing their eyes and yanking the
trigger. Scorpion is about as easy on your
ears as is possible to attain. Some .22 1. R.
guns bother my ears more than a Scorpion
does.

Recoil. No doubt about it - the more
recoil to contend with, the harder it is to
shoot fast and accurately. Scorpion has
minimum recoil allowing very fast and ac-

curate repeat shots.
Combine all three of the above and

Scorpion ammo comes off very well on
the score of shooter comfort and con
trollability which leads to effectiveness in
a fight. Remember - only good hits
count when the chips are really down.

The ammo has quite a few other advan
tages for police work. Low on the penetra
tion scale, it won't zip right on through
like a 158 grain R. N. The bullet config
uration resembles a wadcutter, and veloc
ity is about equal. Both the wadcutters
used in training and Scorpion ammo have
the same point of impact, trajectory and

(Continued on page 65)
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B~Charles J.Vanous

... It5not some kind of
super magnum, nevertheless
it is an efficient,well designed

.38 that's popular with millions
throughout the world

40

A bout 1900 George Luger developed a
fi new cartridge for the autoloading
pistol he invented, which was based on
Hugo Borchardt's rather clumsy pistol
carbine. Luger patented his new pistol in
1902. The new cartridge was .38 caliber
(9mm), and its 125 grain bullet left the
muzzle at about 1040 feet per second
(fps)-a phenomenal speed for a handgun
in those days.

The cartridge was called the 9mm Para
bellum, and today it is usually called the
9mm Luger. Or,just the 9mm. Or, accord
ing to Seattle Times columnist Rick An
derson, simply "The Nine." Anderson
quotes a federal agent as saying, "You
carry The Nine and you're macho."

According to Anderson, Police Chief
Don Van Blaricom of Bellevue, Washing
ton State, said his department adopted the
9mm because "we wanted to be as well
armed as the criminal." Anderson credits
the FBI with the statement that the 9mm is
the most deadly handgun in America. A
Seattle detective is quoted as saying, "It
carries a quick, deadly load. An awesome
thing."

George Jackson, for whom the radical
George Jackson Brigade was named and
who died while attempting to break out of
prison during which he allegedly killed
several people, is quoted as writing in his
letters from prison: "9mm Browning High
Power with 13-shot clip (is) one of the
most terrible side arms in the world. I hit a
jack rabbit with it once and found nothing
at the point of impact but a few rabbit
hairs and a mist of blood."

Jackson may have written this, and he
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Here's one of the newest and
best 9mm's. It's the BereHa
Model 92 with a magazine

capacity of 15 and 1 up the pipe.

When these three cartridges are
factory loaded with 125 grain
bullets, author says the 9mm

equals the .38 Special, but falls
behind the hoHer .357 Magnum.

42

John Browning's 1935 creation,
, this Hi-Power is geHing more

popular on the combat
competition circuit because of
the extra firepower. Custom
smiths like Swenson and Hoag
can do great things with this
number.

well-designed .38 autoloading pistol car
tridge which is popular with millions of
people all over the world, and for which
many different makes of pistols are cham
bered. See Table II for a list of 9mm
pistols.

The 9mm started its slow climb to
today's prominence when the German
Navy adopted the Luger Pistol in that cali
ber in 1904. Four years later the Imperial

may have actually believed it, but anyone German Army also adopted the 9mm Lu
who has shot a rabbit, even with a high-ve- ger as its service arm.
locity rifle with many times the power of Between the two World Wars, Germany
any handgun, knows that while a bullet replaced the Luger as its official side arm
may tear a rabbit wide open, it will not with the Walther H.P., officially designated
make the rabbit disappear. Perhaps Jack- as the Walther P-38, still in 9mm caliber.
son's bullet only nicked the rabbit and it This gun has a double-action trigger so
ran away, leaving a few hairs behind. The that the first shot can be fired from an un
mist of blood was perhaps rhetoric. cocked pistol by merely pulling the trigger

Once a bullet has left the barrel, it which raises and trips the hammer. In case
doesn't act any differently because it came of a misfire, the double-action trigger al
from a mystic 9mm than if it came from a lows the shooter to rain more blows on the
mundane, ordinary .38 Special. A 100- primer by repeatedly pulling the trigger.
grain bullet leaves the 9mm muzzle at Subsequent shots are fired single action
1300 fps; a 1I0-grain bullet leaves the .38 from a cocked hammer. The P-38 has an
Special muzzle at 1200 fps. A l25-grain 8-shot magazine.
9mm bullet has a muzzle velocity of 1100 In the early 1930's Poland adopted the
fps; The Omark-CCI 125-grain .38 Special Radom autoloading pistol for its armed
bullet has a muzzle velocity of 1425 fps. forces, also in 9mm caliber. This pistol was
The .357 Magnum spits out a 1I0-grain designed by John M. Browning, and is
bullet at 1750 fps and the l25-grain bullet basically a combination of the Govern
at an unbelievable 1900 fps. The Colt Su- ment Model 1911 Colt and the subse
per .38 l30-grain bullet leaves the muzzle quently introduced 1935 EN. High Power
at 1245 fps. See Table I which lists the bal- Browning. It is a simple and sturdy design
listics of most of the commercially avail- with excellent balance and good in
able 9mm and Super .38 cartridges as well stinctive pointing qualities. It was manu
as .38 Special and .357 Magnum cartridges factured at the Radom Arsenal in Poland
with light-weight bullets. under direction of engineers from the Bel-

This comparison shows that the 9mm is gian Fabrique Nationale Browning plant.
not some kind of magic super-magnum After Germany invaded Poland, the gun
high-velocity load, since other cartridges was used extensively by the Germans and
propel similar bullets at similar or even most specimens will be found with Ger
higher speeds. Actually, the main thing man proof marks.
that the 9mm handguns have going for In 1935 the last pistol designed by John
them is a large magazine capacity. Does M. BrowI).ing was introduced as the
anyone really need a 14-shot gun? Only if Browning High Power. Chambered for
his opponent has missed hitting him while the 9mm cartridge, it had been designed
he fired the first 13! by Browning ten years before. Super-

Nevertheless, the 9mm is an efficient, ficially it resembles the 1911 Model Colt,
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Manufacturer Caliber Bullet Bullet Muzzle Muzzle
Type weight velocity energy

grains ft./sec. ft.lbs.
CCI-Omark 9mm JHP 100 300 375

9mm JSP 125 100 335
Federal 9mm JHP 115 160 345

9mm FMC 123 120 345
Remington 9mm JHP 115 155 341

9mm FMC 124 110 . 339
Smith & Wesson 9mm FMC 100 251 348
(4-inch barrel) 9mm FMC 115 183 358

9mm MCSWC 115 183 358
9mm JHP 115 128 325

Winchester-Western 9mm JSP 95 355 387
(Power Point) 9mm JSP 100 320 387

9mm JHP 100 320 387
9mm FMC 115 155 341

Bullet type abbreviations:
FMC -Full metal case
JHP -Jacketed hollow point
JSP -Jacketed soft point
MCSWC -Metal case semi-wad cutter
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7.5
8.5
7.75
7.8

8.5 $235
8 $235
8 $235

7.8 NA
8 $225

7.5 $330
8.5 $215
8.66 $400

7.75 NA
10 $289
7.75 $350
7.44 $210

7.44 $252

7.17 $209
7.17 $209
8.5 $595

8 $555
6.38 $545
8.5 NA

4.75
5.5
4.38
4

4

4.5
2.75
4.75

35 4.6
32.5 4.5

29
35
29.3
26.5

33.5 4
38 5
32 4

Steel
Steel
Alum. alloy
Alum. alloy

SA Steel 40 5
SA Alum. alloy 27 4.25
SA Steel 36.5 4.25

DA Alum. alloy 27

DA Steel
SA Steel
SA Steel

DA Steel
DA Steel

DA Alum. alloy 29
DA Alum. alloy 26
DA Steel 34

SA Steel 34 3.9
SA Alum. alloy 25.5 39
DA Alum. alloy 28 4.94

SA
DA
DA
DA

9
9
9

8
8
8

9
9
8

8
8
8

14

15
18

8
18
9
8

8
15
13
9

I. Benelli B76
2. Beretta 92
3. Browning High Power
4. Browning

Double Action
5. Colt Gov't. 191 I
6. Colt Commander
7. Colt Combat

Commander
8. Czech M75
9. Heckler & Koch

VP 70Z
10. Heckler & Koch P9S
I I. Llama XI
12. Mauser

Parabellum (Luger)
13. Radom
14. Rogak
I 5. SIG Sauer P220
I 6. Smith & Wesson

Model 39
I 7. Smith & Wesson

Model 59
18. Star BM
19. Star BKM
20. Walther P-38

Commercial
21. Walther P·381V
22. Walther P-38K
23. Walther P-38

WWII Military
'Prices listed are approximate due to fluctuations in value of dollar and inflation.

9MM FACTORY AMMO

Make &
Model

but it is entirely different inside. The fea
ture that has attracted the most interest
among the gun-carrying public, and con
tributed greatly to today's popularity of
the 9mm in the United States, is the
double-row magazine holding 13 rounds.
This, with a cartridge in the barrel, puts 14
shots at the command of the shooter.

The Browning High Power was manu
factured in Belgium prior to WWlI and
during the war was manufactured in Can
ada for use by Chinese, Greek, Canadian,
and British troops. After Belgium was
overrun by the Germans, the gun was used
extensively by German S.S. troops.

Thus in the course of WWlI the 9mm
became the most widely used pistol and
submachine-gun cartridge in existence. It
achieved a reputation of sorts when it was
widely stated that it had killed more men
than any other handgun cartridge. This, of
course, was pure surmise, based on the
fact that so many 9mm handguns were
used in WWlI by both sides. In spite of the
well-known fact that pistols account for
only a tiny percentage of the casualties in
any war, this reputation may be well de
served since many of the 9mm cartridges
expended in WWII were fired from sub
machine guns. Some wartime cartridges
were loaded specifically for submachine
guns and gave velocities up to 1500 fps.
Such cartridges should not be used in
pistols.

After WWII G .I.'s brought home Lu
gers, Walther P-38's, Radoms, and Brown
ing High Powers as well as other guns. For
a long time the 9mm pistols were only a
drug on the used-gun market and sold for
$20 to $30. During that time I purchased
two Lugers, two Radoms, a P-38 and a
Browning.

The Lugers and P-38 seemed muzzle
light to me, while the Browning and Ra
dom felt much like the Colt Model 1911.
All the guns had heavy, and somewhat
ragged, trigger pulls, but were surprisingly
accurate. For example, my notes show that
one day with the P-38 I fired scores of 95,
96, and 98 on the standard 25-yard target
with reloads. All of the guns functioned
well with full loads, but it took a while for
me to find a lead-bullet reload that would
make the guns function reliably. I loaded
the Ideal No. 358402 123-grain bullet
ahead of 4 grains of Bullseye. With this
load the P-38 functioned satisfactorily, but
35 rounds literally lined the barrel with
lead. Next I tried 3 grains of Bullseye, and
while this load operated the Radom satis
factorily, the P-38 failed to function 50
percent of the time, and the Browning 20
percent of the time. The latter two guns
would never remain open after the last
shot. All of the barrels leaded badly, even
with the reduced 3-grain load.

Next I switched powders to 4 grains of
DuPont No.5. With this load there was no
leading, accuracy appeared satisfactory,
but the P-38 slide would not remain open

(Continued on page 58)
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8E.,..,.ER1
By J. D. Jones

T he ad says they are. I started using
them before I read the ad and hadn't

formulated an opinion.
At first glance the Taurus bullets are

very obviously different. They look odd
no knurls or grooves. The lube is an odd
color. They feel slick. After handling them
a seemingly invisible film oflube coats the
fingers for quite a while. After loading 300
.38s the thumb and forefinger of my left

44

hand were still "beading" water a couple Let's take a quick look at each claim.
days later. 1. "The bullets are made from the fin-

You have seen the "Taurus" full page est quality lead wire available today." No
ads in this and other magazines-maybe doubt about it. The better quality of wire
even read it. Taurus claims to make a bet- (uniformity), the better the finished prod
ter bullet for better scores. This is an ob- uct. The only way to assure high quality
vious claim the bullets are capable of wire if purchased from suppliers is to test
match grade accuracy. each coil during acceptance of the ship-

The manufacturer claims five reasons ment. Lead alloy wire can be very uni
for superior performance of his bullets. form. From past experience in having
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swaged "a few" bullets-the suppliers
have to be watched very closely. The final
kicker is this. What do you do when you
have orders to fill and no wire fitting your
exact specs available but a 100 tons
slightly different available. I've been
there-you use what you can get. Purchas
ing in advance and reliable suppliers are
important to the guy pulling the trigger.

2. "Precision man ufacturing tech
niques deliver bullets of consistently high
standard, box after box." The techniques
of very high quality bullet swaging have
been known since the mid-nineteenth cen
tury. If the equipment is right, is kept in
adjustment and constantly checked, lot to
lot variations should be held within two
grains or less. Trying to find a variation of
over one tenth of a grain in the bullets I
have for test is strictly an exercise in futil
ity. The lubed bullets all stayed within
one-tenth of a grain variation on my
Ohaus (now ReBS M-304) scale. Two
were found to go heavy by 2110th grain
due to lubricant build up at the junction of
the semi-wadcutter "cone" and shoulder. I
weighed a bunch of all calibers finding the
weight very close by my scale to what it
was supposed to be and extremely uni
form. Finally got tired of looking for a
light or heavy one and quit weighing. In
this area of uniformity, I don't feel any
cast bullet can compete with swaged bul
lets. The bullets are of very high standard
and very consistent in weight.

3. "An exacting quality control pro
gram rides herd over the entire production
cycle. No lemons. That's important." If
quality control does its job there shouldn't
be any lemons. I didn't find any obvious
ones in around 3000 bullets. I haven't been
through the manufacturing facility but in
conventional bullet making of this type
the only real lemons should come during
the start and end of each coil of lead wire.
Simply no reason for a bad bullet any
other time if someone has set up the ma
chinery properly and keeps an eye on it.

4. "Most bullets for reloaders are not
truly round. Taurus bullets are round and

(Continued on page 50)

1. Tauru••4.'., 2:10aN, 210.WC
.nd 200 .WC. All w••k.d w.n
In .n un••dlfl.d C.lt.·

2. T.u.u••44 "un.t ••••Ii•••
....ut .4:10., ....ut tho ••••
•• a••ln,t.n .nd Wln.h••t••
I.... "ull.t••

:I. •••• I.tt t...,ht•••44 In 240
, ••In, • 210 , ••In .4' C.lt,
.4' In 210 .nd ......f 2:10
, ..In. "ull.t. In .4'.

4. Unfl••d .nd ••••v•••d 210
, ••In••• f••••4' ACP. lull.t.
w.......v...d f... I••, .n
••••II.nt ••dlu. f.. ••••v
••In, I.w v.I••lty "un.t. In
urid•••,.d c.ndltl.n.
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CUSTOM

gg---- - - -'-- - - - --- - - - --- - --- - --- - - ---- -- - - -----------------
--- --- - -

I UP
By Massad F. Ayoob
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H....'. the "slick." up" ....uty. II
.......'II..k .........nl on the oul
.1... bul ••11 1111 yeu try Ih•
.........ctlon.
mers. For this reason, the supervisors
don't recommend the Custom Tune for a
police duty gun, or a hunting revolver to
be used against dangerous game. When \
100% Magnum reliability is mandatory,
they'll try to steer the customer to the
Hand Hone option. On the Python, this
runs $50 and is purely a super polish of
contact surfaces in the mechanism.
Springs are left at full tension, and the
double action remains a two-stage. This
option is little known, and there were none
in the shop for me to try in the course of
my two-day visit (Continued on page 54)
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Author likes a sky-blue
front sight insert

plications on dark targets. The gun issues
with a red insert, probably the hardest
color (other than green) for the human eye
to focus. Marketing reality dictates selling
the gun with a red insert since so many
shooters think red is the cat's pajamas;
here is another case where popularity is a
poor measure of excellence. The same is
true of the white outlined rear sight notch;
any direct light that falls on the white
outline will enhance diffusion ofiight rays
and make the rear sight notch fuzzy,

The Redhawk grip is designed with a
fairly prominent backstrap "hump" to fill
the palm, distributing recoil and r.educing
the effects of recoil velocity. The Redhawk
has a shorter height of the recoil shoulder

the trigger movement and hammer rota
tion. Hammer movement accelerates
through trigger leverage, but mechanical
advantages change in favor of the trigger
in ratio to the increase in spring
compression. Trigger movement starts at
about 9 pounds and remains constant to an
uncanny degree throughout the pull. At
the moment the trigger node rotates out
from under the DA fly, spring tension
transmits ignition force to the hammer
through a second-class lever and stirrup
arrangement that motivates the hammer.
After ignition, small remaining main-
spring tension performs the trigger
recovery.

So outstanding is this DA design that I
place it in League with S&W's 1954 intro
duction of their now famous short action.
The Redhawk DA lock is outstanding in its
pull characteristics. It should be noted that than the Model 29. The shorter recoil
hammer arc travel, essential to transfer bar shoulder promotes a high handhold, effec
ignition, is relatively long compared to the tively lowering the bore line. Combined
same measurements on the Model 29. with heavier weight, greater frame width,

The Ruger hammer rotates 41 degrees the recoil moment of the Redhawk is more
during double action and 50 degrees dur- moderate than that of the Model 29. Re
ing single action, as compared to approx- coil velocities are noticeably sharper with
imately 32 degrees and 40 degrees the S&W handgun.
respectively on the Smith & Wesson gun. However, no matter how good the gun's
Lock time will be somewhat longer on the grip shape is, the Redhawk factory stocks
Ruger DA and will require a bit more do not provide ample gripping surface to
shooter follow-through to maintain ac- stabilize for DA combat shooting_ Forcing
curacy. It should be pointed out, however, a deliberate combat DA cadence, the Red
that the favorable Redhawk trigger ten- hawk's recoil inertia became too difficult to
sion profile is accomplished with no light- handle; recovery time for accurate shots is
ening of the mainspring tension, a factor in too long to sustain adequate combat ca
many trigger jobs on all other conven- dences with full loads. This is no different
tional revolvers. With a general smoothing from any other .44 Magnum revolver and
(stoning to get all machine marks to point it all happens in spite of the Redhawk's
in the same direction), the new Ruger DA noticeably milder single-shot recoil char
will surpass in feel, function, and re- acteristics. A set of combat grips designed
liability the majority of the $40-plus to minimize recoil effects and to maximize
custom trigger jobs done on conventional recoil recovery would materially aid the
revolvers. rapid fire mode with this gun. Over the

Any new handgun imparts general im- years, shooters have come to appreciate
pressions to the people who shoot it for the the advantages of Smith & Wesson's mag
first time. I offer the following comments num target grips, sold as standard equip
here principally to stimulate reactions of ment on all their deluxe- big frame
other shooters who will be trying the gun handguns. While the design may not be
in the near future. The overall appearance perfect, it has a particularly good feeling
of the Redhawk denotes the high quality recoil shoulder with adequate width and
standards consumers have come to expect contour favorable to recoil control and
from Ruger. Attention to detail in both recovery.
design and manufacturing is apparent. This is a handgun design well deserving
Aside from the innovational elements al- for release during Ruger's 30th anniver-
ready discussed above, the front sight sary. The early release of any handgun
blades are interchangeable with only an with the potential of the Redhawk is call
Allen wrench on the Redhawk barrel. for some Commemorative action.
Various light conditions require different The technical achievements'of this new
front sight blades. Different loads also Redhawk handgun crown years-long de
shoot higher or lower and require sight velopment efforts to incorporate features
compensations greater than those built and solve many of the problems of large
into the micrometer rear sight. caliber revolvers. To this end, the Ruger

Various light conditions and shooter design staff, including Engineer/designer
preferences call for either plain black, red, Roy Melcher, are to be congratulated. And,
or yellow inserts. I would like to see a sky for handgunners everywhere, ~
blue insert offered also for daylight ap-' the gods have been propitious. ~
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REDHAWK
(Continued from page 35)

"DELUXE" POLICE MAGNUM
Length: 9.25", Welght:2.2Ibs.
U50·2061 $47.95

NO FEDERAL liCENSE REQUIRED.
MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL
TOLL FREE: (800) 336·4572
IN VIRGINIA: (703) 549·0774

PKG. OF 100 .22 CAL. BLANKS
U50·221C .. , ,14.'51

•

~- ----~-, \,¢' "

~ §-e~\~ 5'
------:::;..2.._ \\~

THE _

BROWNINGI\-\
HI.POWER"~

CITY STATE__ ZIP .•
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COMPLETELY
SAFEI CANNOT
BE MADE TO FIRE
REAL AMMUNITION. Full·slze.
machined metal. They look, feel
and weigh same as originals.
Double·actlon, gun black finish, sWlng~

out cylinder and ejector mechanism.

------III DESERT PUBLICATIONS
V Dept_ AH Cornville, AZ 86325

I have enclosed $__. Please rush me
_ copy(,) of:

"The Browning HI·POWER Pistol"

This volume thoroughly explores all the
facets of the various military and civil
ian models, from use, disassembly,
maintenance and detail repair to history
and accessories. With nearly 50 pages
and nearly 40 clear illustrations, this
volume is undoubtedly the most com·
prehensive work in print on these pistols.
Instructions on how to take it down to
the last pin for inspection and repair,
how to zero it, virtually every aspect of
this arm is covered in finely illustrated
detail. The best source of Hi-Power in
formation available.
"The Browning HI-POWER Pistol". " $3.95

r---------------------------,INEW! BLANK-FIRING
!(STARTER) PISTOLS
COUNTERFEIT GUNS

"STANDARD" I
Popular'
priced •

models I
of die-I

Welghl 100z cast II $12.95 $17.95 motal. I

~---------------------------~I :~~~~~~~~NC_ 0 I CERTIFY I AM ,. YEARS OR OLOER •
I P.O. 80x 381, DEPT.AH C PLEASE SEND FREE COLOR CATALOG I.IALEXANDRIA, VIRQINIA 22313 I
I P" Mnd 1M following I
I ADO s,.~ EA, FOR II 0 MONIV OADIR 0 CHICK INCLOSID S .......... POSTAOE/HANOUNO I
• CHA.Q! TO: 0 VIlA 0 MC 0 A! 0 CI 0 DC •

• •I NO. •••• ..•..••• ..(i.i;i;;;~~;;;;r~·;;;.;~;~;.;,i~~~i;;~i;;·ix.;.iRA·ilO;;·OATij..·..···..·..·1
I I

!:::::~:~;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::_-:-:-_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!
.. .-MONIY lACK (WI I'OSTAOlj l' NOT UT1I'IID J



ORDER TODAY! $;~?~P:~d
Aluminum paperweight $3.50 ea.

Postpaid

Full scale long lasting Jalloy 360 long range pistol and
high powered rifle silhouettes , '249'·

SWMS manufactures standard or custom scaled
silhouettes for your range. 'or more Information.
send 25' and a self-addressed envelope to:

Southwo.t Motolllc SlIhouotto.
P.O. Box 476 Uvalda, Tno. 71101

Or Call: (SUI 271·5454 or (512) 271·3217

MAGNIACENT
BRASS

PAPERWEIGHT
Full size replica of the Knuckle Duster

FOr novelty paperweight use only.
Not intended for any other use.

Send check or M.O. to:
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You HAVE To BE

TOUGH To

SURVIVE

1/5 .cole N.R.A. Small Lore rifle .llhouette•....
1 set........................................•,.·

3/8 .cale IHMSA .22 pl.lal.i1houette•. 1 .et..... '17"

"low or. mod. of mild .t..l.
On_ ..t conilitl ot 4 anlmall.

BEST
SPORTS SUPPLIER

P.O. Box 492, Dept. 25
Hazelwood, Mo. 63042

I
rLiGHTwEiGHT R;t';il- - - -:1

145 FRAMES $50
I~~##N"'../ 1I STAINLESS STEEL CLEANING BRUSHES $1.00 ea. 1

I Dealers r> OAKS WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 1
send large 954 FlOrida Ave .. Rockledge. FL 32955

L SSAE to I 3056363376 J-----------

4" have gone out the factory door, with
very few ever coming back. Some horrible
hand loads have been forced through some
of those guns. The factory says that when
the upper limit is reached, the breech face
will tend to set back before the rest of the
gun lets go. But when loaded as a .44
Special, not a .44 Magnum, the gun can
become a family heirloom, handed on and
enjoyed by other members of the family.

The ultimate question remains. Is this
the answer for a personal defense gun? It is
light, powerful, and reliable. It does have
more inherent accuracy than most shoot
ers can use, and is chambered for a car
tridge of proven stopping power. But it is
only a five shot, and only lately has a
reloader come onto the market. It remains
a revolver when all trends are toward the
semi-auto.

This can be the answer for those who
want to (or must) carry a wheel gun with
out restriction as to caliber. The average
police gunfight is 2.7 rounds (how do you

front sight. Rather than bothering with
reblueing this piece, I used the poor man's
front sight light-fluorescent model paint
over a coat of white. It shows up in any
available light, and makes you think "front
sight" before you squeeze one off. I use
day-glow pink, but orange and lime green
are also available-take your pick.

About the only available option 1 did
not try are the Pachmayr rubber grips now
available for the' Charter Arms line. I do
have a pair on my 2" M60, and they really
take the sting out of shooting the little gun
with the Treasury HOg W-W load. I'm sure
they would do the same job of taming the
bite of the .44.

Someone always raises the question of
hot loads in the Bulldog. Since its intro
duction in 1973, over 60,000 3" and 10,000

mances with my competitiOn .45. Of
course the almost total absence of speed
loaders for the gun wiped me out on any
reloading stage. But knockdown targets
really dropped when hit with that big 240
grain slug, as if! was using a club. And the
Bianchi rig never let me bobble a draw,
even when I had a short attack of "What
do I do now, coach?" and managed to
bump into a barricade at V2 speed. The gun
stayed in place until I needed it to blast a
balloon out of my way.

One problem did show up during my
test, and I hope the factory will soon shoot.7 of a round ?), so 5 should be
change it. The issue front sight is a pro- enough for defensive, rather than offensive
nounced hook shape, perfect for tearing use. The.44 has a lot more stopping power
up pockets and catching on every available than a .38 if you need it. Hidden away in
piece'of cloth. Fortunately my gun shot a the Bianchi leather, I have carried this gun,
bit low, so I performed a bit of "shade and put my life behind it. If a big bore,
tree" gunsmithing with my file, and short barreled wheelgun is what you want,
brought the point of impact up to the point forget building a .40 and buy .....
of aim, ending up with a nicely ramped the Charter. It can do the job. ~
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hide the Charter is in John Bianchi's 9R
Special Agent leather. First designed by
Berns-Martin, whom Bianchi now owns, it
can be used for either belt level, break
front or upside down, shoulder wear; two
holsters for the price of one! Sharp eyed
readers will recognize this rig on Detective
Crocker of the 'Kojack' T.Y. series. The
man has taste! But a word ofcaution about
cheap imitations is definitely in order.
Some years ago I was following a suspect
and had to jump off a loading dock about
7' high. When my heels hit the pavement a
cheap holster (upside down shoulder rig)
dropped my Smith & Wesson on the deck.
Fortunately no one saw, and Ijust scooped
up the gun, tossed the holster in the trash,
and kept on going. Naturally, I subjected
the 9R to the 'Loading Dock' test, and it
held the gun from anything I was willing to
jump from. Used as a belt holster, it
worked as well, and really made the gun
impossible to spot under a sport jacket.

But the real test is how well it works in a
practical situation. Going totally against
all trends, I used the Bulldog for several
IPSC type matches. One of the first stages
called for five shots on a 24x24" plate at
100 yards. As a crowd gathered for the
'comic relief of a fixed sight 3" .44, I made
3 consecutive hits! (With about 20 wit
nesses). It would be nice to say I won these
matches with the Bulldog-nice, but not
true. But inside of 30 yards, with 5 or less
targets, the .44 could equal my best perfor-

CHARTER ARMS .44
(Continued from page 30)



Jackass Leather Co.
7383 N. Rogers Ave., .
Chicago, ILL 60626

TAURUS BULLETS
(Continued from page 45)

that makes a difference when accuracy is
the name of the game. Ask any benchrest
shooter."

I don't know about most bullets for
reloaders not being truly round, but I've
sure run into a lot of them that were out of
round. It is difficult to drill and polish a
round hole in a die-or barrel. Check the
cases from several of your handguns or
rifles with a dial caliper and you'll see
what I mean. I would expect the 'round
bullets within reason, to outshoot bullets
badly out of round. I frankly don't know
what is within reason and what isn't for ac-
curacy. I have shot bullets more than .001"
out of round with excellent accuracy. The
Taurus bullets do vary somewhat. The
amount is so slight I can't measure it and
think some of it is attributable to lube. Oc
casionally, particularly with the hollow
base wadcutters packed in 500 bulk packs,
a bullet will be found that was obviously
dented in shipping. Anyone loading for
extreme accuracy should catch these and
set them aside for more casual purposes. I
feel round bullets are important though
and the Taurus bullets are round. I suggest
miking whatever you have on hand to see
how they check out.

5. The big kicker in Taurus ads is an
"Advanced lube system that virtually elim
inates leading of the bore-a crucial point
for accurate shooting. First the bullet is
lubed for passage through the bore and
then for proper seating in the case. The
lube system permits a smooth bullet, one
that doesn't require a knurled surface or
grease grooves and the bullet is cleal! to
handle and use."

Wow-that one is a can of worms. Get
ting rid of some of it; the sides of the bullet
are smooth without grease or crimp
grooves and the bullet is clean to handle
and use.
Exc~ssive leading is definitely detrimen

tal to accuracy. The .357 Magnum with
factory full charge lead bullet loads is a
good example of a combination to stay
away from.

I've seen .357 bores leaded up to the
point the rifling could only be seen at the
end of the muzzle due to lead. Accuracy
was worse than a smoothbore would have
done.

There is a difference between normal
conditioning of a bore and excessive lead
ing. In conditioning a bore to a particular
load it is best to clean the bore as well as
possible. Generally, if jacketed bullets
have been used I use J. B. or Corbin paste
mild abrasive bore cleaner. Very fre-
quently, lead bullets will not shoot worth a
damn through a really clean bore. I found
in testing the new Hornadys a year ago it
took about 30 rounds for accuracy to settle
down. The Taurus bullets acted the same
way. The first cylinder full with a very
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Now offering a new service Bo-Mar
Custom accurizing .45·s and .22's ETC.
Write for details.

TOP YOUR WEAPON WITH A PATENTEO
WINGED ADJUSTABLE WINDAGE &
ElEVATION SIGHT RIB

We use new books, cut an
opening 8 3/4"H, 5 1/2"W

and line the opening
with red velvet-like material.
With the cover closed, it looks
like an ordinary book.
$11.99 postpaid in 48.

mOGel 13 front sight without altering

SEMI-FLAP STYLE

Holsters for the Modified S&W Pistols.
Covers Sight and Hammer, Plain or
Basket Weave for 2'1," Belts. Black
only. Price $35.00

Bo-Mar rear sights now available for XPl OD's and contenders $42.00

BO-MAR®SIGHTING SYSTEMS
Department AH, Carthage, Texas 75633

Fits over S &

USES ARE FOR: Police Combat· Big Game Handgun Hunting'
Everyday Carried Duty Wear' And For Metallic Silhouette
For S & W model Heavy Barrell 0-13-58-64 and 65. Easy installation
Drill & Tap for two 6-40 allen head cap screws. Price $56.00.

TDp·
TROOPER

ON PATROL
A New Concept in
Service Weaponry

By ®

BO-MAR

THE SNICK STAGE 5HOLSTER
The Original Holster featured in

"Cooper on Handguns" and "Survival Guns"

Developed and
Tested in
Combat

Competition
Fast and Secure

Break Front
Holster of Space

Age Plastic
For Gov'!, Commander,
Browning P-35 and the
K-Frame S&W Revolver

S28,00 pius 51.50 Postage and Handling; Maga
zine Carriers S10.00 each (Calif. res. add 6% tax)

SNICK PRODUCTS
po. Box 480009, Los Angeles, CA 90048

• Combat
• Competition
• PPC

or just plain
shooting fun.

Send $ 2 for color catalog
to
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m-m MTM Mol ded Pro due t s Co., Dept. AHI. 5680 Webster St., Dayton, Ohio 45414
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$2.29

I AFFIRM THAT I AM 18 OR OLDER:

State: Zip, _

Name: _

Address: _

(Signed)

SEND TO: (Please print)

City, _

LARC INT. DEPT. AH-1-2
Box 340007 (2640 SW. 28 Lane)
Miami, Florida 33134
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: Coupon
is your mailing label; please type or print
clearly in ink. Cut out coupon; mail
with check or money order for $36.00
(includes, shipping, handling, postage).
Age testimony must be signed.

Note Add $ 75 when ordeflng from MTM. 10 cover handl,ng and pomge
for more lnlormallon. see your local MTM Dealer 01 send for FREE catalog

LET IT RIP!

...........................................

.............................. ~ .

COLLECTOR'S GUN RECORD BOOK

6 Round Models

Your guns are probably mOfe valuable than you think. Find out by properly recording their features. The Gun Record Book
helps you discover points of uniqueness whicn add value. This systematized record lets you detail essential data on each
gun in a uniform. orderly and comprehensive manner. It's easy. fun and instructive. And the cheapest protection you can
give your collection. Many advantages: insurance purposes. sale or trade. guides your collecting. keeps values current,
quick reference at shows, proves ownership, etc. For only S8.00 you get. postpaid, attractive ring binder, record sheets for
25 guns. model pages for pistolS. rifles. shotguns. old or new. Two sets $15.00. 25 extra sheets $3.00.

B. J. Co., Drawer D2, Bluffton, S. C.. 29910.

famous CASE-GARD® Ammo Wallef® ammunition
carriers ... copied, but neverequalled.

.. $2.08 12 Round Models .
18 Round Models. . . . $2.50

SPECIFY CALIBER WHEN ORDERING

Our latest version of the
M19-A "Annihilator"
incorporates a removable,
skeletonized shoulder stock
for better burst control.
You'll agree that, not only
in looks but in performance
as well, the new M19-A is a
real winner. The patented,
smooth-flow feed system
rips out those BB's at the
rate of 3,000 per minute!
Use compressed air or
convenient one-pound cans
of freon (available at
hardware, air·conditioning
& auto stores). If you've
been wanting to feel the
excitement of shooting a
real, fully·automatic gun,
don't wait anymore! Have
loads of fun with our latest
"Annihilator". Use the
special coupon in this ad
(properly filled out, please),
and you'll see what you've
been missing!

clean bore was a waste. Thirty rounds later
fouling ahead of the forcing cone was vis
ible and the rest of the bore was somewhat
dirty. At this point groups settled down. At
200 rounds of the same ammo the bore
condition had not changed. This was with
the hollow base wadcutter and 2.8 Bulls
eye. Accuracy was excellent and the claim
of lead free shooting was substantiated
with this popular target load. Quite a few
of the Hollow base and double ended
wadcutters were fired through a Python
(loads in .357 cases), a Crowley Custom
PPC gun (S&W) and an S&W Combat
Masterpiece. All three of these guns have
been used a lot and the bores are slick. Ex
cessive leading did not occur with target
loads utilizing several powders at 750-800
EP.S. velocity. A lesser number of full
charge .38 Special loads were fired at
around 8.00-900 EP.S. velocity without ex
cessive leading. I do not feel the bullets
will take anywhere near full charge .357
Magnum loads without leading badly. As
a guess, dependent on several other factors
I would expect the wadcutters to perform
as advertised at normal wadcutter veloc
ities and the .38 RN and semi-wadcutter to
perform as advertised up to 950-1100
EP.S. at which point leading would occur
in amounts detrimental to accuracy within
fifty rounds. In other words-in unaccept
able amounts.

Essentially-this means all of the Taurus
bullets should perform adequately with
the exception of the 9 mm 125 grain load.
9 mms would normally run around 1100 +
EP.S. from most guns with full charge
loads. I haven't seen many smooth 9 mm
barrels and would not expect lead free full
charge loads to occur often in them. Most
9s will function with 125 grain bullets at
950 EP.S. or so. As it is, the 125-9 mm is
adequate for plinking or combat. As far as
accuracy in the 9 is concerned; only the
Colt MK IV is worthwhile considering as
far as accuracy goes. The guns and even
poor ammo are good enough for defense
or close range recreational shooting but
not much more than that. The 125 grain 9
mm is also useful in the .38 Auto and/or
.38 Super. 0 problems with functioning.
I feel confident it can be successfully used
in .380 Autos by those few reloaders for
that caliber. In short, the 9 mm is a hot
little round. I'm not particularly in love
with the Taurus bullet for it, but it does
have a degree of usefulness. Likewise, the
.38 bullets are capable of excellent per
formance in .357s; but only if the velocity
is held to a reasonable level.

Most PPC shooters I've seen shooting
.357s have used .38 Special brass. I don't. I
refuse to gunk up the chambers in my
.357s. Accordingly, I've developed a wad
cutter load for .357 cases. It consists of 3.5
grains of P.B. behind a 148-grain hollow
base wadcutter for around 770 EP.S. from
a six-inch gun in good shape. It is gener
ally accurate although it may be necessary
to test in one-tenth grain increments to ob
tain the best accuracy from a particular
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combination. The Taurus worked well
from my custom Moran Python with this
load. As with the PPC gun, the first 30
rounds merely conditioned the barrel and
then things started shaping up. Thirty
rounds for conditioning isn't much; the
old Harvey zinc base pure lead cast bullets
would take 100-200 rounds to condition a
barrel. The thirty round figure can be used
as a fairly good indicator for conditioning
any barrel to a lead bullet load.

I suppose the double ended wadcutter is
intended for custom loaders with auto
matic bullet feeds on their equipment, as
the hollow base wadcutters are definitely
more accurate.

The .38-158s, 9 mm-125, .41-210, .44
240, .45-200-21O-230s all have a slightly
concave base. Some of the bullets do have
a very slight taper from front to rear; a
practice of long standing. In theory it
centers the bullet in the bore and aids
accuracy.

Frankly, I haven't gotten around to
shooting the .41-210 and .44-240 as Ijust
received them. They look good. The .45s
were given a workout in a Gold Cup and
Ruger .45 Colt. The Gold Cup performed
as expected-great. The .45 Colt revolver
is quite interesting though. Loaded back
wards over a healthy charge the .45 bullets
are quite de"structive and efficient defense
loads. Loaded conventionally, they per
formed in a manner very similar to the .38
Special. You can jack up the velocity

enough to cause a lot of leading but fac
tory equivale,nt loads are OK in my well
worn Ruger.

I'm sure a lot more of the .45s will go
through autos than revolvers. The 230 RN
will feed in any gun that will feed hard
ball. The 200-grain semi-wadcutter will
probably turn out to be the most accurate
of the lot although I just don't like those
short, stubby numbers. I like the 210 grain
long nose job and it will definitely feed
better than the 200 grain. The 210 and 230
both shoot better at long range than the
200 grain. One or the other of these (210 or
230) would be my choice as a combat com
petition bullet. The Gold Cup I used
started leading undesirably at around 900
F.P.S. Recovery of the bullets disclosed
gas cutting at the bases so a powder
change would probably have jacked up
the velocity a little before that started
again.

Satisfaction and performance with
these bullets will depend on your ability to
load the ammo properly. I strongly suggest
lead bullet expander plugs to open and
bell the cases properly. Next, seat the bul
lets and crimp in a separate operation;
preferably using a taper crimper. Im
proper adjustment of the dies will scrape
lube and lead from the sides of the bullet
and deposit it at the case mouth. Zero lub
rication, a lump of lead, severe leading
and lousy accuracy will result. In addition,
case preparation is important. A Vibra-

Tech case cleaner does a dandy job of
cleaning cases inside and out. Sorting by
headstamp and trimming to a uniform
length is very important to accuracy. Bet
ter still, buy enough umprimed cases, trim
them and use them for "accuracy" loads
only, Uniformly thrown powder charges, '
experimentation with promising loads in
one-tenth-grain powder charge incre
ments and properly seated primers will
produce accuracy that is frequently quite
respectable from handguns.

Quite obviously I've so far stayed away
from giving group dimensions that the
Taurus or other bullets should give. First, I
seldom use a mechanical rest. Many of
them are unreliable unless properly set up
with ballistic lab precision. The Lee is
simple to use and quite reliable with re
volvers and some autos. It, and most oth
ers test Colt Govt. Models by affixing to
the frame of the gun. The slide contains
the sights and barrel. Ifthe frame~to-slide

fit is not ne,arly perfect a mechanical rest
may well be worthless due to'the slide"ahli
barrel pointing in a different' direction
than the frame. Quite obviously some of
these guns will shoot better hand held than
from some mechanical deVices.

In shooting as well as most other things
we all have good as well as bad days. Some
individuals can't shoot under. three inch
groups at 25 yards from rest at any time.
Others will shoot under one half inch with
a good target .22. (Continued on page 60)
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For the NEW
CONTENDER
S~'

Featuring a 14" Bull Barrel, Beavertail Forend, Special Grips
and Adjustable Target Sights, this handgun offers a
maximum In down range advantage. Add to this the terminal
ballistics of seven wor.khorse calibers; .30 Herrett, .30/30 Win.,
.357 Herrett, .35 Rem., .41 Magnum, .44 Magnum and .45 Win.
Magnum and you begin to see what Silhouette and Hunting
performance Is all about!

,
W,ife TODAY FOR OUR '

NEW, FREE CATALOG!
Read the specifics, Learn how one hunting
handgun can outclass the others and provide
interchangeable barrels for 21 DIFFERENT
CARTRIDGES.

~\\~
, ~e.~\f\Q ~~,\
n'(~:-'.:;\

pe'\ I

booklet contains suggested loading information for those ,\\-'
center fire cartridges which are most normally usell in the .~ ........-:

Contender Pistol. Also covers case forming information on \'''':
.30 and .357 Herretl. Enclose SI.00 If you also wish

this booklet No. 9400.

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS
Farmington Road, Dept TAH 1

Rochester, New Hampshire 03867

,~---------------------~
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(Some of our reade.rs are unhappy
about having to layout an extra fifty or
hundred bucks for an already premium
priced handgun that was advertised as
having a hand-honed action back when it
cost $125. Costs of building guns have
gone up steeply, espeically at Colt's where
the union has been very effective in deal
ing with management. The company
didn't want to make hand-honing op
tional, nor price themselves almost out of
the market. But the worked over Python
does have the nicest action you can get
in a factory revolver, and if you want the
best ...)

The Hand Hone is also available on the
D-frame guns, for $35. The trigger re
mains two-stage for double action, but is
slick n' sweet, and no longer feels as if it's
stacking. Got an old Detective Special,
Cobra, or Agent with the long grip frame?
Believe it or not, they take a slicking better
than later models, due to changes in
springs and ratchet design that favored
production more than customizing. This is
not to say that the $35 hone is wasted on
current guns, though; they did my late
model Dick Special for me, and I'm ex
tremely happy with it.

It should be noted, incidentally, that
anything they'll do on a Python, they'll do
on any other I-frame gun: now dis
continued Officers Model, Official Police,
Three-Fifty-Seven, and Trooper revolvers
trickle in now and then for the Custom
Tune, and benefit just as much as a
Python. The factory doesn't do much on
Single Actions, though, or Mk. III series
wheelguns.

COLT'S CUSTOM
(Continued from page 47)

T he really exciting news is what they'll
be doing with automatics. I reported

their ambidextrous safety in "Industry In
sider" a couple of years ago, and they're
still waiting to get the go-ahead on it from
upstairs. "The problem," Gleason ex
plains, "is that when you modify a part re
lated to safety of the gun, there are reams
of red tape and enormous testing to be
gone through before mangement is certain
that there won't be any product liability
problem." The two-way safety has sailed
through all tests, and should soon be avail
able. Price will probably be around $40.
The unit doesn't infringe on the patented
Swenson ambidextrous safety, I'm told,
and the one on the right will be a mirror
image of the factory low-profile catch.
Built-up "combat" safeties are also being
looked at, and so is an extended slide re
lease. The latter isn't definite yet. For one
thing, free style combat shooters almost
never run the gun all the way dry and lock
the slide back, and there's little point in
making a part easier to manipulate if it
isn't going to be touched. at all. An ex
tended slide stop lever will also hang up
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fOf" Colt GOV'( Model, Commander,
and other L"rge·FrOime Autos

Thick Durable Leather
ONLY $1••5 POSTPAID
(Cillif. residents: "'dd 6Clo tax)

SEMI
AUTOMATIC

MACHINE PISTOL
10 ROUND· SIDE MOUNTED CUP
FREE: Target 150 Reu...b1e Pellets
Not Sold In~ew York City· No Pennlt Required

This rapid fire 22 cal "Commando" type machine
pistol looks like the famous, hard-hitting weapon so
popular with combat attack groups. The side
mounted, detachable ten round clip sprays pellets
Into the target as fast as you can pull the trigger.
OnlY $3.95 plus 65d for postage and hanClllng
INCLUDING FREE TARGET & PELLETS. Com
plete satisfaction guaranteed or your money
promptly refunded.

Elan Product, Corp. o.pt 527AU95
35 Wilbur St., Lynbrook, N.Y. 11583

NY State Res. edd Sales Tax

~
WALLE1'-HOLSt'ER
for Hi·Standard Derringer
loo!<.s Like 01 WJllet on the Outside:

~ Packs a 2·Shot Punch Inside!
ONLY $15.50 POSTPAID
"d

~.ELt' SLIDE HOLSt'ER

22 CAL. PELLET
FIRING

See Your Dealer. Or write for free catalog
showing complete line of leather shooting supplies.

THE HUNTER COMPANY, 3300 W. 71st Avenue-Westminster, Colorado 80030

Superior crafted holsters for "Thompson Center"
handguns are permanently molded and form fit for your
model. Selected oak-tanned leather. Deep rich
Cordovan finish. Hand polished. Superior construction.'
In full top grain natural leathers and hi-gloss blacks.
Right or left handed.

Six models for the entire Thompson Center line
65-875 for 10" Bbl with large scope $22.75
65-876 for 14" Bbl with large scope 27.00
65-975 for 10" Bbl without scope 16.75
65-976 for 14" Bbl without scope 21.50
65-1075 for 10" Bbl with small scope 21.00
65-1076 for 14" Bbl with small scope 25.40

CUSTOM DESIGNED
HOLSTERS FOR
THOMPSON CENTER

CHOOSE A WINNER

Hand crafted, fully
1I!J!d, leg & hammer
tie downs, 24 loops.
Prompt Shipment.

SspezeCGlfyunwmalastke, $49.80 p.p. Cashier's
ize check or money or·

bbl. length & der. Please add $2.00
caliber. extra for 7Y2" bbl.

Send $1.00 for complete catalog.
Dealers, please inquire.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040
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I
THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

$7.95 A~... ~ •
Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from
Forcing Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available
In either 38-41-44-4i\ cal. Brass cloth paches
(Pk. 10) $1.50. Order direct or from your
dealer. Check or Money Order. .

A'f'b." GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

YOUD~

LEE'S RED RAMPS
Announces a superior material and ·method for
installing Ramps, in KIT FORM, for the handgun
hobbyist or gunsmith,

No time-consuming fitting.
no special skills necessary

Goes in as a liquid, solidifies under any
household bulb In six to eight minutes, ready for
trimming,
Available in four colors: red, orange, yellow,
white,

Results are of a professional quality, The insert
cannot dislodge, Complete instructions
provided. This kit will do dozens of Ramps.

Send(~~Li.~e~r;l:;lfsna'ZJ ?{~:1~!?:xf~9. 95
for same day shipment to:

LEE'S RED RAMPS
DEPT. AHG

T252 East Avenue U-3, Littlerock,.California 93543
Telephone: (805) 944-44B7

BankAmericard or Master Charge Welcome
Deluxe kit available with all (our colors.
Will do approximately 225 Ramps - '69"

KING WHITE OUTLINE.REAR SIGHTS
For Rugers. Colts - Available at U'· Ea.

"This material is guaranteed to perform as advertised If
instructions are followed." - Lee Baker
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o \'... ' <\; 0o acompletely new~ 0
o CLEANING PATCH. H mbed s rface 0

Unique combination oneyco U
o of fibers developed by traps and removes 0
o MATCH GRADE ORDNANCE foreign malter. 0
o to help you proVide the care 0
o your firearms need. Proven results with less 0

effort for those who demand better performance.
o Guaranteed to outperform any ordinary cleaning 0
o patch or your money back. 0
•••••••••••••••••••
• QUANT •
• $2.50 _ 150 patches for '.22 caliber •
• FOR YOUR _75 patches for 9 mm/38/.357 cal. •
• CHOICE _75 patches for .44/.45 caliber •

• NAME •
• ADDRESS •

:. glft-CITY~~:TE:
• •
• MAIL TO: MGO •
• MATCH ™ PO BOX 2178 C •
• GRADE ORDNANCE EDISON NJ 08817 •
•••••••••••••••••••
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no er popu ar
belling out the mouth of the magazine
well, allowing quicker magazine insertion.
Price is a reasonable $17 minimum
charge; Otto Zander of the Custom Shop
did it for one of my .45s, and it came out
real nice.

Triggers? You don't need a Ted Ted
ford-class gunsmith to clean up a .45 trig
ger pull. What you do need master skills
for is something like installing a Gold Cup
trigger in a GM, Commander, or military
frame. At only $35, this is an excellent
value. It gives you an antibacklash adjust
ment, plus a wide trigger for better con
trol, yet without the risk of an accidental
discharge in the holster that comes when
you sock on a trigger shoe that extends
be ond our 1's tri er uard.

on certain holsters. I'd still like to see it as
an option, though; it's the one thing on the
Custom Shop list that will appeal to bulls
eye shooters, who start every relay with a
locked-open slide.

Another option soon to be available is
the duckbill grip safety. I couldn't photo
graph it for you due to company policy re
garding information on non-production
items, but the prototype I tried felt very
nice, indeed. It spreads out over the web of
your hand in an inverted "V." Who needs
one? It cures hammer bite, for one thing,
though there are other ways around that
particular problem. Some .45 buffs swear
it locks the gun tighter into their hold.
Most will simply tell you, "It feels good!"
In any case, it'll be a worthwhile option.

Sights are another thing. They're look
ing at several for the Government Model
and the Commanders, and MMC is one
firm that might get the nod. The Custom
Shop has been known to install sights of
outside manufacture on lot-orders of cus
tom guns for distributors. Walt Gleason·
explains, "The sights that come on our 0
frame automatics are fine for 99% of gun
buyers. Still, free-style combat shooters
have a genuine need for bigger, easier to
see sights, and they don't mind using a
special holster if necessary. For that spe
cialized clientele, we'll probably be
installing fixed and adjustable, high-visi
bility combat sights here in the Custom
Shop. It's only a matter of finding out what
the IP~C shooters want, and what our

. . "

Only $8.95

____ZIP _

The time will
comewhena

policeman and his
weapon must be as

one ... when accuracy
and comfort will be essential!

When that time comes,
reach for the PURE SOURCE.

ADDRESS

STATE .. _

SPECIAL BONUS: Personal survIval battenes of Brad
Angler. Jeff Cooper. & Col. Burt MIller

CITY _

More than 200 Photographs
and Illustrattons.
4585'/4" x 8%" pages

Coupon

Please send me copy(ies) of "Survival Guns"

at $8.95 ($12.50 Hardcover) plus $1.50 (per book) for
past. Send to, HANDGUNNER BOOKS-DEPT. 36-Hl.
591 Camino Reina, Son Diego, CA 92108.

PartIal Contents ChOOSing
defense and huntIng handguns,
Shotguns & Rifles' ModificatIons
and maintenance' SpeCIal Purpose
weapons' Accessones • Learning PractIcal shootIng
• AmmunItIon & more

Finally, the collet-type Mk. IV barrel!
bushing kit has been made available

by itself for $39.95. When the Mk. IV sys
tem was introduced in 1970, the factory
announced that the only way to get one
was to buy a whole "series 70" Mk. IV pis
tol. For a company in the business ofmak
ing guns, that was only good sense, but the
availability of the kit is welcome news to
shooters. It's for full-size guns only, and
needs special fitting on the tight Gold
Cups, but the improvement in accuracy is
almost astonishing. It's probably the best
single investment you can make for, say, a
GI surplus .45. I ordered one for a military
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If you believe that Civilization may be on a short fuse which
could easily be ignited by Terroflsm, Monetary Collapse,
Food Shortage, Nuclear Attack or Blackmail and Thermo
nuclear ACCidents, you should read SURVIVAL GUNS

by Mel Tappan-
the only book devoted entIrely
to selectIng, modIfyIng and
uSIng both defense and
huntIng weapons under long
term survival conditIons.

S PLUS $1.50 HANDLING ~HARGE
5985 ~~~J~~~~L~~~~~ENTS

DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED

<:':..,$ To, ..... 6rR .5 ?/.!.,,';C·7 ,;(Jwv

c:,;;~ ';:::'~r1I2.......(gD _
/ !>-o #<-< 'tS VOr'/,[lJID""'/-:;-
//""''';-~~'/LA C.:>,,--r 06/01:>,;J..

®QODD@~ Buu@JQO~~rnJ@~
1617 E. Seventeenth St., Suite 30

Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 542-2642

DESIGNED
FOR ACCURACY 

BRED FOR COMBAT!

'.' COVERED BACKSTRAP FOR UNIFORM FIT "BLACK URETHANE " FINGER
. GROOVES ,c· TAPERED FOR PERFECT GRIP ,', ABRASION AND SOLVENT

RESISTANT .:, PALM SWELL .:, UNIOUE FITTING CAPABILITY (PERFECT GRIP
ALIGNMENT) .', FITS RIGHT DR LEFT HAND .:, ACCEPTS SPEED LOADERS

Be Prepared!



1911 of 1917 production. Though loose as
a goose, the pistol had been giving me
good groups at 25 yards, adequate at ¥fty;
with the Mk. IV barrel and bushing, these
groups shrank to fine and very good
respectively, with no compromise in,
reliability.

There are other Custom Shop goodies
that fall between gunsmithing and hand
engraving. Colt is now offering photoen
graving on autoloaders, and will have it
soon for revolvers (which are much more
difficult to do, because of the contoured
surfaces). The midwestern com
memorative .45 I looked at was dynamite,
and these guns can be produced at a cost
competitive with roll-engraving, which
usually doesn't come out looking any-
where near as good. .

Fine looking Ivory stocks inlaid with
Colt medallions were available at the time
I was there; price was $375 for target-size
Python grips. The Ivory situation being
what it is, investors may want to buy them
while they can. Even if the supply isn't
shut off, no one expects the prices to be go
ingdown.

More in the line of repair than custom
izing is the refinishing section, with one
exception: in addition to the usual blue,
nickel, S.A.A. case-hardening, and alumi
num anodizing, you can have the luxuri
ous Royal Blue finish applied to the Colt
gun of your choice. Royal Blue is a func
tion of polishing, not the bluing formula
itself, and involves a lengthy workout with
stuff as fine as 400-grit emery cloth.

Other goodies are in the works. Metallic
silhouette shooters especially, but also
California combat shooters and followers
of Doc Burgess's big money NSL shoot in
Laramie, Wyoming will be interested to
know that an eight-inch barrel is tenta
tively planned for the Python. This will be
strictly a Custom Shop thing, since pro
duction is not set up for forgings longer
than 6/1. (Incidentally, we learned that 90%
of Custom TImes go on 6" ~ythons, con
firming the fact that most customers want
them mainly for target work.)'

Limited Quantities

Dept. HG, P,O. Box 1452 BRYG'S INC. Lilburn, Ga. 30247

The Little All Right

Complete assembly including mainspring housing. These
stocks were manufactured under contract ,to the Lebanese Christian
Phalange Armed Forces for issue to their TIGRE commando unit. $50 '

" PrepaidThese Items have been determined by ATF to BE "CLASSIFIED AS NET
PARTS WHICH ARE NOT SUBJECT TO ANY CONTROLS UNDER

THE PROVISIONS OF THE GUN CONTROL ACT OF 1968," NO FURTHER DISCOUNTS!

U.S. Patent 172243/1876 went to old Ed Boardman and partner Andy Peavey
to produce an unusual revolver which they chose to call the "Little All Right. "
This tiny solid-frame job was made to be hidden in one's palm. It had a fold
ing trigger located on, of all places, the top of the barrel. This tripped a con
cealed hammer. firing a .22 short RF and probably also searing the hand of
the shooter. Dumb little gun? Sure, but before you dismiss it out of hand-it
could be worth as much as $300.

Interesting? This is just one of the 2000 pistols found in what is being, called
"The Ultimate Reference Manual of the Modern Day Handgun"-PISTOLS
OF THE WORLD, by Hogg and Weeks. Every unique. exotic. rare. valuable
and important handgun since 1870 is represented in this massive work. Many
are guns that you may never have seen before but might want to start looking
for. At 10 I x14", 356 pages and over four pounds, it's quite a book: Cross
index. ammo data arid 600 pictures: $24.95 from GUNS BOOK CLUB.

.Detachable Shoulder Stock
Assemblies for the Colt Gov't Series

Automatic Pistols

What Price Junk?
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N ew concepts are also in the works.
When the auto loader modifications

are going full out, shooters will be able to
order the things they need on a smorgas
bord basis, but the Custom Shop may also
put together a package deal. One of the

r - - - - - - - - - - - -I brightest points of my visit to Colt's was
o Yes, I must have my copy'of this limited collectors edition, learning that Walt Gleason and Al De-

John are eager to hear from shooters

I Enclosed is my check or M ,0, for $,24,95 plus $1,50 postage, I about the types of modifications they con-

o MASTER CHARGE 0 BANKAMERICARD/VISA # sider most valuabki'·op. Colt handguns. In
view of the patronizing attitude some

I SIGNATURE ~~~'E:____ I makers have to shooters offering sugges
tions or constructive criticism (" You ...

I NAM E I are telling us ... how to build guns?"), it's.
ADDRESS refreshing to have a factory team that asks
CITY STATE ZIP shooters, "Tell us how we should build

I I guns!" Your comments are welcome, and
Ca. residents add 6% sales tax, GUNS DEPT. 12· AH·1 you may direct them to Walt Gleason,

L 591 Camino de la Reina, SUite 200· San Diego, Ca 92108 I Colt Custom Shop, 150 Huyshope Ave.,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Hartford, CT. (Continued on page 70)
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If you enjoy popping clay pigeons or
punching holes in paper targets, discover
SILENCIO",the hearing protection com·
pany, With six distinct "shooter tested and
proven" advanced hearing protectors to
choose from, you will easily find ahearing
protector that's perfect for your shooting
needs, Remember the name-Silencio,
it's all the hearing protection you will ever
need, r;-;..

Sill!~
SAFETY DIRECT INC

23SNIDERWAY
SPARKS, NEVADA 89431

Hear Now...
and years from now!

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT

HANDGUNNER II
By HUTSON . •
Tiny But Tough! ~
Only 5'12" long l/17X/lnternal
click adjustments/Patented unlimited
eye relief/Fits T/C rail mounts for
S&W, Ruger, Contender.
Send for FREE BROCHURE. ."
JPM SALES ::~'~i:I~:ATx.76063 '

The Dan Wesson .357
and new .22 with ventilated or solid

ribs is ideal for scoping. The BUEHLER base
is installed on the barrel shroud with screws.

Shrouds can be changed without removing the
mount. Like all BUEHLER products, quality and

dependability is built in. No mount is made better.
~ Mount complete $41.00

~ Send for free Catalog 34H

BOY YOURSELF
A MEDAL••• OR

SELL ONE!
A rewarding 0 nIy .25¢
marketplace. a word.

Quality X 3

ROGERS & SPENCER

One name for 3 quality handguns pre
ferred by American Black powder
Shooters. Available in pre-assembled kits,
too. Write for complete information in our
illustrated catalog. Send $1.00 for cata
log to:

EUROARMS OF AMERICA
Dept. AH-1
14 W. Monmouth St.• WinChester, Virginia 22601

It says
you know
what
you're
doing.

Coming Soon
Our Pistolsmith

Directory

LooIdn. For A SU.....
Hard Chrome Finish'

Bianchi Offer$ Unique
Hideout Holster

• If you're looking for a finish on your
handgun that resists wear like stainless
steel and closely resembles stainless steel,
then you'll want to contact Marker
Machine. Especially good for guns that
will get a lot of holster abuse. They also
offer Black Chrome. Contact Marker
Machine Co., Dep't. AH, Box 426,
Charleston, It 61920.

• This is the answer when an ankle
holster is impractical. It's Bianchi's
Model 11 "Leg Holster" with a plush
lining that's luxuriously soft against the
leg. Non-slip Velcro closure keeps it snug
and compact. No safety strap is needed.
See your dealer or write Bianchi
Gunleather, Dep't. AH, 100 Calle Cortez,
Temecula, CA 92390.
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45 ACP-3S'-323

WE HAVE IT!

BRASS

Call For Quantity Prices
(512) 858-4441

THE BRASS WORKS
P.O. Box 315

Dripping Springs, TX 78620

Custom combat modifications & Ace.

Specializing in tuning COLT MK IV Series 70
.45 ACP's for PRACTICAL PISTOL

SHOOTING.

Modifications on your handgun or complete
combat modified handguns available.

For complete picture brochure of custom
work & ace., send 2-15¢ stamps to:

WILSON'S GUN SHOP, 101-103 Public
Square, Berryville, Ark. 72616

PH 501-423-2982

"COMBAT SHOOTERS"

Quality walnut, specify caliber and left or right hand for
target style. Caliber only for sportsman style. Send check,
money order or C.O.D. to;

MAGNUM GRIPS
P.O. 801-Ah Payson, Al 85541

..., ..\ ~\\\C
St'j,C;VS"~~$ .

_5139$_

Save S~

S&W J.Fram, K·Square Butt"
Round.Butt N·Square Butt

Rogers Combat
Grips

Shown here
Specify: .
S & W-K-frame Square or Round butt
S & W-J-frame Round Butt
S & W-N-frame Square Butt
Ruger Security Six
Colt Python
Please add $.50 postage and handling.
Ill. residents add 5% sales tax.

Send orders to:
VILLAGE GUNSMITH
310 Shepard
Port Byron, IL 61275
(309) 523-3444

9MMMYTH
(Continued from page 43)

on the last shot. I increased the powder
charge' to 4.5 grains of DuPont No. 5 and
this turned out to be the best load for all
four guns. The P-38 would sometimes fail
to stay open on the last shot, but the Lu
gers, Radoms, and Browning all "worked
okay every time" according to my notes.
There were some streaks oflead, easily re
moved with a brass brush. The load was
light, pleasant to shoot, and accurate. Still,
without a good working over by a pis
tolsmith, my 9mm's could not match my
accurized .45 on the target range, and so I
gradually lost' interest in them.

Meanwhile, interest in the 9mm's was
increasing in the United States. There was
some discussion about adopting the 9mm
to replace the .45 Automatic as the U.S.
Armed Forces official sidearm. Colt devel
oped the aluminum-alloy frame Com
mander in both 9mm and .45 Automatic
calibers, and Smith & Wesson brought out
their double-action 9mm Model 39, also
on a light-weight frame. Both guns had
single-row magazines; Colt holding 9
rounds, Smith & Wesson 8 rounds. Al-
though the U.S. Armed Forces stayed with
the .45 Automatic, and did not switch to
the 9mm, interest in that caliber continued
to grow. Colt now produces the 1911 Gov
ernment Model in 9mm, as well as the
light-frame Commander, and the steel
frame Combat Commander.

Smith & Wesson next stirred the pot by
combining a 14-shot magazine with the
double-actIon trigger of the Model 39, and
brought out the Model 59 which weighs
only V2-ounce more than the 39. The
Model 59 was an immediate success, and
when I checked six of the largest gun
stores in the Seattle area late in 1978, all
were sold out of the Model 59, although
several had Model 39's in stock. It is inter
esting that buyers apparently prefer to
carry the additional weight (about 3
ounces) and bulk of the Model 59 over the
Model 39 in order to have 15 rounds at
their command instead of nine. '

Nevertheless, the race to increase maga
zine capacity is not over. A recent entrant
is the Beretta Model 92, double-action
9mm autoloading pistol with a magazine
capacity of 15, putting sixteen shots at the
shooter's command, one more than the
Smith & Wesson Model 59. The .Beretta
has an action reminiscent of the Walther
P-38 in that it uses a block to lock the slide
to the barrel. When a shot is fired, the slide
and barrel recoil a short distance together.
Then the locking block drops down, re
leasing the slide, which continues to move
back to the open position, ejects the empty
case, and shoves a fresh cartridge from the .
magazine into the barrel as it slams shut.

Like the Beretta, the Czech Model 75
also has a IS-round magazine. It looks like
a Browning High Power with a double-ac-
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FIREARMS IDENTIFICATION: Orig·
inal Photographs and Other Illustrations
of Hand Guns. Data on Rifling Charac·
teristics of Hand Guns and Rifles. Vol
ume III by J. Howard Mathews. '73,
$88.00

THE SEARCH FOR AN EFFECTIVE
POLICE HANDGUN by Allen P.
Bristow. The author provides comprehen
sive information o~ selection of appro
pnate handguns. Agency evaluations and
wound ballistics are discussed. '73, $20.00

Prepaid orders sent postpaid, on approval

301-327 EAST LAWRENCE
SPRINGFIELD ·ILLINOIS·62717

THE DEFENSIVE USE OF THE
HANDGUN: For the Novice by Mason
Williams. Basic information is presented
on purchasing, loading and firing hand
guns; cleaning and care of the handgun;
practicing; and applicable laws of each
state. '78, cloth-$12.75. paper-$7.75

THE LAW ENFORCEMENT BOOK OF
WEAPONS, AMMUNITION AND
TRAINING PROCEDURES: Handguns,
Rifles and Shotguns by Mason Williams.
This text presents data on firearms, fire
arms training and ballistics, and it dis
cusses concepts and techniques that are
now being applied or developed. '77,
$35.75

COMBAT HANDGUN SHOOTING by
James D. Mason. A wide range of hand
gunning interests is covered in this book,
including handloading ammunition, con
ditioning and maintaining handguns,
load and handgun selections, ballistics,
and the shooter's basic mental and phys
ical processes. '76, $27.25

FIREARMS IDENTIFICATION: The
Laboratory Examination of Small Arms,
Rifling Characteristics in Hand Guns,
and Notes on Automatic Pistols. Volume
I (2nd Ptg.) by J. Howard Mathews. '73,
$56.75

FIREARMS IDENTIFICATION: Orig·
inal Photographs and Other Illustrations
of Hand Guns. Volume II (2nd Ptg.) by J.
Howard Mathews. '73, $56.75

THE SPORTING USE OF THE
HANDGUN by Mason Williams. This
in-depth examination of the sporting use
of the handgun outlines the legal use of
pistols and revolvers for recreation, relax-

. ation, competition and hunting. '79.
$14.75

COMBAT SHOOTING FOR POLICE
(2nd Ed.) by Paul B. Weston. Compreheri
sive coverage is given to combat hand
guns and tactics. shooting positions,
holsters, reloading, and related topics. '78,
$11.75

Fundamentals of MODERN POLICE
IMPACT WEAPONS by Massad F.
Ayoob. Carrying and use techniques, psy
chology of impact weapons, common and
esoteric weapons, and application in le
thal and nonlethal situations are among
the topics discussed. '78, $15.50
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NAZI-Collectors M-43 Style
Black S-S Caps. Only $14.00
Postpaid. Order your size
NOW. Our 224-page fully il
lustrated catalog only $2.00
(free with order).

W.W. #2 Ud. (G) Box #206J
Sl. Louis, MO. 63 IS8

OVER 40,000 Items In Stock

STATE PISTOL LAWS

FEDERAL GUN LAWS

with "sa-spend-er" $19.50

Booklet d~sc;ribinl lalest pislol reJUlations pertainina to
posseuinl. carryinli and purchuinl of hmdluns for II'
sutes.

Booklet outlininl!ltest federll I,WS tonc.eminl ftrurms.
B.oth booklets (..... & fodor.l) '$).00. CRIME
DETECTION EQUIPMENT CATALOG - $1.00. Henry
Sc:hlesin.... Dept~A",415 E. 52 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022.

Our custom·designed·
rasp has both a coarse
& fine cut. Perfect for
barr~1 inletting where fast $ '.' c~.·
cutting. & smooth finishing" 1~DO :" IN ~
IS deSIred. Diameter: 1/2 , 51 POSTAGEf"'::>S~.
5/8",'3/4". Length 2". 0" Set of 3 rasps. ~..
NEW GUNSMITH CATALOG...$1.50 1 handle...S31.00 ",

FRANK MITTERMEIER.INC. (E51.1936)
Oept AH18035n East Tremont Avenue. New York. 10465

It's the lightest we've seen. And
now secured two-ways from shift
ing around or down your leg .. by
ela~tic "sa-spend-er" above and
by padded strap at holster level.
Both Velcro closing and adjust
able. Gun is firmly held but quickly
released by thumb-brake snap.
Holster is smooth tan cowhide.
Made for .25, .32, .380 and dbl. bbl. Der
ringer and 2-in. small frame revolvers.

''', ~
o. 151.",It,. ,-•.c.\-·Iilf"liiila~

~bO/o\O~ ..

A beautiful collector', Itemo,
Complete Kit-Eosily ossembled. Includes: Quolity mochined

bross key ossembly; investment cost steel hommer ond trigger.

L Full instructions. Free info. 1341 Camino Toss~ioro I
~e=o~n.:!p~c:_2~~w~A~6-J

Dept. AH, 2012 Washington, 5t. Louis, MO 63103

OFFERING

The lJlost lightweight
ankle holster

Specialists in Police
Combat Handguns.

• Available from dealers or direct from maker· When ordering, state gun's exact bbl.
length, mfr., model no.• Add $2.00 per holster for hdlg. & shpg .• Get Brauer mini
catalog, $1.00' Send check or M.O., no C.O.D.' Missouri, add 5% tax' Money back if
not satisfied.

B~~UE~ B~OS. MFG.@.

CANNON'S GUNS
Bo'" 6JZ

Center Harbor, NH OJZZ6
(60J) 476·88J7

We oller years of experience
and proven reliability in tun·
ing both competition and
duty·use handguns.

We oller four weeks maximum
delivery on all work. Write or
Call for free brochure.

CANNON'S GUNS

• Super pollee special actions on all
popular revolvers.

o Specialty work on Dan Wesson's.
o Custom PPC luns and action lobs.
o IPSC tuned .45's.
o Special custom actions on Colt,

Trooper, and Lawman revolvers.
o Mainsprinl luide, firinl pin, and

sprinl packqe for do·it·yourseU PPC
action lob on Dan Wesson's. S%5. In
structions included.

tion trigger. Exceeding even the capacity
of the Beretta, the Heckler & Koch Model
VP'70Z magazine holds 18 rounds. My let
ter to Heckler & Koch elicited no reply, so
my information on this gun is incomplete.

Another new 9mm autoloading pistol is
the Browning Double Action, which is
also made in .38 Super and .45 Automatic
calibers. Contrary to the trend toward
larger capacity magazines, this gun has
only a nine-round magazine. The Brown
ing D.A. was designed by Schweizerische
Industrie-Gesellschaft (SIG) at New-
hausen am Rhinefalls, Switzerland and is
manufactured by J.P. Sauer & Sohn in
Eckenforde, West Germany. It was in
troduced for European sale in 1975 as the
SIG-Sauer P220 and is being imported
into the United States under that name by
Hawes National Corporation.

Browning is also importing the Double
Action into the United States under its
own name. The gun operates on the well
known Browning principle of locking the
barrel directly to the slide. After a shot is
fired, the barrel and slide move back to
gether for about an eighth of an inch, and
then the barrel drops down releasing the
slide to move back into the open position.
The frame is an aluminum alloy. .

Among the many 9mm autoloading pis
tols being produced all over the world and
imported into the United States are the
Heckler & Koch Model P9S with a
double-action trigger; the Llama X I
which is similar to the Government Model
1911; and the two Stars. The latter three
guns are imported from Spain. The Star
Model BM with a steel frame, and the Star
Model BKM with an aluminim alloy
frame, both are similar to the Model 1911,
but have 4-inch barrels. The Walther P-38
is imported from Germany and is avail
able in a variety of barrel lengths, all with
aluminum alloy frames. Manufacture in
Germany by Mauser of the Luger pistol
was stopped in 1975 but some are still for
sale in the United States by Interarms.
When these guns are sold, no more will be
available. We must not forget the new Ro
gak P- \8 with its large 18 shot capacity and
stainless steel. Finally, the Benelli Model
B76 double-action autoloader is being im
ported from Italy.

Ifyou prefer a flat handgun that is easier
to conceal and carries more rounds than a
revolver, you have only to take your pick
from the large array of 9mm autoloaders,
both domestic and foreign, that are avail
able. If your friends (and especially your
enemies) will be impressed because you
carry "The Nine," then of course you must
carry one. If you think you need 15 shots
to down somebody who is gunning for
you, perhaps what you should get is not a
new gun with a larger magazine, but
rather some practice on a pistol range.
And finally, if you prefer a revolver, don't
forget that the .38 Special cartridge will
give you the same ballistic results as the
9mm, and the .357 Magnum will ....
considerably exceed them. ~
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WESTERHOUT
(Continued from page 27)

THE PERFECT 511
FORAMAnUR
OR PRO
• You know how really bad it
looks to chew up those highly
polished screws on your favorite
handgun. Well, fret no more. With
this Chapman you get the correct
fit, hardness and leverage. They do
have more' sizes but you probably
will do very well with the kit just
as it comes. Write Chapman,
Dep't. AH, Route 11, Durham, CT
06422.

.ROY'S CUSTOM
LEATHER GOODS
NOWUNDRNEW
OWNERSHIP
• Roy L. Baker, creator of the
famous Pancake holster, is no
longer associated with Roy's
Custom Leather Goods. The
Magnolia, Arkansas, firm's new
president, Calvin M. Porter,
announced that several new
products were introduced under
the trademarked name of Hidden
Thunder concealment systems. The
line will include clip-on holsters,
in-pants holsters, ankle holsters,
small and large shoulder systems
and an adjustable paddle holster.
Field holsters, rifle slings and belts
have been expanded also. Jim
Buffaloe has been named plant
manager.

TAURUS
(Continued from page 52)

Occasionally, a revolver will be founct
that will shoot well under an inch at 25
yards. Personally, I do not feel groups of
greater than 1.5 inches at 25 yards are very
interesting from handguns in general. I
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certainly can't, shoot that well all of the
time, but I have done it often enough my
self and know enough individuals from
one end of the country to the other who do
it to feel somewhat sorry for those who
never put a good handgun group together. World Team events, and you, the last
There are also quite a few handguns World individual title?
around that will never shoot a good group WESTERHOUT: It's not easy. In 1975,
as they aren't capable of it. You will sel- we shot the world match in Austria with
dom read about them and when you read our 5 members using 3 guns borrowed
a "gun" article pay attention to what is not back and forth, and weren't even able
in it also. to change the sight settings. Some of

Most any good quality bullet can be our shooters envy the Americans, with
made to shoot accurately. Most of my test- their fantastic reloading machines that
ing of the Taurus bullets was under severe let them practice a thousand rounds a
winter conditions. No spectacular groups week; we are lucky to practice 20, 30
were shot. They seldom are under cold, shots a week in some cases. I hadn't
windy conditions. Some of the tests were shot a pistol myself for 18 months until I
conducted in sub-zero temperatures. came to meet you on this occasion.
Quite a few interesting ones were shot I don't feel it handicaps us that
however. The bullets are good, uniform much. I am very strongly of the belief
and accurate. Various powders and barrels that you can shoot too much. We can
behave differently regarding leading. compete with the Americans. It has
Unique, for example, is notorious for been my experience that a lot of people
leading. In my opinion assuming all can fire 500 rounds in an afternoon
Taurus bullets are uniform in behavior without really concentrating on one of
from lot to lot, the .38s will handle stand- those shots. Shooting is only successful
ard loads for the weight and type bullet when concentration is absolute, every
and provide a serviceable "light load" for single time you squeeze the trigger.
.357s. The .44 is probably adequate for "44 Many people don't have the stamina to
Special" loads in any .44. (Charter Bull- concentrate on every shot for long
dogs excepted-some have very shallow strings. They should try shooting small
rifling and stripping is to be expected.) numbers of rounds, frequently. I think
Certainly .44 Magnum full power loads frequent sessions of 30 or so rounds are
will badly overdrive it. The .45s are more beneficial than a weekly 600
equally useful in .45 ACP and .45 Colts round session.
with barrels around .451-2 diameter. This AYOOB: How do you respond to the
generally means .45 Colt guns produced comments from the '77 World Shoot,
after WW II. In my 9 mm M-39, the 9 mm where some Americans felt the Rhode
125 grain leaded excessively with full sians had "set up" the match for the
charge loads. It does provide a low cost Browning High Power?
over the counter practice bullet for the WESTERHOUT: (Laughs). Well, the
9 mm and .38 Super. course of fire was approved by Jeff

I like the shape of the semi-wadcutters. Cooper, and I don't think he would
They will do a lot of damage at relatively have sanctioned an event that discrimi
low velocities. Their point is broader than nated against the .45 automatic! In fact,
most SWCs and the "point" has little one of our team members ran a compu
taper. ter analysis of the match, and deter-

In general, Taurus claims are valid- mined that the .45 automatic would
even the one that their lubrication system have a 15% advantage. A couple of our
virtually eliminates leading of the bore-if team members switched to the .45 for
you don't try driving them at too high that reason. And don't forget, 15 of the
velocities. I have no idea what the lube is; top 20 shooters used .45s.
all I know is that it works well. AYOOB: Do you feel, then, that IPSC

The Taurus bullets, as well as all other shooting is perhaps weighted against
swaged lead bullets that I'm familiar with, the 9mm.?
all have one deficiency as far as I'm con- WESTERHOUT: Not necessarily. If the
cerned. No crimp groove. I don't like the 9mm. shooter can keep his hits in the
extra operation in loading to obtain the center ring, he'll score the same as the
quality ammo I like. .45 man. We follow IPSC rules, so in

ARE TAURUS BULLETS BETTER? Rhodesia as everywhere else, the 9mm.
Certainly, they are better than a lot ofbul- is a minor caliber that scores fewer
lets on the market. I don't know which points than a .45 with hits outside the
brand is the best and doubt if there is a center ring. I might shoot a .45 if I had
"best." Taurus are capable of match grade one that worked, but I'm quite happy
accuracy and essentially lead free oper- with my Browning, which incidentally
ation when velocities are held to normal has well over 20,000 rounds thwugh it
for the caliber. without a single malfunction.

. (For complete specifications and prices AYOOB: What do you use for leather?
on the product line: TAURUS Alberts WESTERHOUT: I use a Fickhinger rig
Corporation, P.O. Box 157, ..... that 1 won in a match. It's a German
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey 07417.) ~ copy of your old Anderson rig, with a
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the HOWDAH

DEPT. AH 1II1~~~' 5~·~dl·."tI

5832 5. GREEN ST.
CHICAGO, ILL. 60621

EXCLUSIVE AGENl

J &GSales
442 Miller Valley Road
Prescott, Arizona 86301
(602) 445·9650

by John Breathed &
Joseph Schroadar

• Complete "Broomhandle"
(M1896) coverage

• Over 100 variations featured
• More than 400 illustrations
Only $17.50 postpaid

HANDGUN PRESS

SYSTEM
MAUSER

BULLSHOOTERS'SUPPLY
Dept. AH 9625 E. 3rd Street/P.O. Box 13446

Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924
Bullshooters· Supply is a division of the B.E. W.B. Corporation

A SIGHT TO SEE!

GReat Gi.J=ts!

Bullshooters' Front Sight Insert Kit puts you right on target!
The kit comes complete with four colors: red, yellow, orange, and white.
Goes in as a liquid, no fitting of plastic required. Hardens in ten minutes,

without heat. The inserts won't fall out but are easily removable for
color changes. Withstands hot-dip bluing.

Used by professional gunsmiths around the country. Complete instructions
included. Large stock. Your order shipped same day as received.

Satisfaction guaranteed.
12 insert 4-color kit $11.95 Ppd.
300 insert 5-color kit $48.95 Ppd.
Arizona residents add 6% sales tax.

CUSTOM HUNTING HANDGUNS

.375· .416 ..460 ..475 ..500 Calibres

LUGERS
AT RANDOM

• 432 11"181,1" pages
• Over 500 big photos
• Covers proof marks,

accessories, mechanisms
• Most complete coverage
Only $20 postpaid

LEE E. JURRAS

THE TWO TOP WORKS ON

.LUCiERS MAUSERS

tension screw on the side. It's the only
holster I've got, and I'm quite happy
with it.
AYOOB: Tell us about your personal
techniques and training methods.
WESTERHOUT: I use the Weaver
stance, with my right elbow bent
slightly and my left elbow bent sharply.
I used to almost lock my right arm, but
find that I shoot better lately with both
flexed. I don't put my left index finger in
front of the trigger guard, and I tilt my
head slightly when firing.

Rather than practicing intensively
for the match I'm about to shoot, I get
better results concentrating on stan
dard exercises.

I would spend ammunition on one
shot draws at 10 meters in a second or
less, 1.5 seconds maximum. Then the
same in 2.5 seconds at 25 meters. I
follow with what we call double taps,
which you Americans call the double
hammer: two shots each on two targets
as quickly as possible, and repeated
several times. I find the most helpful
thing of all is learning an instant reac
tion to the sight picture, that is, being
able to fire immediately when the sights
are right.

To achieve this, I like to practice
firing while walking toward the target.
The sights are never still this way, and
you are forced to learn to fire during the
fraction of a second when the sights are
in proper alignment.

Most marksmanship manuals stress a
rhythmic cadence of fire, but I don't
think there is any way you can win a
practical match with that technique. I
don't believe anyone has the physical
ability to get exact sight picture in exact
cadence, in practical shooting. The
principle of this shooting is that you
only squeeze the trigger when the sights
are perfect. Sight alignment and a
rapid, controlled trigger squeeze are
what y,m need.
·AYOOB: There has been some concern
around the world that the 1977 and '79
world championships have been held
on the African Continent, supposedly
because Rhodesian and South African
shooters would be unable to compete
elsewhere. What's the Rhodesian view
on that?
WESTERHOUT: We really feel that it is
not good for the image of the sport to
always have the world shoot in Africa.
You can understand that some nations
view the sport with suspicion after two
consecutive world championships were
conducted in African countries not re
garded by the rest of the world as being
particularly democratic. Obviously,
this creates a problem in getting world
acceptance of the sport.

Most Rhodesians would say-and in
fact we did say this officially at the last
world match-we would rather have the
world shoot in a country such as the US

(Continued on page 69)
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CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS
Presentation grade stocks of fancy American
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters.

SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP
Il1ustrated brochure $1.00

ROBERT H. NEWELL
55 Coyote 51. Los Alamos, N.M. 87544

Leather Catalog $1
For gun enthusiasts, police and outdoorsmen.
We make the most diversified and competitively
priced quality products in the industry. Send for
our 48 pg. Catalog today!

.. Allow 30 days for delivery

vI~!~~~ep~}~~f~;o, £Q;101

NU·LlNE GUNS
"UNDER RIB"

PPC GUNS BUILT 1 .. BULL BARRELS
HANDGUN BARRELS RELINED
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED
JAY SCOTT GRIPS & COLT PARTS - $1 0 MIN. ORDER
S&W SIGHTS INSTALLED ON COLT SLIDES
S&W MOD. 28 TO 44 SPECIAL & 45 L.C.

6" Python Barrels $52.95 prepaid

.223 CONTENDER
(Continued from page 38)

The sized cases were trimmed to an
overall length of 1.75 in. After deburring,
inspection and a quick primer cleaning,
the cases were ready for sorting and
loading.

All military cases used for these tests
were sorted according to headstamp. Since
I had predominant amount of TW-68
brass these were used to work-up the data
shown in the loading table. Other military
cases used in the project for preliminary
tests were LC-74, TW-67 and Commercial
Federal cases.

In working up load data, nine powders
were tested with ,five different jacketed
bullet styles and three cast bullet styles
were tested with six powders. Cast bullet
22-060-FN from RCBS was tried, but the 1
turn in 14 in. twist Contender barrel would
not stabilize this bullet.

Generally the loads shown in the load
ing table were those that produced the best
accuracy in my barrel. I also tried to in
clude the top velocities that could be ex
pected with each bullet. Powder charges

for initial load development were taken
from loading manuals and adjusted up
and down until either the desired accuracy
was obtained or excess pressure signs were
indicated. All powder charges were
weighed.

Maximum velocity for the .223 Reming
ton Contender was 3,041 fps with the 50
gr. Sierra Spitzer bullet and 22 grains of
WW-680 BR powder. This is exceptional
velocity for a lO-inch barrel pistol. How
ever, it is a hot load and for any other gun I
would strongly recommend this powder
charge be initially reduced by at least
twenty percent and the powder charge in
creased in li4-grain increments until pres
sure signs appear. In the Contender excess
pressure is usually indicated by flattened
primers and sticky case extraction. Pres
sure builds rapidly with WW-680 BR (and
its replacement WW-680) as near max
imum charges are approached, so work up
all charges with this powder in small in
crements. Remember that high pressure
not only greatly reduces case life, but
is hard on the Contender action. Accu
racy also may suffer at these extreme
conditions.

Approximately 1,500 rounds were fired
in the Contender in gathering data which

... Based on actual wear test and worn with a wool sock.
with a thermocouple attached to the big toe and ankle:

REMARKS

Target Load
Accurate
Accurate
Target Load
Good Velocity

348
539
462
543
729

ENERGY
(FT.·LBS.)

1,662
2,068
1,915
2,075
2,404

AVG. VEL.
(FPS)

CAST BULLET LOADS

Lyman No. 225462
(56.8gr.)

BULLET

9 2400
14 SR-4759
12 IMR-4227
16 IMR-4198
19 IMR-4198

CHARGE POWDER
(GRAINS)

10 2400 Lyman No. 22596 1,896 377 Good Accuracy
13 SR·4759 (47.3gr.) 2,028 432 Accurate
12 IMR-4227 2,119 469 Accurate
17 IMR-4198 2,298 555 Target Load
20 IMR-4198 2,589 704 Max. Velocity

NOTES Fair Accuracy~ I 2" groups
AccurJte~ I" groups
Target Load -less than I" groups

I

Velocities are five feet, instrumental, as measured from muzzle to mid-point of chrono
graph screens. Temperature was 75 to 90°F. Chronograph used was the Schmidt-Weston
Standard Chronograph. Primers for all loads were Remington 7V2 small rifle. Cartridge
cases were military head-stamped TW·6.8. Cast bullet weight given is sized, lubed and with
crimp-on check. Bullets cast of linotype metal and sized to .225-inch.
These loads were safe in writer's pistol but may not be in another gun.
Approach maximum loads with caution-especially these loads using WW·680BR.

-STEEL ARCH

80'F
79°F
79'F
78'F

Foot .. Skin
Temperature

60
30
30
30

Minutes

- RUST PROOf EYELETS

-REINfORCEO
EYE STAY

-RUBB(R LINED
fELT PROTECTOR

-HUINsULATION

- fELT CUSHION ,
INSOLE

_ REINfORCED
DOUBLE
TOE BOx

I

_ TRACTION SOLE
AND HEEL

NU-L1NE GUNS
1053 Caulks Hili Rd, Dept. AH

Harvester, MO 63301
(314) 441-4500
(314) 447-4501

8.th Temper.ture OF

Here IS a replica of the
G,!. Mickey Mouse boot
that will let you enJOy
years of cozy warm foot
comfo"rt no matter what
the temperature - nght
down to 70 below zero.
Just what you have been
waiting for for hunting.
ice fishing. outdoor
work. And they are built
rugged-to last and last
while cuddling your feet
in bedroom slipper com_
fort and fireplace warmth.

o
-50
-50
-70

5UB-ZERO
THERMAL
BOOTS

SATISFACTION GUARANTEEO
Just check the table and see If these are not
"just what th'e doctor ordered." Order today.
You must be pleased-they must be .. the best
you've ever had" or Just return them after 10
days trial for a full purchase price refund, Fair
enough, And they cost only $22.95 plus $225
postage' and handling. Give us your regular shoe
size and we guarantee fit. For COD send $2 good
will deposit and pay balance plus postage and
handling to postman when your boots arrive
HONOR HOUSE OEPT 527BT95

LYNBROOK, N.Y. 11563

Guaranteed
Warmth Down to
70 Below

22'5

SEND LARGE SA 5 E
FOR BROCHURE
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HANDGUN BALLISTIC COMPARISONS

.38 SPECIAL j

125gr SJH P. 0 171 945 858 248 204 21.0

.45 AUTO'
185gr SJH P 0 153 940 846 363 294 21.5

Notes:
(I) Instrumental velocities taken 5 ft. from muzzle for .223 Remington.
(2) Calculated bullet drop below line of departure.
(3) Muzzle velocity and remaining velocities at 100 yds. taken from Remington 1978

Sporting Firearms and Ammunition Catalog. Ballistic Coefficient and bullet drop were
calculated using the Speer Ballistic Calculator.

6.95
6.95

5.95
8.95

.85

.35
1.25
1.00
1.95
1.95
.30
.45
.30
.30
.30
.30

1.25
.55
.30
.30
.30
.30

5.95
.30
.30
.20

.30
7.95
5.95
1.50
3.95
.60

6.95
5.95
8.95

.95
5.95
3.95
3.95
1.00
4.95
3.95
5.95

47.50
1.25
3.50
1.25
4.95
4.95
.30

22.50
8.95

12.95
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TEXAS ARMAMENT CO.
P.O. Box 135 Brownwood, TX 76801

(915) 646·5827

.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

DEALER SPECIAL
Hammer Strut $ 1.25
Hammer Strut Pin. .20
Barrel Links. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
No. 13 Barrel Links

(For Match Guns) .
Barrel Link Pins .
Firing Pins .
Firing Pin Stop ..
Plunger 'lUbe .
Ejector .
Grip Screws .
Recoil Spring.
Magazine Catch Spring .
Firing Pin Spring .
Main Spring .
Plunger 'lUbe Spring .
Recoil Spring Plug ..
Grip Screw Bushing .
Main Spring Cap .
Main Spring Cap Pin.
Main Spring Retainer.
Slide Stop Plunger .
Grip Safety (Long) .
Hammer Pin .
Sear Pin.. . .
Ejector Pin .
Main Spring Housing

Retainer Pin
Main Spring Housing (Arched) .
Main Spring Housing (Flat).
Recoil Spring Guide .
Disconnector . . . .
Barrel Bushing Wrench.
Trigger (Long) .
Trigger (Short)
Trigger Adjustable Match..
Sear Spring .
Hammers (191lAl) ..
Barrel Bushing .
Sears .
Magazine Catch Lock.
Magazine Catch. . .
Grips (G.!.) .
Magazine .
Slides .
Rear Sight
Extractor.
Front Sight.....
Thumb Safety ..
Slide Stop .
Safety Plunger .
Barrel ..
Plunger 'lUbe Staking TooL
Grip Screw Bushing

Staking Tool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.95
Main Spring Housing

Assembly Tool _.
Government Model Recoil 

Buffer.
Commander Recoil Buffer.
Extended Combat Thumb

Safety. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17.50
Main Spring Housing

(Gold Cup Style)
Wide Spur Hammer.
Stainless Steel Adj.

Match Trigger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.50
Stainless Steel Magazine

wIRounded Follower. . . . . . . .. . 6.95
Stainless Steel Grip Safety. 8.95

Dealers and Quantity Buyers-write
or call to get our monthly mailing
of bargain priced gun parts and
accessories.

14.1

13.5

543

361
.357 MAGNUM 3

I .235 I .015 535

.44 REMINGTON MAGNUM 3

I , 180 I .0 I0 741

158gr. S.J.H.P. 0.125

240gr. S.J.H.P. 0.167

appear in the loading table. A large nUffi- the.44 Magnum or other large calibers for
ber of powder-bullet combinations gave big game, but it should be a dandy for var
very good accuracy. Generally the best mints and small game, even out to 100
powder for all jacketed bullet loads was yards or more.
IMR-4198 followed closely by WW-748, Cast bullet accuracy in the Contender
H-335, BLC-2 and RL-7. Even slower approached that of jacketed bullets at 25
powders such as H-380 and IMR-3031 yards. Good accuracy at 2,500 fps without
turned in very respectable results at some- leading was obtained with several loads. I
what lower velocities. Most jacketed bul- attribute this to hard bullet alloy (lino-
lets tried gave good results, with Sierra 53 type) and Alox based bullet lubricant.
gr. H.P. perhaps showing some advantage Usually cast bullets for .224 caliber car-
in accuracy. The 52 gr. Sierra H.P.B.T. tridges are difficult to cast without flaws
tended to keyhole at low velocities but and even tiny flaws' on these small bullets
performed well at near maximum loads. can play havoc with accuracy. All bullets

As expected the ball powders didn't used for working up loads shown in the
burn as clean as the IMR powders but bar- loading table were of the gas check vari
reI fouling was no problem. Muzzle blast ety, cast of linotype, lubed with Alox and
was quite pronounced with ball powders. sized to 0.225-inch diameter. All cast bul-
Military ammo performance was dupli- lets were carefully inspected and weighed
cated with 22.5 gr. ofIMR-4198 and the 55 before they were sized and lubricated.
gr. Sierra bullet. The type of ball powder Bullets which showed the slightest imper
used in the .223 Remington military fection or had a weight variation of more
ammo was unknown, but looked very than 0.2-grain were set aside for remelting
much like H-335 powder. Commercial at a later date. Bullets cast from one pot of
.223 Remington ammo was not tried in the metal were packaged and reloaded to
Contender. gether. No new metal was added to the

The handgun ballistic comparison table pot, only the sprue metal that was col-
compares the ballistics of the .223 Rem- lected during casting was added back.
ington TIC with several of today's more Bullets were cast using an electric fur-
popular handgun cartridges. Because of its nace. I prefer the electric furnace since it
high muzzle velocity the .223 Remington maintains a constant alloy casting tem
TIC compares very well with the calibers perature and provides a cooler casting en
shown. It packs more energy, both at the vironment. The mould is held up tight
muzzle and at 100 yards, than any of the against the spout during filling and the
calibers listed and the bullet drop is also head of molten metal forms a sharp well
much less. Of course, I still wouldn't rec- filled-out bullet.
ommend the .223 Remington TIC over Many moulds on the market have too
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BULLET BAL. MUZZLE VEL. MUZZLE ENERGY 100YD.
COEF. VELOCITY 100 YDS. ENERGY 100 YDS. DROP

(FPS) (FPS) (FT-LBS) (FT-LBS) (INCHES)2

.223 TIC
50gr. Spitzer 0.261 3.041' 2,670 1.027' 791 2.0
55 gr. Spitzer 0.285 2.684' 2.368 880' 685 2.6



REINHART FAJEN INC. Box 338 AH, Warsaw, Mo. 65355

large a hole in the sprue plate to produce
good .22 caliber bullets with sharp, clean
bases. To get around this I use the off-cen
ter sprue method. For this method of op
eration the sprue plate is moved over the
edge of the bullet cavity during the pour
ing operation. This produces a bullet with
a small, clean sprue mark along one edge
of the bullet.

The bullet metal was stirred and fluxed
approximately every fifteen minutes to
maintain a uniform alloy composition.
Th.e use of smokeless/odorless flux such as
Marvelux (Marmel Products, P.O; Box 97,
Utica, Michigan 48087) allows this oper
ation to be performed inside the house
without undue concern from other family
members.

Best cast bullet loads were obtained
with the Lyman no. 2254l5U mould and
Lyman no. 22596 mould. Powders giving
the best performance with cast bul
lets were 2400, IMR-4227, RL-7 and
IMR-4l98.

Cartridge cases used with cast bullets
were sized in the RCBS neck sizer dye us
ing an oversize expander ball. The over
size expander ball allows seating of cast

At 25 yards cast bullets
were same as iacketed

A WORD OF CA UTION: Tests by
th~ SAAMI (Sporting Arms and
Ammunition Manufacturer's Institute)
have confirmed that chamber pressures
in a sporting rifle may be significantly
higher when using military .223 rather
than commercially loaded .223 car
tridges. Throat configuration ofmilitary
rifles may account for the increased
pressure over the sporting chamber.

bullets without shaving lead from bullets.
An expander die can also be used to
slightly bell the mouth of a case to allow
easy seating of ca&t bullets. Once a case
was used for cast bullets it was labeled as
such and used with only lead bullets
throughout the life of the case. All cast
bullet loads used a small tuft (about 0.1
gr.) of Dacron wad over the powder
charge to keep the powder near the bot
tom of the case. This provides for more
consistent powder ignition and uniform
burning rates.

For the pistol shooter who wants a pistol
chambered for a high performance car
tridge, the .223 Remington Contender
may be the answer. Military brass is
plentiful and inexpensive and accuracy
can be very good. This cartridge can be
loaded up or down to suit your own needs
and will even handle cast bullets well. For
the han,dloader, the .223 Remington
Contender can be a real 111M-
fun gun. ~

MIg. Under Exclusive
Rights From Bill Jordan

CATALOG

$1.00

JORDAN
HOLSTER®

JORDAN RIVER HOLSTER AND RIVER BELT-this set is
not only accepted by pollee as regulation equipment but
is also popular with sportsmen. The features Incorporated
in the holster assure the wearer that the gun will be in the
right position and readily available when needed. This
combination has been tested and proven for many years
as to its e"iciency and comfort going through underbrush,
shooting in combat, sitting in an automobile, riding on
horseback, etc.

Like all our equipment, this set is produced by expert
craftsmen who give each item that personal touch.'

Fljen's TIC Contender Grips Ind Forelrms
QUllilies IMHSA Production CllIs

MAGNUM GRIP -
Magnum swell distributes recoil comfortably

BANANA FOREARM -
conforms to body for positive support

SILHOUETTE

DON HUME
LEATHER GOODS INC. BOX 351, DEPT. AH, MIAMI, OK 74354
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MOUNT YOUR CONTENDER
PISTOL

T-Shirts for Men, T-Flirts for Ladies
• Men's high quality 100% cotton

T-Shirt $7.95 ea.
• Lady's T-Flirt Shirt in 50% cotton

50% Polyester $9.55 ea.
• Bumper Sticker $2.00 ea.

(Prices Include'Postage & Handling.)

• Black imprint on either Yellow or
Powder Blue Shirt.

• Sizes in S, M, L and XL.
• Indicate size, quantity, color and fu'li

mailing address.
• To order, send check or M.O. to:

Shooters T-Shirts
30097 Via Velez PI. Dept. AHI-80

Temecula, CA 92390
(CA residents add 6% sales tax.)

Anyone can learn to reload pistol ammuni
tion. If's easy, fun, and money-saving, too!
Send $1.00 for introductory booklet to
NRMA, Suite 300,1221 S.W. Yamhill, Port·
land, OR 97205. National Reloading Manu·
factl,Jrers Association.

~~

drostatic shock are not visible. For exam
ple, how can it be determined if a pressure
wave damaged or paralyzed a portion of
the body function due to nerve interfer
ence controlling that particular function?

recoil. Some guns that shoot dead on with I'm convinced hydrostatic shock does
wadcutters at 20-25 yards will shoot 8-12 exist and is sometimes just as effective in
inches low at the same distance with a fast impairment as if the bullet itself had
90-110 grain H. P. round. This could be struck the impaired portion of the tissue.
important as combat situations usually However, I'm not convinced of its effec
occur at short range and do not allow time tiveness on every shot and feel its effects
to figure Kentucky elevation. are quite variable depending on,its inten-

I agree with Hydra-Shok's claim that it sity, dissipation, and location. Its effects
is highly unlikely a Scorpion round would on truly large animals are considered neg
completely penetrate an individual to ligible and seem to become more effective
pose a hazard to an innocent bystander. In as the size of the animal is reduced. There
any event, the target is going to absorb.all is a lot of difference in ability to dissipate
of the bullet's energy. I also agree with this effect between a Cape buffalo and a
them about the bullet expanding to 60 150 pound Whitetail.
caliber in ballistic media such as Duxseal The hydrostatic shock effect, in my
or wet sand. However, these media do not opinion, is in direct proportion to the ve
approximate flesh and bone very well. locity of the displaced fluids. I question

In my experience with hunting bullets the true ability of the Scorpion to displace
(for handguns) at much higher velocities, fluids at high enough velocity to induce
a bullet must usually partially disintegrate effective hydrostatic shock. Granted - if
and practically turn inside out at short it opens to 60 caliber in the right place it
range in Duxseal to be an effective ex- will displace fluids quite rapidly. Fluids in
pander in game such as boar or deer at the hollow cavity also create pressure to
normal hunting ranges. expand the bullet.

There is no question, the Scorpion The inverted hollow base wadcutter has
opens to the base of the hollow cavity in been known as an effective manstopper
short range Duxseal and sand tests and the for a long time. However, it has usually
round is designed for short range close been driven at velocities considerably
combat, the normal, violent police-self higher than those of the Scorpion. The
defense confrontation. Scorpion bullet is simply an inverted hol-

The element of hydrostatic shock that low base wadcutter with a post in the cav
the Scorpion is expected to induce mayor ity. The post should accomplish several
may not be effective on a man sized things. The first would provide additional
target. Hydrostatic shock itself is, in my strength to the bullet nose in the event
opinion, still somewhat of a mystery at the bone is struck. In theory, the post should
velocities encountered with .38 Special channel pressure to the outer walls of the
revolvers. The theory of hydrostatic b'ullet to aid expansion and provide a
shock is simple: liquids cannot be com- stabilizing and cutting effect for the ex
pressed and the passage of a bullet panded bullet. In practice, I have no idea
through tissue· violently displaces fluids if that works or not.
creating a damaging effect on surrounding The Scorpion round is designed for two
tissues. It is easily demonstrated - simply and four inch barrels, Six inchers handle
fill a couple cans with water and hit them them OK but do not gain much velocity
with a .22 solid and hollow point. The over a four inch. Running the Scorpions
cans will rupture at their weakest point. through the Oehler M-33 chronograph
Essentially, the same thing occurs in tissue revealed outstanding uniformity from the
due to displaced fluids in tissue. 4" gun which was the best gun of the three

In scores of field examinations of ani- used. A 2" M-60 that doesn't quite make 2"
mals downed by handguns, I have encoun- in barrel length averaged 625 f.p.s. versus
tered what I consider the visual effects of the claimed 682 f.p.s. I'm sure a good 2"
hydrostatic shock on numerous occasions. Colt would achieve the claimed velocity.
The most vivid recollection of it was on a A 4" Combat Masterpiece averaged 687
200 lb. boar. I had hit him with a 1700 f.p.s. with only 20 f.p.s. extreme spread
f.p.s . .44 Mag H.P. through the lungs and and a 6" P.P.c. gun averaged 731 f.p.s. I
the bullet passed through the mass of feel these velocities are consistent with
large veins and arteries at the top of the the manufacturer's claims as they were re
heart. At the shot, he _was running and corded in quite cold temperatures from
went into a very wobbly condition and well worn guns.
pulled up in about fifteen feet. Examina- Hydra-shok claims 28 yard accuracy of
tion revealed a quite large hemmorhage in 2.5 inches or less and I certainly have no
the large vein that returns blood from the quarrel with that. I figure they are being
lower extremities, just ahead of the conservative in accuracy claims from the
hindquarters. I feel certain the pressure way Scorpions grouped with my guns.
wave induced by the bullet's penetration I also agree with the claim that Scorpion
caused the rupture of this large vein 14-18 provides better expansion at low ve
inches from the actual path of the bullet. locities than any other ammunition on the

Obviously, many of the effects of hy- market and that it is excellent on the score
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only of weight retention at impact.
The big question is - "Will it workT

Frankly, I don't know. I expect it will be
as controversial as the fast jacketed Hol
low points were when they were intro
duced and before they were understood. I
expect excellent performance with good
hits and poor performance from poor hits.
There is no getting around properly
placed hits being effective and poorly
placed hits being quite ineffective. The
physical and emotional status of the "hit
tee" also has to be considered.

For several months I've attempted to
try the Scorpion on larger animals but the
score so far is only three groundhogs. All
wer~ front end shots, well placed from
within 20 feet and dropped them in
stantly. One head shot directly in front
was recovered from the neck. Maximum
penetration - 4". This bullet lost a por
tion of the cavity wall and is easily recog
nized in the photos. One groundhog was
shot at about 25' from his left quarter.
The shot was a typical raking shot - en
tered at about the last rib and quartered
toward the off shoulder. At the shot-he
visibly expanded and bounced several
inches off the rock he was lying on. He
came down on his feet and quite rapidly
got into his hole about five feet from him.
I was quite impressed with the ability to
see the groundhog "blow up" at impact.
The only other times I've seen it was
through binoculars or spotting scope
when someone else hit them with a rifle.
Why the shot didn't kill him instantly, I
don't know. I feel he shouldn't have
moved off the spot. Equally impressive
was the ability to hear the "thunk" of bul
let impact on all four of these close range
shots.

Oakley R. Bauman, President of Hy
dra-Shok has quite impressive credentials
in law enforcement and ballistics. I find
his development of the Scorpion round
quite interesting. He certainly is aware
that bullet expansion and hydrostatic
shock is directly dependent on impact
velocity. Jacking up the velocity would
enhance expansion and "shockability." It
would also increase the detrimental ef
fects of flash blast and recoil.

I'm not much impressed by bullet en
ergy figures and apparently Bauman isn't
either as he doesn't include energy infor
mation in his literature. Energy figures
cim be quite misleading. I'm quite sure a
full metal jacketed metal piercing 158
grain .38 Special round possesses quite a
bit more bullet energy than the Scorpion,
but for manstopper purposes I would def
initely grab the Scorpion in a hurry!

The limited penetration powers of the
Scorpion seem quite important in police
work. Excessive penetration can be quite
dangerous and is a very real hazard in
police work and in self defense situations.
How strongly constructed and bullet re
sistant are the outer and inner walls of
your home? County or State officers who
may need the ability on occasion to pene-
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PELLET
FIRING ~ ,
22 CAl.
SNUB-NOSED

REVOLVER
FREE: Targets and 50 reuseable pellets
This hard hitting target pistol looks and feels
like the famous snub nosed revolver in use
by most detectives. The cylinder swings out
to take eight 22 caliber pellets and each
revolver comes with its own FREE supply of
targets and 50 rounds of reuseable pellets.
Only $3.95 plus 6541 for postage and hand
ling. Your maney promptly refunded if
you're not completely satisfied. Not sold in
New York City.
Elan Products Corp. Dept 527DR95
35 Wilbur St., L nbroook, N.Y. 11563

SAVE 30% up to 60% SAVE
Send for big bargain catalog of revolvers, rifles, pistols and
d~rringers. Big selection of guns and accessories. Many
hard' to find items. All items at low, low prices. $$ 
Order direct and save - $$

"25 years" of service and integrity
Dept. G
2911 W. Olive Avenue
Burbank. CA 91505EMF CO., InC.,

Genuine Dakota U.S. Army Single Action Revolver.
The Dakota revolver is an exact shooting copy of the
original Colt Single Action Revolver. These fine guns
have the Colt-type hammer with firing pin, beautiful
polished, blue finish, genuine case hardened frame,
one-piece walnut grips and genuine solid brass back
strap and trigger guard. They are superbly balanced

Authentic and accurate revolvers and have perfect timing. They
Quality. are made of the finest materials and are manufactured

Shooters by one of Europe'.s. finest gun makers. The best in
quality and authentiCity.

CALIBERS: .22 LR - .22 MAG - .357 MAG - .44·40 CAL.
.45 LONG COLT - .30 Ml CARBINE
See Your Dealer Or Send For Information

Telephone Order Desk (213) 843-7777

•

UNI-VEST
BY GARTH

Designed for Law Enforcement &
Sporting Use

The most practical
.comfortoble way to
corry a gun. Uni-Vest

j fits revolvers or auto
matics with 'l' to 6Y,'
barrels in three spe
cially designed holster

- pockets. Uni-Vest also
.- has a two magazine

pocket which opens to
accommodate loose

• ammo. Heavyweight
/' blue denim. Sizes

S-M-L-XL. Specify right or left handed. $5.00
deposit on COD·s. Stomped-envelope brings
literature. $39.95

GARTH CO.
Dept.AH, P.O. Box 14354

Tampo, Florida 33690

Single
Action
Revolvers
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HECKLER & KOCH

H&K

~

complete systems
. from

$79.95

FACTORY MANUALS

HK 91 HK 93
$6.50 $6.50

HK 91 and HK 93, HECKLER and
KOCH Factory Manuals. Illustrated,
50 detailed pages covering main
tenance, operation, cleaning, acces
sories. Semi-Auto, Full Auto, and
Burst Fire functions; Catalog $1.
Money Order only; Survival Books,
11106 Magnolia Blvd .• No. Holly
wood, CA 91601. 213-763-0804.
In store or by mail.

LET RAY CHAPMAN SHAR
THE TECHNIQUES THAT HAVE MADE
HIM THE FOREMOST COMPETITOR

IN THE WORLD.
Ray Chapman. former World Practical
(Combat) Pistol Champion. is providing
courses of instruction in pistol craft and
competitive techniques at his modern 37
acre facility in Columbia, Missouri. The fa
cilities include indoor. outdoor, moving
target. and night shooting ranges.
Available courses include familiarization.
basic. intermediate and advanced training
in the use of the practical pistol.
The courses have been praised by shooters from
novices to AA World Class compeTitors. They tn

clude the Safe and Effective Use of Handguns
using the CHAPMAN METHODS. For Information
wrtte:

RAY CHAPMAN ACADEMY
609 E. Broadway

Columbia. Mo.. 65201

SHOO
WITH
RAY
CHAPMA

WRITE FOR FREE
TEST REPORT:

CUSTOM CHRONOGRAPH CO.-A
At. 1 Box 193-A Tonasket, WA 98855

M~OO CHRONOGRAPH
VELOCITY TEST YOUR RELOADS

trate vehicle bodies may want to consider
carrying ,a few limited penetration man
stopper effective rounds such as the
Scorpion to come up first and the remain
der of the cylinder filled with the best car
penetrators made, the KTW, INC. (710
Cooper-Foster Park Road, Lorain, OH
44053) round which has an architectural
bronze teflon coated bullet. (Sold to po
lice only!) Bullet configuration of the
KTW round enhances, its capability of
being a stopper also.

Hydra-Shok intends to introduce addi
.tional rounds in various configurations
and calibers. Their claim of Scorpion
being "The Ultimate Defense Load" is
certainly optimistic. As far as I'm con
cerned it hasn't been developed yet and
probably never will be. Scorpion is how
ever, a round to certainly give careful con
sideration and evaluation.

The .38 Special's track record as an in
stantaneous fight stopper is somewhat less
than desirable. With good hits, it is gener
ally acceptable to assume the .38 Special
to immediately incapacitate about 50% of
the time. The .45 Auto is assumed to do
this about 80% of the time. In modern
realistic combat training this is recognized
and trainees are taught "If it's necessary to
shoot - shoot at least twice." I subscribe
wholly to this theory and whole-heartedly
recommend it. The Scorpion would be
extremely controllable in this type of situ
ation. Instant incapacitation is the key to
close combat. It differs considerably from
instant kill. Usual violent confrontations
occur at extremely close distances, 5-7
feet would probably be as good a guess as
any. At these ranges instant incapacitation
is of extreme importance - and the
ability to hit repeatedly - at least twice
prior to recognition of incapacitation is of
the utmost importance. It is really sort of
silly to fire, watch for the result and make
up your mind what to do next, viewed
from a life or death confrontation.

From my experience, I cannot consider
any .38 Special round capable of instant
incapacitation at impact 100% of the
time. Neither can I consider the .44 Mag
num or 12 gauge shotgun even with rifled
slugs 100 per-centers. There are just too
many documented cases where they have
failed to produce the desired impact.

The Scorpion round certainly has a lot
going for it. It remains to be seen if it will
be a commercial success in the highly
competitive police market. Extensive test
ing of the ammunition and individual re
sults will tell the tale. I've burned all but a
few of the three boxes of test ammo and
I'm saving them for future tests. In addi
tion to its designed purpose it should
make a dandy short range small game
load. It is well worth buying a few boxes
and testing yourself. Defensive ammo is
highly personal but even "dyed in the
wool" light bullet-high velocity fans
should give it a fair trial. High velocity-
lightweights in a .38 aren't .....
the answer either. ~

A proven finish for your expensive
firearms at a price you can afford.

ARMOLOY OFFERS:
TOTAL PROTECTION AGAINST RUST

Every steel part internal & external is
plated except springs. J.D. of bore &
cylinder available at additional cost.

REDUCES WEAR
Surface hardness is Rockwell C·70

NON·GLARE FINISH
Reflects less light than conventional

bluing.
LASTING FINISH

Finish is guaranteed not to chip,
crack, or peel under normal

conditions.

For free literature and price list write:
ARMOLOY CO. OF FT. WORTH

204 E. DAGGETT ST.
FT. WORTH, TEXAS 76104

ARMOLOY

THE LAST WORD
IN FIREARM. FINISHING

J & L PRODUCTS
602 SESAME LN.

LAREDO, TEXAS 78041
TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 4%

11.95 + 1.00 post. & hand!.
AVAILABLE IN SOLID 10K GOLD OR

STERLING SILVER, PRICES ON
REQUEST.

PRESENTATION QUALITY POLICE
COMBAT BUCKLE

SOLID BRASS - LIFETIME GUARANTEE
SHOW YOUR PRIDE IN YOUR

PROFESSION'S SPORT

50 Grip Inserts
available to fit
different Pistol
and Revolver
Frames

ANSOM "Master Series" RES
An International Standard for Accuracy Development

C'ArcoBox 308HG,Highland, CA 92346
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HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 25¢ per word insertion including name and address. Payable in advanr,:e.
Minimum ad 14 words. Closing date March/Apr. issue (on sale Jan.) is Nov. 14. Print carefully
and mail to THE AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino Reina, Suite 200, San
Diego, California 92108.

BOOKS

"SPORTING AIR WEAPONRY. MODESTLY PRICED.
LITERATURE, $1.00. FANTA AIR RIFLES, BOX 8122H,
LA CRESCENTA. CA 91214."

FOR SALE

Royal Bengal Tiger Rug, 10 ft. Original owner. Perfect
condition. Complete documentation available. Available for
showing end of Jan. $12,000.00 Call: (213) 822-5566.

GARROTTE! Wooden handles prepared for sure grip and
night concealment #16. YAWARA STICK! ~ Concealable,
lethal! Illustrated instructions induded: #8. Cash or money
order payable to Bradley J. Steiner-SURVIVAL DE
FENSE, P.O. Box 7532, Phoenix, Arizona.85011.

GREAT SPORTING POSTERS-24/set, full color. Collec
tion of scenes from Remington, UMC, Lefever, Abercrombie
& Fitch, Winchester. etc. Printed on heavy duty stock. $9.95
+ $1.50 post. HAND GUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591
Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108"

COLT'S SAA POST-WAR MODELS by Geo. Garton. All
info verified by COLT! History, scarce or Tare models,
Buntline specials, flap-tops, production figs, commemora
tives + MORE! $17.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA. 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108··*

GUNSMITHING by Roy F. Dunlap. A volume that will be a
constant source of info for many years to come. A complete
one-book reference for the professional and amateur alike!!
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego. CA 92108"

GENUINE DEERSKIN-Jackets, Moccasins, Purses.-Au
thentic Indian Jewelry-Natice Alaskan Handcrafts-Belt
Buckles, hundreds. Color catalog $2.00, refundable. Mari
Sene Trading, Box lOAG, Belle Plaine, IA 52208.

MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS.
Carries pistol and holster stock over shoulder, VG, $10.
Excellent, $12. Unused, $14. Postpaid. Lane (AHG), 6832
Sulz-Rothis, Austria. .

GUN EQUIPMENT

PISTOL CASES: Fine professional quality hard-shell black
leather-grain styrene, with two keyed locks. "ORLEAN"
two-gun 7"x14"x3'h", $16.50. "MUSKETEER" four-gun
15"x18"x3W', $~2.00. Add $2.50 postage USA. Satisfaction
guaranteed. RAYMO PRODUCTS, INC., 212 South Blake,
Olathe, KS 66061.

TEST QUESTIONS FOR UNINSPECTED TOWING
VESSELS EXAM. INLAND, WESTERN $20.00 EACH.
MARITIME SUPPLIES, P.O. BOX 24067, NEW OR
LEANS, LA 70184.

Pocket Watches like the kind Grandpa carried. Send S.A.S.E.
for list to: Art Seegers, P.O. Box 503, Stockton, Calif. 95201.

M-80S, CHERRY BOMBS. THE SIMPLIFIED MAN
UFACTURE OF READILY AVAILABLE MATERIALS.
COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS AND
SOURCE FOR ALL NEEDED MATERIALS: $3.00.
TOMCO, BOX 183, KEWANEE, ILLINOIS 61443.

ATTENTION, GUN CLUBS: SHORT-RUN CUSTOM
BUCKLES WITH YOUR'LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID
SANDCAST SILICON BRONZE BUCKLES ALL HAND
FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE, 1225 MANZANITA,
DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

GUNS & AMMUNITION

A new experience in fast-loading! Sturdy, light
weight, easy to use it's the fastest way to
reload your revolver with round nose or wad
cutter ammunition.
Check these NEW MODEL features .
• NO CARTRIDGE JIGGLE
.PERFECT ALIGNMENT OF CARTRIDGES
WITH REVOLVER CYLINDER-gives faster,
more positive loading.

.POPULAR SPILL-RESISTANT TWIST KNOB
simply turn knob to load revolver or to
rec harge loader.

HANDCUFFS-Smith & Wesson $22.50 pair, two $38.00, Leg
Irons $28.50 set. G. Noramaco, Box 30243-AH, St. Paul,
Minn. 5.

"GUNS AVAILABLE AT WHOLESALE AND MAN
UFACTURER'S PRICES." Confidential Suppliers List
$3.00. Horton, Box 08332, Milwaukee, Wis. 53208.

CROSSBOWS-MAGNUM POWER, British made, up to
175 lbs. draw. Catalog $1.00. B&P Barnett (Canada), 66
Thmbleweed, London, Ontario N6E 2N8.

"DISCOVER THE OLD WEST". TOP QUALITY
GUNLEATHER FOR BEST PRICES-SEND $1.00 FOR
OUR CATALOG PLUS A $1.00 MERCHANDISE CER
TIFICATE GOOD ON YOUR 1ST ORDER OLD WEST
INC., P.O. BOX 2030, CHULA VISTA, CA 92012.

THOMPSON SUB MACHINE GUN, now you can convert
your 27A·l or 27A-5 Thompson to full auto. No parts to buy,
no machining, only minor changes done in minutes. Cyclic
rate 650 or 1200. Send $24.95 for instructions to H & H. P.O.
Box 296, Pendleton, In. 46064. '

RUGER SECURITY SIX SURVIVAL REPORT-tells
how to turn it into an even better defensive weapon. $1.00
Send self-addressed stamped envelope for free catalog of
survival books and equipment. Survival/Security Associates,
Dept. GG, POB 30753, Seattle, Washington 98103.

GUNSMITHING

REMEMBER THE OLD ASH CAN, MOO, etc.? Complete
detailed instructions on above and many others. Send $3.00
to: Pioneer Ind., Box 36,14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

BEER CAN MORTAR Complete information and detailed
instructions, no complicated machining, range to 1000 yards.
Information on bursting projectiles included. Send $4.00.
Pioneer Ind', Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

PYROTECHNICAL: NOW AT LAST, detailed construc
tion procedures and formulas on many pyrotechnical devices
from Blockbusters to Roman Candles. Parts and chemical
service. For catalog send $1.00 to Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A
Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

MISCELLANEOUS

INSTRUCTION

BULLET MOULD FOR MUZZLE LOADING GUNS.
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR BARGAIN LIST.
CHESAPEAKE GUN WORKS, 4406 INDIAN RIVER
RD., CHESAPEAKE, VA 23325.

PISTOLSMITH SPECIALIZING IN S&W AND COLT
HANDGUNS REPAIR, TUNEO ACTIONS, ACCURIZ
lNG, REBARRELING, CUSTOMIZING ON RE
VOLVERS AND AUTOMATIC PISTOLS. DISTRIBU
TOR FOR DADE SPEEDLOADERS AND CASES.
INQUIRE TO: LADDIE V. HOUCK-PISTOLSMITH,
BOX 107l, MONTICELLO, UTAH 84535.

CANNON FUSE, 3/32" diameter, waterproof, 10 feet $1.00,
34 feet $3.00, 58 feet $5.00 Postpaid. Catalog 25¢. Zeller
Enterprises, Drawer W-27, Wickenburg, AZ 85358.

Your S&W 28 converted to 45 Colt 44 Mag. David Woodruff,
Box 5, Bear, Delaware 19701.

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS! Jones Extended Maga
zine Release for Colt .45 Autos. Fast release of magazine!
Large, non-slip stainless steel, checkered button. Easily
installed. Detachable. Instructions included. $19.95 Postpaid.
N.Y. Residents add 7% sales tax. Overseas add 50•. Jim's Flye
Shoppe, RD. #1, Fredonia, NY. 14063.

PISTOLSMITHING Specializing in match and combat
guns. Any modification alteration available. Our prices and
quality can't be matched. SASE. Miller Custom Guns, 2620
East 32nd Street, Davenport, Iowa 52807'(319) 355-6165.

FIREWORKS! Send for catalog chock full of great items
from abroad and USA, FREE! Also, Cannon Fuse (3/32),
100'-$5.00, Apogee, Box 5618H, Chicago, IL 80680.
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CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, your design, low
minimum. Identify, promote, reward with emblems. Free
booklet. Emblems, Dept. 122, Littleton, NH 03561.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER BACK ISSUES
WANTED: VOL. 1, No.1; Vol. 2, No. 1. Give $5.00 each ppd.
FLYNN, 3116 Harvey Pky, Oklahoma City, OK 73118.

U.S. CARTS & THEIR HANDGUNS by Suydam. Softback
Only! Most info ever printed on the subject! $9.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108" .

THE TACTICS OF COMBAT HANDGUN 'SHOOTING.
You must read this Special Report if you own a handgun for
self-defense! Easy-reading, no frills; just FACTS to keep you
and yours ALIVE! $10 cash or money order payable to
Bradley J. Steiner SURVIVAL-DEFENSE, P.O. Box 7532,
Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

SURVIVE ANY HAND-TO-HAND FIGHT! "The Tactical
Skills of Hand-to-Hand Combat (Self-Defense)" teaches the
life-saving tactics of self-defense that the popular "judo and
karate courses" don't mention! $7 cash or money order
payable to Bradley J. Steiner SURVIVAL-DEFENSE, P.O.
Box 7532, Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

PERSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & McLoughlin. A guide
to personal safety with common sense do's & don'ts, defense
against firearms and edged weapons, what to do after it's over
and more. $8.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* *

PISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Hogg & Weeks. THE ABSO
LUTE AUTHORITY reference manual on the modern,
unique, exotic, rare or otherwise handgun. $24.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108.....

NEW PALADIN CATALOG. Comprehensive list of U.S.
and foreign books: guns, unusual weapons, knife fighting,
guerrilla warfare, explosives, demolition, ordnance, self-de
fense, technical manuals, field manuals, field craft, survival.
Many unusual, hard-to-find books. Send $1.00 for fascinating
catalog. PALADIN PRESS, Box 1307·AHG, Boulder, Colo
rado 80306.

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $3.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00. Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St., N ew York, NY 10022,
Department E.

CRIMEFIGHTERS SEND $1.00 FOR FULLY ILLUS
TRATED POLICE CATALOG B-PEC, DEPT. AH 128,9889
ALONDRA, BELLFLOWER, CALIFORNIA 90706.

RARE, SCARCE, OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS ON FIRE
ARMS, EDGED WEAPONS, HUNTING, FISHING. CAT
ALOG $1.00 REFUNDED. MELVIN MARCHER, 6204 N.
VERMONT, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112.

EMBLEMS

SURVIVAL GUNS by Tappan. A guide to the selection,
modification and use of firearms and related devices for
defense, food gathering, etc. $12.50 (hardbound) + $1.50 post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108"

MAUSER BOLT RIFLES by Olson. Over 672 photos, draw
ings, exploded views and cutaways. Charts, spec tables, data
tables and symbols. $24.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108"
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Fine leather
for peace
officers
since 1898

Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic i:landguns. Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four
lustrous colors, plus Staghorn.

Fast draw shoulder holster,
Open front for super-fast
draw. Fits nearly all guns.
Spring clip for gun security
and quick release. Oil finish
leather. No. NS
4" and under $25.00

'Q

'\SHOULDER
_)i HOLSTERS...

SPORTS, INC., P.O. Box 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZIIE

Secret Agent shoulder holster.
Designed for maximum conceal
ment. For all but a few unusual
guns. Spring clip for gun security
and quick release. Oil finish
leather. No. K
4" and under $25.00
Over 4" bbl 29.00

• Available through dealers or direct from manufacturer.
• Send check or money order for full amount due. No C.O.D.
• When ordering holsters please state exact barrel length of gun,

gun manufacturer and model number.
• Add $2.00 per holster for handling and shipping.

Get Brauer mini-catalog &-price list. Add $1.00.
• Missouri residents add 5% sales tax. Money back if not satisfied.

B~I\UE~ B~OS8 MFG.@.
Dept. AH, 2012 Washington· St. Louis, Missouri 63103

B~~UE~ B~OS. MFG.(§.

WESTERHOUT
(Continued from page 61)

or England, where other nations would
be happier to participate. If you're a
shooter in England or Germany, you're
going to have a problem coming to
shoot in a nation that has been called
"racist."
AYOOB: While Rhodesian passports
are only recognized by a couple of
countries, isn't it a fact that most Rho
desian team members have British pas
sports which would enable them to
travel elsewhere?
WESTERHOUT: Many have British
passports, and this is no problem unless
the given country requires a visa, as
does the United States. Rhodesians
would not be allowed a visa for the sole
purpose of shooting in the US. There is
a possibility that this will change with
our new government. Ifit is recognized
by Britain and the US, we'll be in a
much happier situation when the next
world match rolls around in 1980.

The Rhodesian bid for the '77 world
shoot was accepted in Columbia, Mis
souri at the IPSC inaugural meeting by
a unanimous vote of32-0. At that world
shoot, a majority voted to have the next
world shoot in South Africa, even
though we officially suggested holding
it elsewhere. The general feeling was
that since the Rhodesian team had won
the title twice in a row, it was only just
to run the next event in a country that
would welcome their participation.
AYOOB: Apart from diplomatic recog
nition that would ease your passport
situation, what else does the new gov
ernment have in store for Rhodesian
shooters?
WESTERHOUT: After the problems of
the last ten years, including a war be
tween terrorist groups and security
forces, it would be understandable if
the African Nationalist government
coming into power would not be happy
with the widespread ownership of fire
arms. It might prove much more diffi
cult in the future for us to justify
ownership of large bore handguns.

We are getting the feeling that while
it might be all right for farmers to have
shotguns and for an ISU competitor to
own a two-two pistol, it would be unac
ceptable in our new society for citizens
to walk around with a Cold Com
mander under their jackets. I fear that
in the near future, this may become a
serious problem, and I think most peo
ple in Rhodesia agree with that. I be
lieve it's also true that you haave to be
guided by history in these matters; in
recent African history, virtually all the
emerging nations have, "after inde
pendence," made private ownership of
firearms virtually impossible.
AYOOB: Dave, in light of your unique
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SIGHT SETTINGS
(Continued from page 13)

sard and be presented with individual
plaques during the National Award cere
monies. I was the first woman to make the
team, and Gertrude Backstrom the second,
and last I believe, in 1955.

Pistol shooting in general must be
healthy, look at all the national champion
ships we have now. Prior to the 1960's if
you were going to the nationals, you were
going to "bullseye" nationals, there wasn't
anything else. Then came Combat; in 1962
US International Pistol Championships,
now Long Range Pistol Silhouettes,
Hunter's Pistol Silhouette and more I have
probably missed. Still no national TV
coverage, even in recent Pan-Am games. I
have been thinking about a 5 shot shootoff
easily covered by television for national
and international championships. I can
understand the argument that shooting
takes too long to decide the winner com
pared to track, swimming. Follow me in
my next column to see if we can't come up
with a "quick shoot" winners match of 3
top in each event, decided by whatever
lengthy aggregate preceding needed, to
decide top three. I think it could be done.
Also, I'll preview the new, improved NRA
Police Match Rule Book, which takes
effect January 1980. Lucy

WESTERHOUT
(Conti~uedfrom page 69)

situation, and speaking as both a Rho
desian and the world champion of
)PSC, what does practical shooting
mean to you?
WESTERHOUT: I'm not a fanatic
about it. I enjoy competition 'shooting,
and like most Rhodesians, I view IPSC
purely as a sport. Some may regard that
as an odd comment in view of our
security situation, but we are not really
interested in what we call "the blood
and thunder approach," what you
Americans call "the martial arts ap
proach." We enjoy the fun and the
companionship; to us it is a game, and
no more than that.

We see a practical applicatioa for it,
since all Rhodesian males under 60 do
some sort of commitment with the se
curity forces, but it doesn't replace mili
tary training. Our actual combat
situations are completely different from
what you practice for in IPSC matches.

I wouldn't want to see our sport
spoiled by too great an emphasis on
"martial arts," which you must remem
ber, are prohibited in many countries of
the world. When you talk about using a
weapon to kill people, even defen
sively, it is unacceptable in many coun-

tries, and it does our sport no good. I
don't think IPSC should be reduced to
a purel~ .martial art ~
competitIOn. ~

COLT'S CUSTOM
(Continued from page 70)

The Custom Shop was officially orga
nized three years ago, and while the en
graving half has been going great, the

. gunsmithing section has been coming
along slower. Gleason feels that the hard
ware section will eventually be sustaining
more of the operation than the engraving,
though they won't be backing off on the
latter by any means. Employee selection is
still going on to expand both sides.

The Custom Shop is being watched by
the rest of the Industry as well. Only Win
chester has anything like it on the gun
smithing side, I'm told, though several
offer engraving. The ,success of the Colt
operation may change that. A Smith &
Wesson employee recenty bet me a dollar
that S&W would have a custom shop in
sid~ of three years. I turned down the bet,
but one thing you can bet on is that the
Colt Custom Shop is a winner! In, fact,
whether you lay your money down for an
engraved collector piece or a hardworking
competition firearm, you just ain't gonna
lose by going the Custom Shop ~
route. ~
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